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Abstract 
This 
thesis describes a new technique, through which the invariant three 
dimensional object classification problem can be effectively solved for both 
uncluttered and noisy scenes. The technique is based on a new algorithmic 
approach that modifies the known concept of intersecting three 3D object 
pseudo-volumes in order to create a unique invariant three dimensional object 
volume description. The thesis shows that the proposed algorithm for 
volume intersection together with a neural network classifier, can perform 
effectively in both uncluttered and noisy environments. In particular, a single 
picture of each aircraft is required, in order to achieve an error-free aircraft 
classification in a variety of noisy and uncluttered environments. 
The thesis additionally presents the results of research in using a 
standard relational database system for an exact and error-free pattern 
matching operation. The pattern matching was applied on compressed aircraft 
pictures that are stored within the relational database system. In that context, 
the wider problem of partial pattern matching is also investigated, and it is 
concluded that although an exact and error-free pattern matching operation on 
compressed aircraft images can be achieved, with a standard relational 
database environment, it takes an unsatisfactory long processing time to be 
completed. 
The thesis also reviews the standard shape description techniques for two 
and three dimensional feature extraction. The reviewed techniques for shape 
analysis are presented in the context of a position and scale invariant pattern 
recognition operation. These methods include the moments invariants and the 
normalised Fourier descriptors. It is concluded that in the context of the 
invariant aircraft identification approach, the above methods possess a 
number of highly desirable properties. They demonstrate a high classification 
success ratio, and are both computationally efficient and simple to 
implement. However, both methods suffer from information redundancy, 
information loss, data suppression and require a large number of a priori 
information for a successful object identification. Because the limitations of 
both techniques are considered unreliable for the general three dimensional 
pattern recognition problem. 
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Finally, the thesis proposes a constraint hypermedia style user-interface, 
through which the pattern recognition process can be implemented. The aim 
is to present a user-interface through which a significant number of images 
(more than a hundred) can be simply and efficiently introduced into the 
system, can then be effectively processed using a variety of image processing 
techniques, and can finally generate suitable patterns for training and testing 
the underlying neural network architecture. Furthermore, within the proposed 
user-interface all results regarding a specific experiment can be kept together, 
and additional performance charts can also be added in order to demonstrate 
graphically the overall system's classification behaviour. 
CHAPTER 1 
Introduction 





the speed, capability, and economic advantages of modem signal 
processing devices continue to increase, there is simultaneously an increase 
in efforts aimed at developing sophisticated real time automatic systems 
capable of emulating human abilities. This thesis concerns one of the most 
obvious of these, namely vision. Energy from our three dimensional world is 
converted into two dimensional entities called images by either an electronic 
sensor or our visual system, such as a television camera. The way in which 
these images are processed to take actions or form conclusions is a subject of 
continuous research by people from various disciplines. The processing 
algorithms are generally far from exact or complete. Lacking this detailed 
knowledge, the difficulty encountered when attempting to develop 
autonomous systems that could emulate this processing is in many cases 
substantial. It appears to be a formidable and challenging task to 
automatically manipulate and encode years of human experience in 
effectively processing visual images from a three dimensional world. 
This thesis aims at investigating the problem of simulating human vision 
in the specific context of recognising three dimensional objects. The same 
limitations that are encountered in real world, regarding the recognition of 
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objects independent of their positions, relative sizes, and cluttered 
environments are also investigated in the thesis. Time considerations, an all 
important property of human observers, are also taken into consideration and 
alternative architectures are presented that offer computational responses 
close to human performance. Of course other tasks also exist that involve the 
processing of images by computer where the objective is not to emulate 
human behaviour, but rather to extract or display more (subjectively) useful 
information from the image. Examples are the enhancement of images 
degraded by noise and the splicing of low resolution images to achieve a 
higher resolution composite. This first task is also addressed in the thesis. 
Interest in computer vision stems from two principal application areas: 
improvement of pictorial information for human interpretation, and 
processing of scene data for autonomous machine perception. The early 
1920s Bartlane system, used for transmitting cable pictures, could code 
images in 5 distinct brightness levels. This capability was increased to 15 
levels in 1929. During this period, the reproduction process was also 
improved considerably by the introduction of a system for developing a film 
plate using light beams that were subsequently modulated by a coded picture 
tape. Although over the next 35 years significant improvements were made 
regarding processing methods for transmitted digital pictures, it took the 
combined introduction of digital computer mainframes and the processing 
time restrictions of the space program to bring into attention the potential of 
computer vision concepts. Work on using computer techniques for enhancing 
images from a space probe began at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in 
Passadena, California, in 1964, when pictures of the moon transmitted by 
Ranger 7 were processed in order to correct image distortion inherent in the 
on-board television camera. This type of project served as the basis for the 
creation of a number of improved methods that were used in the enhancement 
and restoration of images from familiar programs such as the Surveyor 
missions to the moon, the Mariner series of flyby missions to Mars, and the 
Apollo manned flights to the moon. 
-5- 
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From 1964 to the present day, the field of computer vision has 
experienced a considerable and vigorous growth. In addition to applications 
in the space program, computer vision methods are used today in a variety of 
problems that, although often unrelated, share though a common need for 
methods capable of enhancing pictorial information for human interpretation 
and analysis. In areas such as medicine, doctors are assisted by computer 
procedures that can enhance the contrast of a picture or code its intensity 
values into colour for a visually improved interpretation of biomedical 
images. Similar techniques are used by geographers in studying pollution 
patterns from aerial and satellite imagery. Image enhancement and restoration 
procedures have been used to process degraded images revealing unrecovable 
objects or improving experimental results too expensive to duplicate. In 
physics and related fields, images of experiments in such areas as high energy 
plasmas and electron microscopy are often enhanced by computer vision 
techniques. Similar successful applications of computer vision and image 
processing concepts can be found in astronomy, biology, nuclear medicine, 
law enforcement, defence, and industrial applications. 
The second major area of application of computer vision techniques, 
mentioned at the beginning of this section, is in problems dealing with 
machine perception. In this case, interest is focused on procedures for 
extracting image information in a form suitable for computer processing. 
This information has little resemblance to visual features used by humans in 
interpreting the content of an image. Examples of the type of information 
used in machine perception are statistical moments, Fourier transform 
coefficients, and multi-dimensional distance measures. This thesis describes 
research work undertaken in the area of machine perception. 
1.2 The difficulty in describing a scene. 
The extensive processing capabilities of human visual systems point to 
the fact that much of the cognitive processes are buried in the subconscious. 
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The difficulty of describing the exact operation of subconscious functions 
presents a significant problem in developing algorithms that are capable of 
emulating the human visual behaviour. A simple example that can visually 
illustrate this problem at the lowest level is presented below. A test image of 
an easily recognised object (an aircraft ) is shown in Figure 1.1a. A plot of 
the image intensity function (histogram), that is, the image array of intensities 
comprising this image, is shown in Figure 1.1 b. 
Figure 1.1a. An aircraft. 
To human observers the intensities plot conveys little visual information 
regarding the object contained in a scene. At a lower level, if a plot of 
contours of constant image intensity can be drawn, the formulated 
topographic image map will represent a form of low level image pre- 
processing and will reflect information associated to areas of the image that 
are similar in intensity. The crude outline of an aircraft could then be evident. 
Finally, Figure I. Ic shows a pre-processing version of the image of Figure 
1.1a where edges have been extracted using computer vision techniques. 
From the pre-processed version of the image in Figure 1.1c, it can be seen 
that the important shape information content of the image has been retained 
with a substantial reduction in the amount of raw data. Hopefully, this simple 
example reveals the complexities involved in developing image 
understanding systems and demonstrates that an image processing task is 
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often regarded as trivial until the algorithm must be coded. Unfortunately, 
there are no pre-defined data types in any current programming language, 
such as "aircraft". ) "box", "house", 
"robot arm", that can straightforwardly be 
associated to the previously mentioned simple objects. In fact, a detailed and 
in depth research and experimentation is always required in order to 
efficiently code such entities and provide a unified model that could be 
invariant to any possible rotational, positional and size changes of the object. 
lue 239 low cut-off 0 
1 
curences 0 high cut-off 255 
1 
1 
Figure 1.1b. A 2D plot of the image intensity values. 
In the same way that the computer system does not "see" high level 
entities, but rather only takes as input a spatially distributed array of 
intensities or numbers, a human observer presented with image data that are 
displayed in a numerical form, often has a nearly impossible time trying to 
infer anything about the image content. Figure I. Ib simply proves this. Thus, 
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the inherent familiarity with the capabilities of our visual system often belies 
as the understanding of its operations. Alternately, there also exist situations 
wherein autonomous vision systems yield results with precision far exceeding 
the human visual system capability. An example can be found in stereo 
vision, where it is possible to develop systems with three dimensional 
distance resolutions on the order of thousands of an inch. 
Figure 1.1c. Edge detected version of the aircraft. 
The human lack of precision suggests that a certain level of ambiguity is 
allowed at certain levels in the human visual system. The emulation, 
quantifying, or coding of this ambiguity is always an exceedingly difficult 
problem. Typically, a few degrees rotation of an image makes little 
difference in the eventual interpretation by a human observer; but this 
rotation will probably cause major changes in the spatial distribution of 
sensor output data and may yield major errors in autonomous system 
processing. Clearly the last observation shows the scale of difficulty the 
current thesis has to face. Typically, an invariant three dimensional object 
recognition process should be effectively independent of any possible 
ob . ect's rotation angle and relative size change. J 
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1.3 Image Representations 
n image is defined as a two dimensional function generated by viewing 
(sensing) a scene; often called a picture. A sensor typically converts scene 
information into images, and it is the non-unique nature of this 
transformation that presents many of the difficulties in the processing, 
analysis, and interpretation of imagery. A scene is defined as a collection of 
three dimensional objects with some topological arrangement usually 
governed by the physical laws of nature. The image is represented by image 
functions such as, f(x, y), f(xi, x, ), f(x), where the independent variables (x, y 
or x,, x,, or Y) are spatial coordinates related to physical locations in the sensor 
image plane, and f is the light's intensity at these locations. The range of 
values of f is known as the grayscale range. In the particular subcase where f 
takes on at most two values, the image is said to be binary. In binary images 
each of these two quantities has an associated set of units, x, and x, that are 
often measured with respect to or in multiples of the image plane dimensions 
(pixels). It is the seemingly simplistic relationship described above that yields 
a lot of difficulty. Since both xý and x, values in a binary image are spatial 
quantities, the concepts of two dimensional geometry and shape arise. 
Conversely, the quantity f is related to the light intensities of the scene being 
imaged. Together, these quantities yield a distributed array of intensities. 
Unfortunately though, a functional form of fff) is almost never known, 
although for limited ranges of xa functional form may be approximated. The 
lack of a more mathematically tractable model capable of relating changes in 
.f to those 
in f (closed-fonn and single-valued) presents much difficulty in 
algorithm development, since there is little underlying mathematical rigour. 
Grayscale images allow more than two intensity values. For illustration, 
the human visual system has a grayscale perception range of about 64 distinct 
levels (6 bits). In other words, a human observer shown a6 bit (or larger) 
grayscale intensity scale chart with intensity bars ranging in intensity from 
lowest to highest would tend to perceive smooth intensity variations (i. e., any 
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transition from one level to the next would not be perceived as a jump or 
edge). Given a4 bit grayscale, however, the observer would perceive jumps 
or discontinuities due to the level changes. The previously mentioned 
mathematical formulation assumes that the intensity function is a scalar 
quantity (i. e., it spans a one dimensional range of values ranging from binary 
to grayscale ). If other features, such as colour, were extracted, f could be 
modelled as a vector valued function. Practical concerns related to the f(x) 
representation of an image are: 
(1) f has a finite range of values 
x has a finite resolution. 
(3) both f and x are discretely quantised in practice. The discrete nature of 
these quantities introduces a number of concerns, such as the effect of 
sampling. 
Image data may be time varying in nature, as a result of time-varying 
behaviour of scene contents or the viewing geometry. The case of time- 
varying images is modelled by including an additional variable, time (t), in 
the continuous case or, in the discrete case, by indexing the image sequence 
by a discrete variable (e. g., kT). This yields a representation f(i (xy )z t). The 
resulting four dimensional spatiotemporal model presents some conceptual 
limitations due to human inability to readily visualise entities in more than 
three dimensions. 
1.4 Overview of the thesis 
The three dimensional space, where objects are randomly positioned, with 
random shapes and varying sizes, presents the main difficulty in modelling an 
artificial system that could effectively simulate the human visual ability. The 
problem of successfully recognising and effectively classifying these objects 
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widiin cluttered environments makes the problem even more complicated. 
Methods traditionally used for successfully identifying three dimensional 
objects, include the methods of moments invariants and the normalised 
Fourier descriptors. Although both techniques will be extensively presented 
and described in a following chapter of the thesis, it is noted that both 
methods have achieved highly successful classification performances and 
their computational requirements have been significantly low (Chapter 3). 
Although, the classification performance of the previously mentioned 
methods have been highly successful, both methods have failed to present the 
expected global solution to the problem of invariant three dimensional object 
recognition. The main reasons being : their requirements for a large amount 
of a priori information for a successful classification, their large (normally in 
the order of hundreds of pictures) library and testing picture sets, and their 
information loss. In addition, both methods and especially moments 
invariants, suffer from suppression and redundancy. For all the above 
limitations, moments invariants and normalised Fourier descriptors, although 
at times used for three dimensional object identification, have failed to 
produce the desirable global solution to the general three dimensional object 
recognition problem. 
The resurgence in the use of image database systems for storing a large 
number of images and performing a variety of image processing and database 
operations, has revealed another possible source for the solution to the three 
dimensional invariant pattern recognition problem. Image database systems 
possess two fundamental properties that make them attractive for our 
purposes. They can store a large quantity of image data using a variety of 
image compression techniques, and they can offer an extensive "pool of 
information" that can be accessed and effectively used by many end-users. In 
order to investigate these and many additional properties of modem image 
databases, an experiment was devised that aimed to achieve an exact pattern 
match of a two dimensional template against all possible image patterns 
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stored within a standard relational database environment. For reasons 
previously mentioned, the images stored within the relational database 
environment were in a compressed form, thus allowing a larger number of 
pictures to be stored within the system. In the work, for simplicity, a set of 
fifteen different compressed aircraft pictures was used. In the context of the 
exact pattern matching operation in the relational database system, a 
remarkably consistent and successful performance was demonstrated. Exact 
pattern matching has always been successful with the compressed database 
image patterns always correctly associated with a target input template. 
Although highly successful, the experiment with the relational database 
system (Empress database [1]) demonstrated a very slow classification 
response. In fact the matching operation took on average 10 to 15 minutes for 
a simple 6 by 6 tuple pattern. This overall computational requirement was 
considered to be prohibitively low for a real time online application, and 
consequently any further research in more complex fuzzy matching 
operations within the standard relational database environment was 
abandoned. 
Another area of investigation has been that of adapting a modem 
artificial neural network architecture in implementing a position and scale 
invariant pattern recognition system. Such architectures can effectively 
classify objects requiring a minimum computational time, normally in the 
range of seconds. Artificial neural network systems often offer a large storage 
capacity that allows a large number of objects to be usefully stored within 
their system structure. These objects can then be used to train and test the 
underlying neural networks. Consequently, all information can be accessed in 
the same efficient and globally available way as in a relational database 
system. Furthermore if the input to a neural network system is appropriately 
coded, large storage space savings can be achieved, through effective 
compression techniques and hence many more additional patterns can be 
used for training. Artificial neural network systems also provide a number of 
additional properties., most notably their generalisation abilities, and these 
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will be presented in detail in the following chapters of this thesis. 
The thesis primarily describes a new algorithmic approach for position 
and scale invariant three dimensional object identification. The technique is 
based on the implementation of a new algorithmic variation of the method by 
Chien and Aggarwal [2]. The new technique requires three non-coplanar 
views of an object to be taken and aims to create a three dimensional volume 
presentation of that object by merging the three respective pseudo-volumes 
created from the three different two dimensional object pictures. Many 
researchers experimenting with three dimensional object recognition, have 
used actual object image data in order to train and test an artificial neural 
network system [3][4]. This thesis is unique in that it codes such information 
originally within the context of the normalised quadtree data structure, and 
then within the data structure of a normalised volume octree. The coded 
information is then used for training and testing the underlying artificial 
neural network architecture. 
The neural network is thus trained or tested on entirely synthetic coded 
aircraft image data. As the type of data structures involved in the pre- 
processing (coding) phase are efficient in terms of image compression, 
average storage savings of 80% are automatically inherited by the underlying 
neural network architecture. Relevant research work [5] in the area of 
quadtrees and octrees has shown that compression ratios of 6: 1 or 5: 1 are 
normally expected in quadtree/octree applications on binary segmented 
image data. The present experimental work verified such performance 
statistics. The initial normalisation of the three quadtree data structures, 
guaranteed that the final object volume representation, that is described by 
the final octree data structure, would also be invariant to any positional and 
size changes of the object. Experimental results presented in latter chapWrs of 
the thesis strengthened the above claims and additionally demonstrated a 
successful neural network classification behaviour particularly within 
cluttered environments. 
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A secondary contribution to the knowledge, can be attributed to the fact 
that it involves experiments using the ADAM artificial neural network [61- 
This neural network architecture has only been recently developed, and 
limited research work has actually taken place to justify its true potential with 
respect to generalisation, noise sensitivity and invariant properties. As the 
entire project is based in a variety of research areas, ranging from relational 
database systems, computer vision, and image processing to computer 
graphics, the need for a global graphical interface has become apparent. The 
thesis proposed such a graphical user-interface, pointing out its particular 
properties with respect to an easily accessed and accumulated "pool of 
information", that can combine the properties of an image database, image 
processing algorithms, displaying routines, training and testing pattern 
generation procedures, training and testing graphical environments for the 
artificial neural network system and finally graphical performance charts. All 
this information will be presented and accessed in the context of a unique 
graphical entity thus offering considerable time savings and reductions in the 
overall distributed number of different entities that have to be combined for 
such a specific pattern recognition process. 
1.5 Structure of the thesis. 
Chapter 2, involves the relevant work regarding relational database 
systems and pattern matching. The entire relational database design concept 
is presented, as well as the complete pattern matching procedure. A synoptic 
overview of image compression techniques is presented with an additional 
presentation of the elementary database concepts. Finally, graphical 
performance results are presented regarding the experiments with compressed 
database images. An overall discussion of the efficiency of the entire pattern 
matching procedure concludes the chapter. 
Chapter 3, describes the problem of three dimensional object 
identification in the context of classical shape descriptors. Moments 
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invariants and normalised Fourier Descriptors, two shape classification 
methods commonly applied, are presented and their performance with respect 
to two dimensional and three dimensional invariant object recognition is 
presented. An overall evaluation of the performance of these techniques is 
presented in the context of three dimensional aircraft recognition and a 
characterisation of the classification efficiency of both techniques is shown. 
Chapter 4, presents an overview of artificial neural network 
architectures. The presentation follows a chronological order in presenting 
the neural network systems and their respective classification efficiency as it 
has been shown in invariant object recognition applications. An overall 
discussion at the end of chapter 4, identifies the best architectures in the 
context of this thesis and compares the relative advantages of all possible 
neural network systems. 
Chapter 5, presents the problem of invariant object recognition in the 
context of modem neural network architecture. It shows the possible classes 
of the problem and argues about the efficiency of current neural network 
systems in integrating classical shape descriptors for invariant pattern 
identification. Limitations and advantages are presented, as well as a first idea 
of the proposed algorithmic solution to the problem in the context intended 
for the present thesis. 
Chapter 6, presents the algorithm that was devised for implementing the 
volume intersection technique. The chapter offers initially general 
information about the quadtree, normalised quadtree and linear quadtree data 
structures. It explains the method for modelling the normalised linear 
quadtree data structure and proceeds to present the generation of the octree 
data structure. Chapter6, explains the theory behind the volume intersection 
technique and shows how the three non-coplanar aircraft two dimensional 
images can be combined to formulate a normalised-, position- and scale 
invariant-, volumetric-object description. The procedure for formulating such 
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a volume is shown in the simple context of a simulated 8 by 8 pixel aircraft 
model. For reasons related to the original necessary image pre-processing, the 
beginning of chapter 6 describes in detail issues of current digital image 
processing. The presented areas of interest, include image enhancement 
methods, image smoothing by gaussian filtering, image thresholding, edge 
detection and general image segmentation techniques. 
Chapter 7, offers a detailed presentation of the experimental results using 
the ADAM artificial neural network. The chapter then proceeds by presenting 
a more realistic, though still with simulated data, experiment in which three 
aircraft models of 8 by 8 by 8 octants are used for training ADAM and 
variations of them are used for testing. Chapter 7, then uses real aircraft data 
from a set of six aircraft in order to train and test ADAM. Simple aircraft 
skeleton pictures as well as filled boundary aircraft pictures are used for 
training and testing. Eight different experiments were undertaken, using 
various levels of noise either in the training set or in the testing set or in both 
sets. Performance classification results are presented and a detailed 
discussion of ADAM's generalisation ability is presented. Four further 
experiments are described in which a set of entirely random object views is 
used to formulate the testing set. Again a well documented analysis of the 
classification behaviour of ADAM is presented. Finally, chapter 7 deals with 
the possible case when object volumes cannot be effectively formulated. An 
alternative approach is presented whereby the quadtrees of the intermediate 
processing stage are used in order to train and test ADAM. Further, 
classification results are once again presented. The chapter concludes with a 
general discussion based on all the previously presented classification data. 
Chapter 8, presents a hypermedia style user-interface capable of 
integrating in a single operational entity, all the various different sub-parts of 
the pattern recognition process. At first, an overview of the advantages that 
lead to the selection of a specific user-interface (the BookEmulator [7]) is 
presented, with emphasis placed on the particular benefits derived as a result 
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in thesis areas such as: pattern selection, image processing, Neural Network 
training and testing and finally performance data presentation. A brief 
discussion argues how the selected user-interface can assist in the unification 
of all the previously mentioned distinctly different thesis areas. The 
discussion additionally comments on the efficiency of creating 
communication links between the BookEmulator and other 'outside world' 
picture processing facilities. Time and processing constraints are discussed 
and the possible effectiveness of a locally developed image processing tool, 
the DrawingBoard [8], is evaluated. The chapter then continues by 
presenting the user-implementation process in four distinct phases. The first 
phase, deals with the problem of inputing data and proposes various possible 
ways in which a meaningful input phase can be modelled. This phase pays 
particular attention to what is called the "book to book communication" 
concept. The entire input phase is described in the context of this concept and 
ways of allowing communication between the main interaction book, called 
the NeuralBook, and other arbitrary books from various possible libraries, are 
presented. The second step involves the possible image pre-processing that 
can actually take place in order to formulate the appropriate patterns for the 
later training and testing of the underlying neural network mechanism. This 
phase, shows a library of possible image processing algorithms which can be 
used in that context, and investigates possible ways of providing interaction 
between aircraft data displayed in this section of the NeuralBook and data of 
an "outside world" picture processing facility. In this way many more 
training and testing patterns can be generated without having to re-iterate the 
entire image processing routines right from the start. The third part, involves 
the implementation of the specific invariant pattern recognition algorithm 
within the NeuralBook. The pseudo-volume selection technique, and the final 
synthetic octree volume implementation are presented. The fourth and final 
stage in the proposed user-interface design involves the creation of the 
tr ining and testing phase of the ADAM neural system as well as the design 
of meaningful classification charts that could graphically illustrate the 
classification efficiency and overall behaviour of ADAM. In the end of 
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chapter 8, an evaluation of the proposed system is presented together with 
additional time performance statistics for the specific components of the 
invariant pattern classification process. 
Chapter 9, is the conclusion of the thesis. The key features presented in 
the thesis are once again emphasised and further work is identified. Further 
comments regarding possible improvements to parts of the thesis, so that the 
problem is addressed in a rather more general view, are also mentioned. 
-18-a 
CHAPTER 2 




idea of using databases to deal with images and text is not a new 
concept. Several papers have been presented that demonstrate query 
processing on multimedia data. [9][101. This chapter considers the 
possibility of an efficient error-free and unambiguous pattern matching 
operation within a standard relational database system. A typical image of a 
simplified database system as it was viewed by Date [11] can be seen in 
Figure 2.1 (Date [11 ]). 
The implementation of such an effective multimedia query processing 
environment integrated within a standard relational database model will be, if 
successful, an important contribution towards a general query processing and 
optimisation mechanism for modem relational image database systems. The 
system in mind should use compressed images and would be able to 
overcome the increasing problems of excessive storage utilisation resulting 
from the vast number of images needed to be stored within image databases. 
That will require the application of pattern matching on compressed images 
rather than on the original pictures. In addition to the storage limitations, the 
pattern matching should be unambiguous and independent of the orientation 
and distance of the object. 
The following sections offer initially an introduction to the basic 
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principles of relational database systems and continue by presenting a 
synoptic overview of present image compression techniques that is necessary 
in understanding the particular difficulties of applying such methods within a 
relational database environment. The analysis of current image compression 
techniques will have two main objectives. First, targeting the best possible 
compression method that can allow not only a fast but also an error-free 
image-pattern. processing and retrieval and second, an easy to implement, 
mathematically efficient data management and manipulation mechanism that 
can be formulated within a relational database system. Although the 
presentation of the basic concepts in the areas of relational database systems 
and digital image compression will have an informative nature, the 
introduction of such concepts will assist in understanding the motives that led 
to the selection of the specific compression technique for the purposes of the 
current application and will additionally highlight the benefits and important 
features of relational database systems. 
This chapter will also present the experimental database schema used in 
the present application, the data attributes and the corresponding 
relationships, the application of compression methods on the stored images 
within the database and finally, the general query processing and optimisation 
methods. A final conclusion will discuss whether the method used has been 




Figure 2.1 A simplified Database system. 
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2.2 Relational Database Systems. 
Date [I I], defines a database system as "a basically computerised record 
keeping system whose overall purpose is to maintain information and to 
make that information available on demand". A relational database system in 
particular, is an environment where data are perceived by the user as tables 
and where the operators at the user's disposal, (e. g., for data retrieval) are 
operators that generate new tables from old ones. A hierarchical database 
system in contrast to the relational environment is a system where data 
structures are used in addition to the tables required for the relational 
approach. A relational database system is characterised by a number of 
desirable properties; compactness, speed and concurrency are some of those 
described by Date [ 11 ]. From the notion of centralised control one can argue 
that with a relational database system, redundancy can be reduced, 
inconsistency can be avoided, the data can be shared, standards can be 
enforced, security restrictions can be applied and finally but most importantly 
integrity can be maintained and conflicting requirements can be balanced. All 
the above properties of relational database systems converge to show the 
importance of their nature, and were the main reasons for investigating their 
possible performance in the rather more demanding area of pattern matching 
on compressed binary segmented images. 
The term "database system", normally refers to a software "management 
system" rather than to the hardware components. The previous point is 
important since a database alone is a collection of hardware components 
typically unable to perform by itself the essential operations they are 
designed to implement. The Database Management Systems (DBMS), is the 
heart of the entire environment. It is the software that handles all accesses to 
the database. When a user issues an access request (using some particular 
data sub-language), the DBMS intercepts that request and consequently 
analyses it. The DBMS inspects the external/conceptual mapping and the 
storage structure definition and executes the necessary operations on the 
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database. Another simplified way of viewing the function of the DBMS is 
that of the user-interface for the database. The user-interface is defined by 
Date [ 11 ] as a boundary in the system below which everything is invisible to 
the user and above which the user's view of the data lies. [Figure 2.2]. 
A relational database is based on the perception of a real world that 
consists of a set of basic objects called entities and relationships between 
these objects. Entities are normally represented by a set of attributes. An 
attribute is a function that maps an entity into a domain while a relationship 
is an association among several entities. As a vehicle for illustrating such 
relational concepts, a type of language is used to allow communication 
between users and a relational database system. SQL [12], is the standard 
language used for such purposes. SQL includes a number of operations that 
the user can apply in the form of commands to allow interaction between the 
database tables. In fact, three operations: selection, projection and natural 
join, that require no pre-definition of physical access paths to support their 
operation, must be supported by any relational database system. Selection, 
often described by the Greek symbol 1, is an operation that applies on the 
lines of database table, selecting sets of rows from tables that satisfy its 
restrictions (i. e., people born in the United Kingdom from a table with 
personal data of people living in London). Projections on the other hand, 
operate on the columns of the database table isolating only the columns with 
data that users require from a set of selected database rows. Projections are 
symbolised by the Greek letter 11. Natural join is used to combine data from a 
number of different database tables and consequently create new tables. The 
last operation is essential in every relational database system. One can simply 
understand its significance by imagining a number of tables with thousands of 
rows. Merging information from different tables in this case will create a 
vast number of entries in the new resulting table. Evidently storage 
considerations, duplication of information and data accessing times must be 
considered. Consequently, joins must be efficient and a whole theory has 
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been introduced that deals with mechanisms for minimising row entries in 
database tables that result from join operations. The fact that a given system 
is relational according to the definition previously given, does not itself 
guarantee that the system in question is a 'good system'. As Date [I I] noted, 
'however the relational facilities do provide a good and solid basis on which 
to build the necessary features that go to make up such a good system'. 
1) BM s 
Request Stored 
stored IT record 
record returned File 
Request manager Stored 
stored IT page 
page returned Disk 
n2 
Disk 1/0 Data read 
operation f rom disk 
Figure 2.2 The DBMS, file and disk managers. 
2.3 Image Compression Techniques. 
The basic idea of image compression is to be able to represent the 
information in an image with fewer bits than required for storing the original 
and at the same time be able to reconstruct the image so that it is close or 
equal to the original picture. In mathematical terms, the essence in image 
compression techniques is the use of an invertible linear transform that can 
transfer the given correlated image array to an array of uncorrelated variables 
that can be represented by a fewer number of bits compared to the original 
image array. Encoding an image can be modelled as a sequence of three 
operations. The mapping operation that maps the input data from the pixel 
domain into another domain where the quantiser and the coder can be 
effectively used. Consequently fewer bits are required to code the mapped 
data to one of a smaller number of possible values so that fewer code words 
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with fewer bits are required. The coder in turn assigns one code word to each 
quantiser output. 
Two classes of image compression techniques are known: spatial coding 
and transform coding. In the second type of coding, a linear invertible two 
dimensional discrete transform is applied to the given image. A subset of the 
transformed coefficients is retained, quantised and then stored. When it is 
required to generate an image (that will be close to the original), the 
quantised transformed coefficients are reconstructed followed by the 
application of the inverse transform. In the transform coding scheme two 
basic problems need to be solved, the choice of the discrete correlating 
transform and the choice of the appropriate transform coefficients to be 
retained. Spatial coding schemes are similar in that the basic idea is to 
generate an array of uncorrelated random variables from the given image by 
using an invertible transform. Residuals are generated so that they are less 
correlated than the original image pixels and hence can be represented by 
much fewer bits. Given the quantised residuals and parameters of the model, 
an image close to the original can be generated. Mean-square error between 
the original and the reconstructed image is usually used as a criterion for 
measuring the quality of the reconstructed picture. The best invertible 
transform is the one that produces uncorrelated transform coefficients. The 
Karhunen-Loeve linear orthonon-nal transform (KL) [13] is such a transform 
for finite image arrays. All other transforms from the same category Re the 
Fourier transform[14], the Discrete Cosine transform [15] and the Hadamard 
transform [16], may be cornputationally efficient but can not achieve the 
optimal behaviour of the Karhunen-Loeve transform [10]. The KL transform 
basically minimises the ensemble mean-square error between the original and 
the reconstructed image by using n transfonn coefficients [17]. The serious 
computational problems involving the computation of eigenvectors of a M' 
by M2covariance matrix of an M by M image is considered to be the major 
weakness of the KL transform. The Discrete Cosine transform (DS), is an 
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approximate substitute for the KL transform in that the resulting coefficients 
are not exactly uncorrelated. Another useful technique is the Singular Values 
coding (SVD) [18]. This is a deterministic technique that is optimal in the 
least square sense, while KL transform is optimal in a statistical mean square 
sense. The Block Truncation coding [19], is another image data compression 
technique. This algorithm divides each image in 4 by 4 blocks and codes 
them independently. Each block is represented by its quantised 
representations of the sample mean, standard derivation and a4 by 4 bit 
plane. This bit plane denotes whether pixels are below or above the threshold 
of aI bit moment processing non parametric quantiser [20]. Applications of 
data compression deal with storage and transmission of information. In 
transmission applications real time considerations as well as the complexity 
of hardware constrain the compression techniques. In storage applications the 
pre-processing that can be done off line results in less stringent requirements. 
Several additional image compression techniques have been examined, 
among them the Huffman coding [21], Quadtrees [22][23][24], and finally 
the Run Length Encoding technique [25]. 
The gray scale pixel value 
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Figure 2.3 The Run Length Encoding Method. 
In the current application, emphasis was placed in two particular areas of 
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performance, the error-free reconstruction and the portability of the results 
within the relational database system. Huffman coding though a generally 
applied and well known method failed to produce compression rates of more 
than 70%, due mainly to the large size of the raster images used and the 
corresponding depth of the trees that the algorithm produced. The bit strings 
resulting from Huffman coding were long and an insignificant storage saving 
of only 40% was achieved. Quadtrees on the other hand offered storage 
saving of more than 70%, (typically around 80%), but their respective data 
structures were difficult to incorporate within a standard relational database 
environment. Finally, the Run Length Encoding technique, that is simple to 
implement and requires no tree structures, gave satisfactory results in both its 
one and two dimensional cases. Specifically, because of the spatial 
characteristics of the raster images used (aircrafts against sky), the latter 
method performed well with an average of 77% in both the one and the two 
dimensional Run Length Encoding case. A complex analysis of the general 
Run Length Encoding compression technique can be found in [26], but in a 
rather simplified digital image processing description it can be viewed as the 
mapping of a sequence of image elements along a scan-line into a sequence 
of pairs where the first attribute denotes the grayscale intensity and the 
second the number of consecutive occurrences of that specific intensity in the 
scanned line [Figure 2.31. A detailed presentation of both the one 
dimensional and the two dimensional Run Length Encoding techniques and 
their particular implementations and data handling mechanisms within the 
current database system, is presented in section 5 of this chapter. 
2.4 The Database Schema. 
The database schema adopted in the current design [Figure 2.4], consists 
of two main entities. The Airplane entity that contains all attributes 
regarding the aircraft's technical profile, and the Data entity that contains the 









exact position of a specific pixel in the image plane. The general concept 
behind the design of the two different tables, is that information regarding 
actual raster image data during pattern matching will be required more 
frequently than will data such as an aircraft's name and the initial year of its 
design. Separating these, results in considerable storage savings as well as 
causing a significant reduction in data accessing time. In addition, 
information from both tables can be combined if required, by using natural 
join operations. Both storage minimisation and query processing time will be 
thoroughly examined in later parts of this chapter. 
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Figure 2.4 The General Database schema. 
Information from both database tables can be linked in practice using a 
special key attribute in both entity schemes. The primary key, represented in 
the current database design by an integer, is used to identify (index) each 
line 
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individual aircraft. In this way it helps to distinguish aircraft data that belong 
to different raster pictures whose actual information reside within the same 
database table. The primary key attribute is the main mechanism for indexing 
tuple entries of the same aircraft within the database. Consequently all 
compressed image data entries in the relational database will contain that 
additional attribute, causing an undesirable information repetition along 
tuples of the same aircraft and resulting in increased storage requirements for 
the overall relational database system. 
An alternative method avoids the disadvantage mentioned above by 
processing each individual aircraft separately. This implies that each 
aircraft's picture data will be retrieved from an image store, sequentially 
processed within the relational database environment, and will be placed back 
in the image store when processing is completed. The next image will then be 
retrieved and processing will be repeated for all the remaining aircraft data. 
This accessing mechanism will drastically reduce the performance of pattern 
matching as it will introduce a large number of unnecessary disk accesses for 
each different aircraft that is sequentially retrieved. In addition, users will not 
be able to benefit from key database facilities such as file locking and data 
integrity. The use of indexing methods for distinguishing data within a 
relational database environment, matches the general concept in database 
systems where primary and secondary keys are often used to allow effective 
query processing and computationally efficient accessing times. 
To reduce the computational workload during query processing, help 
tables were introduced in the current relational database design. These tables 
provided a useful intermediate processing level for searching within the 
database, which in fact reduced the overall pattern matching object space. 
Help tables were normally small in size and accumulated data from timý 
consuming join operations between database tables. Being small in size, help 
tables were easy to access and searching in them was generally faster and 
more efficient than in other sizeable database tables. 
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The aircraft data included in the relational database system resulted from 
compressing raster images using the Run Length Encoding compression 
technique. The simplicity of its output data format and the minimum 
computational requirements, make Run Length Encoding the best method for 
this thesis image compression task. Both the one dimensional and the two 
dimensional cases were investigated and the performance results when these 
methods were applied on raster images will be presented on the following 
pages. 
2.5 The Matching Method. 
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Consider Figure 2.5 as being the part of an image to be matched against 
the compressed pictures stored in the database. Figure 2.6 represents the one 
dimensional Run Length Encoding representation of the pattern. Tuple [t,? ] 
in the first line is called the front tuple while tuple [k,? ] is the rear tuple. All 
other tuples between them are called inner tuples. The symbol ? denotes that 
the gray scale value t does not necessarily appear once in the first line of the 
pattern but can be preceded by a number of other Vs. Only the inner tuples 
can match exactly the format of any compressed image (for example, the 
number of gray scale values specified by the second value in each tuple 
reflects exactly the number of times this specific gray scale value has to 
appear in every image line). An important characteristic of the one 
dimensional Run Length Encoding case is the fact that by finding the position 
of the first inner tuple in each pattern line, one can automatically limit the 
indexes for all other tuples in each compressed pattern line, thus reducing 
insertions in tables and consequently the overall search time. The reason for 
the previous statement is the fact that in any compressed image pattern line 
(representing a line in a selected neighbourhood of the original picture), the 
same-valued pixels either in the beginning of the line or at the end, will often 
correspond to picture areas around the edge of the selected neighbourhood. It 
is therefore the lack of knowledge regarding the exact number of same- 
valued pixels either preceding the front pixel or following the last 
neighbourhood pixel that is responsible for the fact that the second index 
number within a compressed Run Length Encoding tuple is not accurate. For 
the same-valued grayscale pixels that are included between these front and 
rear pixels the second index number within the compressed Run Length 
Encoding representation is always accurate, since the number of same-valued 
pixels between the edges of a selected neighbourhood is known. For example, 
consider the fourth line of the image neighbourhood shown in Figure 2.5. 
Clearly, there is no knowledge of how many i's either precede the initial i or 
follow the last i. Hence, the second index number of the compressed Run 
Length Encoding tuple for the first and the last i is unknown. The opposite 
rule applies for the inner same-valued grayscale pixels that can simply be 
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seen to be two g "s and one j. Accordingly, their second index number in their 
compressed Run Length Encoding representation is 2 and I respectively. 
Using the fact that the inner pixels are always accurately represented within 
the relational database it can be seen that this knowledge can be effectively 
used to enhance the overall query processing time and consequently optimise 
the entire pattern matching process. 
In order to formulate the complete one dimensional Run Length 
Encoding pattern matching process the following steps need to be taken. 
First, find all lines within each database compressed image where the first 
inner tuple of the matching pattern occurs. Second, use the set of lines 
resulting from the first step and repeat the process for all inner tuples of that 
line. It is important that as the processing of all inner pixels progresses 
sequentially from the left to the right in the compressed pattern line, the lines 
resulting for each group of same-valued inner pixels (indicating in which 
image line this group of pixels was exactly found) must be included in the 
line set of the initial inner pixel group. Third, use the tuple position (index) 
attribute to eliminate the lines where the inner tuples do not appear in the 
sequence they should. Fourth, use the tuple index and the set of the resulting 
lines from the previous step to determine which of the lines include the front 
and the rear tuples of the current line. Fifth, save the resulting line set in a 
temporary table with the index of the compressed image pattern fine that has 
just been processed and repeat the whole process for all the image pattern 
lines. Finally, use the indexes of the temporary table to find the sequence of 
lines that each have the same pattern [Figure 2.71. 
2.5.2 The two dimensional Run Length Encoding case. 
The fact that runs of same-valued pixels must occur in both lines and 
columns makes the two dimensional Run Length Encoding technique [Figure 
2.81, an unattractive method to apply on raster pictures. The fact that pictures 
taken with a camera contain large amounts of noise, makes large runs most 
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unlikely. The use of graphics generated images though, will allow the 
effective application of two dimensional Run Length Encoding and thus offer 
a reason for investigating the effect of a pattern matching process within a 
relational database environment. 
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Figure 2.7 
The process is similar to the one dimensional Run Length Encoding case 
with the exception that tuples in the compressed database images as well as 
in the compressed target pattern segments, will include a third attribute that 
will describe the number of times a run appears in subsequent image 
columns. In order to formulate the complete two dimensional Run Length 
Encoding pattern matching process the following steps must be taken. First, 
find all lines within each database compressed image where the first inner 
tuple of the matching pattern occurs. Second, use the column attribute in 
order to create the actual line set where the first inner tuple exists. Assume 
for example that tuple [8,4,3] in Figure 2.8, exists in row 123 within a 
compressed database image. This will result in a set of rows ý 123,124,125 ý 
being formed as it is denoted by the third attribute in the [8,4,3] tuple (Le, 3). 
Clearly what tuple [8,4,3] denotes is that a run of 4 identically valued pixels 
(with gray scale intensity 8) is repeated in 3 successive lines. Third, use the 
set of lines resulting from the first step and repeat the process for all inner 
tuples of that line using the constraint that all lines resulting from the 
repetition must be included in the line set of the first step. Fourth, use the 
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tuple index attribute to eliminate the lines where the inner tuples do not 
appear in the appropriate sequence. Fifth, use the tuple index and the set of 
the resulting lines from the previous step to determine which of the lines 
include the front and the rear tuples of the current line. Sixth, save the 
resulting line set in a temporary table with the index of the compressed image 
pattern line that has just been processed and repeat the whole procedure for 
all the image pattern lines. Finally, use the indexes of the temporary table to 
find out the sequence of lines where the entire pattern occurred. 
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Figure 2.8 Two dimensional Run Length Encoding. 
2.6 Database Performance. 
2.6.1 One dimensional Run Length Encoding on edge detected aircraft 
images. 
The images used in this experiment are edge detected pictures obtained 
when a number of different edge operators were applied individually on each 
aircraft picture (Sobel [27], Frei-Chen edge masks [28], Gradient [29]). In 
Figures 2.9 to 2.12, table histograms are presented displaying: the 
compression in bytes for the best ten images within the database [Figure 2.9], 
the overall time to insert each compressed image in the database according to 
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its size and compression rate [Figure 2.10], the compression in term of 
percentage for the best ten images within the database [Figure 2.111 and the 
compression percentage outside the database for all one dimensional Run 
Length Encoding images [Figure 2.12]. Looking at these results, the one 
dimensional Run Length Encoding gives an average of 77% compression 
outside the database and 55% within the database while requiring an average 
of 24.6 seconds to compress and insert tuples within the database. The above 
figures contain additional information about the compression methods that 
give the best results for each individual image. Figure 2.13 displays the 
performance during the initialisation and updating the search support tables. 
That particular schema is essential because it shows that processing N tuples 
per line is, in the worst case, a linear function of the number of tuples, for any 
number of tuples greater than two. Figure 2.14 verifies these observations for 
the worst case performance of the algorithm. It shows that searching for a 
number of different line size patterns is a linear function of the number of 
lines, with a constant coefficient A that is equal to 165. The pattern regions 
used for searching have a length of 51 elements and the number of tuples in 
each line varied from 4 to 9. 
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Images size Relative time for Data Base insertions. 
DC-2 84100 26.53 see 
F-111 57960 26.18 see 
B-17 53799 28.13 see 
P-38 53680 31.65 see 
VULCAN 50760 23.77 see 
MUSTANG 4? 200 27.32 see 
GLOSTER 47000 r 26.27 see 
ME-262 44800 1 
39.57 see 
JU-90 44650 24.95 see 
LIBERATOR 42900 1 77=77= 1B. 63 see 
B-i7 42300 11 19.93 see 
HARRIER 37100 11 17.37 see 
CONSTEL 34160 1 ý=ý= 16.92 see 
CATALINA 33600 r 32.68 see 
COMET 27600 9.22 see 
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Lines Per line elements Total search time in seconds 
1 51 165 
2 102 327 
3 153 1195 
It 204 665 
? 35? 1153 
Function of increase - u(x) =Ax 
A- 165 
Figure 2.14 
2.6.2 Two dimensional Run Length Encoding on Computer generated 
images. 
Figure 2.15 shows the graphic image that was used in the two 
dimensional Run Length Encoding experiment. Figure 2.16 gives all the 
statistical information regarding the compression process for images both 
within and outside the database, as well as the number of tuples inserted and 
the total time required to compress and insert these tuples within the 
database. It can be seen that 88.7% compression is achieved outside the 
database while a 70% rate is achieved within the database. Figures 2.17 and 
2.18 describe the performance of the two dimensional Run Length Encoding 
algorithm in terms of tuples per search line and the overall search time that 
depends on the number of lines in the pattern used for matching. It can be 
seen that search time is in the worst case a linear function of the number of 
tuples per line as well as a linear function of the number of lines the search 
pattern contains. 
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Two dimensional RLE : General searching statistics 
Number of lines Number of tuples Time in seconds 
1 9 52.47 sec. 
2 12 73.2 sec. 
3 15 95.2 sec. 
4 20 180.4 sec. 
Function of increase Y(x) =Ax A -165 
Figure 2.18 
2.7 Conclusions. 
To conclude, the one dimensional Run Length Encoding technique offers 
two fundamental properties that simplify its application to raster images. 
First, all tuples in a given database stored image row should occur in a format 
(order) similar to that present in the lines of the image pattern used for 
pattern matching. Second, the index of the first inner tuple within a searching 
pattern can be used to minimise the overall size of the query processing 
tables and reduce its total computational requirements. In contrast to the 
above, the two dimensional Run Length Encoding method is seriously 
restricted by the fact that it requires a consecutive run of identically valued 
pixels to appear both in a line as well as in a column. Clearly, noise 
considerations during the object's image acquisition process, restrict large 
pixel runs from occurring in both lines and columns. The latter fact indicates 
that the two dimensional encoding method can not be 'in general' effectively 
applied on raster images. Computer generated pictures though, that contain a 
constant background of identically valued pixels are good candidates for the 
two dimensional Run Length Encoding technique and often compression 
rates. 
In general, it was concluded that one dimensional Run Length Encoding 
gives an average of 77% compression when applied to aircraft edge detected 
images outside the database and 55% compression once they are inserted into 
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the database. It takes an average of 24.6 seconds to compress an image and 
insert the resulting tuples into the database. On the other hand, two 
dimensional Run Length Encoding resulted in 88.7% compression outside the 
database and 77.44% within the database when the method was applied on 
computer generated pictures. The total time to compress and insert tuples into 
the database was recorded to be 2.07 seconds. All performance times were 
obtained using a Sun 3/50 and pattern matching was achieved within the 
Empress database relational environment. The implementation has shown 
that searching time was, in the worst case, a linear function of the number of 
tuples present in each search line as well as a linear function of the number of 
lines the search pattern contained. It should be pointed out that all time 
measurements depended both on the original image size, in bytes, as well as 
on the rate at which the overall compression was achieved. It is evident that 
images with comparatively low compression rate, require a significantly 
longer time for searching, since their low compression ratio results in many 
additional tuple insertions and consequently more time to search amongst 
them. 
The results previously presented prove, in general, the weakness of the 
standard relational database system in pattern matching. Although highly 
successful, the experiment with the relational database system demonstrated a 
very slow classification response. In fact the matching operation took on 
average 10 to 15 minutes for a simple 6 by 6 tuple pattern. This overall 
computational requirement was considered to be prohibitively low for a real 
time on-line application, and consequently any further research in more 
complex fuzzy matching operations within the standard relational database 
environment was abandoned. As mentioned, an alternative approach is 
presented in this thesis, where the database is only used to perform queries 
related to the aircraft's technical profile data (i. e., the name of an. aircraft) and 
the actual pattern matching is achieved through an effecti ve use of an 
artificial neural network system. It is proposed that the entire system will be 
controlled by a hypermedia. style user-interface, with which users can simply 
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use standard relational SQL format database commands in order to interact 
with the relational database environment and at the same time can 
additionally select a variety of image patterns to teach or train the proposed 
underlying artificial neural network architecture. This proposed environment 
can guarantee the required efficient and computationally effective real time 
pattern matching performance required an on-line recognition system. 
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CHAPTER 3 
Invariant Shape Analysis of 3D Objects 
3.1 Introduction. 
S 
hape analysis has long been an area of continuous research in digital 
image processing. Clearly much information is associated with the shapes of 
objects in images, and automatic image recognition systems require suitable 
algorithms in order to extract and analyse such information. A number of 
approaches to the shape analysis problem have been developed in recent 
years with most important these described by Pavlidis [30] in his useful 
overview of shape analysis methods. This chapter will describe the two most 
widely acknowledged two dimensional and three dimensional invariant shape 
analysis methods. The mathematical models of both methods (moments 
invariants [44] and normalised Fourier descriptors [42]) will be initially 
presented and emphasis will then be placed in examples of invariant aircraft 
classification where both techniques have been successfully applied. The 
chapter will be concluded with a discussion of the relative advantages and 
limitations of moments invariants and normalised Fourier descriptors as these 
are displayed in their classification performance through the presented test 
cases. It will also be argued whether the two methods can successfully be 
applied in a general invariant three dimensional object identification problem 
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where noise insensitivity and positional changes can significantly effect the 
outcome of the classification process. 
The fact that human ability to interpret visual information might be 
effectively duplicated within a machine, has always been found intriguing by 
scientists. Although this type of problem have been tackled with considerable 
success relative to the automatic classification of two dimensional objects, 
there has been comparatively little research towards the automatic 
identification of three dimensional objects [31]. In this chapter, as well as in 
the entire thesis, particular emphasis is placed on the presentation of 
techniques that have been successfully applied to the position and scale 
invariant classification of aircraft. Recently, a survey of complex three 
dimensional object identification methods has shown that many researchers 
are especially interested in the particular subcase of invariant aircraft 
identification [32]-[37]. Research on this particular area has been 
significantly motivated by the need for automatic techniques in recognising 
different aircraft types in an air traffic control situation. Additionally, the 
variety of different types of aircraft represents a set of three dimensional 
objects with a varying degree of complexity and therefore can effectively 
serve as a useful and appropriate example for a general study of the position 
and scale invariant pattern recognition problem. A detailed presentation of 
the various methods that have been applied to the identification of complex 
three dimensional objects can be found in [38]. 
The main aim of shape analysis is to identify a pattern as belonging to a 
particular class of objects by means of matching a set of shape features. In 
the general shape analysis problem, a set of features that contain global shape 
information for the entire object represents the pattern. In many such 
applications the exact position or orientation of the viewed object may not be 
known. In such cases it is important to obtain shape features that are invariant 
to as many as possible object locations, orientations and sizes. Additionally, 
the fact that object illumination may not be unifonn should also be 
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considered. 
A set of moments is a possible valid candidate for a set of global shape 
descriptors. The advantage of the set of moments is that operations such as 
translation, rotation and changes in size are simple and closed on a complete 
moment set [39]. These same operations performed in the pixel or voxel 
domain are difficult, computationally expensive, and often lead to an 
approximate result since they are discrete sampled domains. Another popular 
shape description technique that has the same properties as moment 
invariants (simple and closed operations such as rotation, translation and 
scaling), involves the normalised Fourier descriptors [38]-[42]. These 
features, as well as the moments, have proven to be effective in tackling both 
the two dimensional and three dimensional problems [431. 
3.2 The method of moment invariants. 
3.2.1 Introduction. 
Moments and functions of moments have been used as shape features in 
a number of applications with the aim of achieving invariant recognition of 
two dimensional and three dimensional image patterns [44]-[50][62]. Hu [44] 
has been the first to demonstrate the efficiency of moment invariants in 
invariant two dimensional pattern classification (1961). Using methods of 
regular (geometric) moments, he derived a set of invariant moments that has 
the desirable properties of being invariant under image translation, scaling, 
and rotation. The question though, of what was exactly achieved by 
including higher order moments in the context of image analysis has not been 
efficiently addressed, and the recovery of the image from these moments 
generally seems to be difficult [44]. Teague [51] has suggested the notion of 
orthogonal moments to recover the image from moments based on the theory 
of orthogonal polynomials, and has additionally introduced the Zernike 
moments, that allow independent moment invariants to be constructed easily 
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to an arbitrarily high order. Other orthogonal moments are Legendre 
moments. ) making use of Legendre polynomials. In [52], rotational moments 
are used to extend the definition of moment invariants to arbitrary order in a 
way that ensures that their magnitudes do not decrease significantly with 
increasing order. More recently, the notion of complex moments [53], [54], 
has been introduced as a simple and straightforward way of deriving moment 
invariants. The definitions of various types of moments and a summary of 
their properties can be found in [55]. 
3.2.2 The moments feature vectors. 
The conventional definition of the two dimensional moment of order 





Xp Yq f (X y) dX dy p, q=0,1,2 (1 ) 
The above equation shows an image function that can be seen as being 
represented by an infinite set of transform coefficients M, that are derived P, 7 
from projecting the image onto a set of two dimensional polynomial basis 
functions. A set of moment values may be used to represent a segment of an 
image. Operations regarding positional and size changes can be more 
efficiently achieved in the moment domain than in the original pixel domain 
[44]. Furthermore, a truncated set of moments may offer a more convenient 
and economical representation of the essential shape characteristics of an 
image segment than a pixel based representation. Practical application of the 
transform though, requires that a finite number of transform coefficients be 
employed. In the case of a spatially discretised L by N pixel image, this is 
denoted by the function f(ij). In the "real world" discrete case the equation (1) 
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where i and j denote the dimensions of an image. 
In a segmented binary image only the case where f(ij) has the value of 1 
is considered. Hence if that area in the image is labelled as R, the above 
equation of discrete values takes the form shown below. 
pq ý., 64 
ip jq fj M=11: 
ij cR 
again i and j denote the dimensions of an image. 
Perhaps one of the most attractive features of moments is that they may 
easily be obtained with one pass of the entire image. Furthermore, invariance 
calculations involve only a few moment values and the original data are no 
longer required. Particular importance in position and scale invariant pattern 
identification is given to the concept of central moments. The equation of the 
central moments is given by 
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Hu [441, as it has previously mentioned, has derived a set of moment 
functions that has the desired property of invariance under image translation 
and rotation. Similar invariants have been proposed for use in automatic ship 
identification [49]. A set of moments invariant functions based only on the 
second and third order moments are presented below and have been used by 
Dudani et al. [3 1] in automatic aircraft identification. 
F, = (M20 + MO2) 





M12) 2+(3 M21 - M03 )2 
F4 = (M30 + M12 )2 + (M21 + M03 )2 
F5 = (M30-3MI2) (M30+M12) [ (M30+M12 )2 -3 (M21 + M03 )2 ] 
+(3M21 - 
M03 ) (M21 + M03 )[3 (M30+MI2 )2_ (M21 + M03 )2] 
F6: -- (M20-MO2)1 (M30+Ml2 )2_ ( M21 + M03 ) 
2] + 4M,, (M30+MI2)(M21+MO3) 
F7=(3M21-MO3)(M30+MI2)1 (M30+MI2 )2 -3 (M21 + M03 )2] 
- (M30-3MI2) (M21 + M03 )[3 (M30 + M12 )2_ (M21 + M03 )2j 
It is worth noticing the fact that several low order central moments have 
a direct analogy with the mechanics of bodies [56]. In particular M20 
represents the horizontal centralness, M02 the vertical centralness, M11 
indicates the diagonality, M12 represents the horizontal divergence, M21 
indicates the vertical divergence, whileM30 shows the horizontal imbalance 
andM03 shows the vertical imbalance. 
Normalisation with respect to possible translations in the object position is 
achieved by computing the central moments using the equation previously 
shown. The central moments of any order may be additionally computed 
from the original moments as is clearly shown below. 
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Rotational normalisation is achieved by taking the moments with respect 
to the principal axis of the object. For the object in Figure 3.1 the principal 
axis x' and y' are clearly defined. The major principal axis x' passes through 




Figure 3.1. Image coordinate axis. 
The principal axis moments are obtained by rotating the axis of the 
central moments until M11 equals zero. The angle, 0, from the original axis to 
the principal axis is defined by 
la n (2 0) =-, 
2M11 
M20 - M02 
- d9 - TU 
where MI corresponds to the central moments. The angle 0 obtained with the 
above equation may be with respect to either the major or the minor axis. One 
way to determine the unique principal axis is to set the additional constraints 
that 020 > 002andOO3> 0. The correct rotation angle will be 0+n., / 2where n 
is chosen to satisfy those constraints. Once the correct angle 0 has been 
determined, the normalised rotated moments Opq can be computed from the 
central moments as follows 
pq 
2: 1 )q -s Cp 
, 
Cq COS ()p-r+, y oq-s+r ýp qrssin 
gp 
-r+q-s, r +s 
r=O s=O 
A 
where M once agam represents the central moments. 
Regarding the problem of size normalisation, the area of a segmented 
binary image is given by Moo that may also be used to normalise other 
moments with respect to size. The area may be normalised to a unit length 
by using the following transformation 
Opq 
npq :: --: 
ýT 
00 
where y=1 (p +q)+1. In summary, it has been shown that the moments 2 
can be normalised with respect to translation, rotation and size. In doing this 
the location of the centre of gravity (. f , -), the orientation 0, and the size Y 
(area) moo can be obtained. A normalised set of moments, or standard 
moments is characterised by the following low order moment values: noo 1 
(normalised size), no, = nio =0 (normalised location), and finally nil 0 
(normalised orientation). 
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The higher order moments may now be effectively used directly for 
shape analysis and shape comparison. There are six remaining standard 
moments of order two and three which could be used instead of the seven 
moment invariants. Normalised moments with orders higher than three may 
be easily computed with the above procedures. For a pattern identification 
operation the most useful standard moments may be selected using a training 
data set and standard pattern recognition techniques. The selected moments 
can be combined to compute a discriminating function. Alternatively, since 
the feature measures have the physical significance of moments, it is possible 
to compute some standard statistical measures from them and analyse the 
shape of an object with respect to a set of ideal shape prototypes. This is 
discussed in detail in [57]. Finally, an additional advantage of the method of 
moments is that it is easily extended to grayscale data. The relevant equations 
and analysis of the application of the method of moments in grayscale images 
can be found in [571. 
3.3 The Fourier Descriptors. 
3.3.1 Introduction. 
The Fourier descriptor is a method of describing the shape of a closed, 
planar figure. Given a figure in the complex plane, its contour can be traced, 
yielding a (one dimensional) complex function of time. If the contour is 
traced repeatedly, the periodic function that results can be expressed in a 
Fourier series. The Fourier descriptor of a contour is defined by this Fourier 
series. 
To implement this method of shape description, it is necessary to sample 
the contour at a finite number of points. Since the discrete Fourier transform 
of a sequence gives the values of the Fourier series coefficients of the 
sequence (assuming it to be periodic), using an FFT algorithm satisfies the 
definition above. In addition the computational advantages of the FFT are 
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well known. 
Once the Fourier descriptor has been computed, the operations related to 
positional and scale changes are simply implemented in the frequency 
domain by arithmetic operations on the frequency domain coefficients. VVhile 
shapes may be compared in the space domain, the procedures required to 
adjust their size and orientation are computationally expensive. Normally an 
iterative type of algorithm is employed, that searches for an optimum match 
between the unknown shape and each reference shape. 
Persoon and Fu [58] [40] presented a method of using Fourier descriptors 
to extract shape information. The method retained all the shape information 
of the original contour, and reduced the problem to one of finding an 
optimum size, orientation and starting point match between the sample 
Fourier descriptor and each reference Fourier descriptor. This optimisation 
process was used to check the similarity of each contour to each of the 
possible reference contours. While this method did retain all of the shape 
information, and guaranteed that an optimum size, orientation, and starting 
point match would be found, it was still fairly time consuming. Richard and 
Hemami [35] computed the Fourier descriptors using an FFT, and then 
normalised only their magnitudes. They were able to perform magnitude 
classifications efficiently using this technique, but the true distance measure 
including all shape information, required two FFTs for each comparison of an 
unknown Fourier descriptor to a reference Fourier descriptor. 
3.3.2 Definition of a normalised Fourier descriptor. 
Consider a closed contour K in the complex plane. If K is traced once in 
the counterclockwise direction with uniform velocity e, the complex function 
z(t) with parameter t can be obtained. Choose e so that the time T required 
to traverse the contour is 2 7r. If the contour is traversed more than once a 
periodic function is formed, that may be expanded in a convergent Fourier 
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series. A Fourier descriptor of K can be defined to be the complex Fourier 
series expansion of z(t). 
00 




A(n f z(I ) e-j" dI 
0 
This Fourier descriptor depends on both K and the starting point of z(t). 
In practice, K is taken from a digitised image, and thus z(t ) is not available 
as a continuous function. The frequencies of the coefficients produced by an 
FFIF of length n range from n/2+1) to ( 71 /2) cycles per total contour 
length. 
3.3.3 Computation of normalised Fourier descriptors. 
In order to compute the Fourier descriptors, the original sampled contour 
is assumed to be given in the generally known form of chain codes. This 
chain code representation is converted into a sequence of (x, y) coordinates. 
The piecewise-linear contour defined by the original chain code is 
appropriately filtered, and the resulting sequence of (x, y) coordinates is taken 
to represent accurately the original contour. The length of the contour is 
computed, and the contour is resampled using a spacing that is chosen to 
represent the total number of samples (these should be a power of 2). The 
Fourier descriptor is computed by simply taking the FFT of this sequence. 
There are obvious complications involving the definition of a sampling 
strategy for arbitrary contours if non-uniform sampling is employed, 
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therefore the common selection is that of a uniform sampling. The 
convergence in the case of unifon-n sampling is shown to be fairly rapid [591. 
3.3.4 Normalisation of Fourier descriptors. 
The frequency domain operations that affect the positional and scale 
changes of the contour follow directly from properties of the Discrete Fourier 
Transform (DFT) [59]. To translate a contour distance x horizontally and a 
distance y vertically, add (x+iy) to A(0). To scale a contour by a factor K, 
multiply each component A( n) of the Fourier descriptor by K. Rotating the 
contour in the time domain requires multiplying each coordinate by ej 0 
where 0 is the angle of rotation. By linearity, multiplying each Fourier 
descriptor component A (n ) by ej ' is the equivalent frequency domain 
operation. In order to see how the contour's starting point can be moved in 
the frequency domain, recall the time-shifting property of the DFT. Shifting 
the starting point of the contour in the time domain corresponds to 
iT 
multiplying the ith frequency coefficient in the frequency domain by ej 
where T is the fraction of a period through which the starting point is shifted. 
Clearly, as T goes from 0 to 2 n., the starting point traverses the whole 
contour once. 
Given the Fourier descriptor of an arbitrary contour, the normalisation 
procedure requires the application of a number of normalisation operations 
such that the contour would have a standard size, orientation, and starting 
point. In order to reject noise, all coefficients used in the procedure are 
chosen to have magnitudes as large as possible. 
3.3.5 Classification of patterns using normalised Fourier descriptors. 
An effective classification method is essential if we are to compare 
shapes with those from a library of known shapes. If two sampled contours 
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with parametric representations a( i) and b(i) are considered, the difference 
c(i)=a(i)-b(i) can be defined. Clearly, if a(i) and b(i) are identical, 
c(i) is identically zero. If a(i) and b(i) are not identical, the magnitudes of 
the c( i) coefficients are an appropriate measure of the difference between 
a(i) and b(i). If A(i)ý B(i and C(i ) are the Fourier descriptors 
corresponding to a(i), b(i and c(i), then due to linearity 
C(i)=A(i)-B(i). The mean-square distance measure in the frequency 
domain corresponds to a time domain criterion that weights each point 
equally. In recognis mig a contour corrupted by factors such as quantisation 
error or poor resolution, the mean-square distance measure criterion seems 
appropriate [591. This distance is only meaningful, if the positional and size 
changes of the inverse Fourier descriptors are similar. This is the function of 
the normalisation procedure. 
Another distance measure used was the sum of the absolute values of the 
differences between the real and the imaginary parts of the two Fourier 
descriptors. The results were very similar to those achieved when using the 
mean-square measure. The latter shows that the normalised Fourier descriptor 
feature extraction method is of more importance than the classification 
procedure. 
3.4 Aircraft identification using position and scale invariant 
features. 
3.4.1 Using moment invariants. 
An early paper in object identification using moments was published by 
Dudani et. al. [31]. The authors have presented a successful system for the 
automatic identification of aircraft. They have used a particular set of angles, 
which they named camera orientation angles, aiming to obtain moment 
invariance with one of the angles of the set. Consider (x yz) to be a fixed 
coordinate system attached to a specific aircraft model with its origin at the 
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centre of gravity, positive x-axis towards the nose of the aircraft, positive y- 
axis along the right wing, and positive z-axis toward the bottom surface. Also 
consider (X YZ) as another reference system such as XZ is the image plane 
and the Y-axis is the same as the optical axis of the camera. If (x yz) and the 
(X YZ) coordinate systems are initially alinged, an aircraft can be oriented 
by first rotating it about the camera Y-axis, then rotating it about the aircraft's 
z-axis, and finally rotating it about the aircraft's x-axis. Dudani et al. 
concluded that varying the elevation merely produces a rotation in the image 
plane but no change in the aircraft's size and shape. 
The authors have constructed a training sample set using the perspective 
optical image projections of a given aircraft for various values of azimuth and 
roll angles. The range of values of azimuth and roll covered all distinct views 
of an aircraft. Two aircraft views were defined as distinct if and only if they 
produced images that did not differ from each other by a rotation, reflection, 
or a combination of both. For three dimensional objects like aircrafts that 
possess a symmetry about a plane, the range for azimuth and roll angles 
varied between -90 and 90 degrees for the first and between 0 and 90 degrees 
for the second. 
In practice the authors [31] have used discretised values of azirnuth and 
roll angles. For all the possible combinations of these discretised values of 
azimuth and roll angles, the images for the given object were obtained, and 
from each of these images a set of fourteen features was computed. The 
collection of these feature vectors computed from the distinct views of an 
aircraft, generated the training sample set for that object. Such a training 
sample was formed for every object in the given class of aircrafts used for the 
invariant pattern recognition process. For the system described in [31], an 
extensive experiment was conducted in order to construct the training sample 
set. Six different aircraft types were included in the recognition class: an F-4 
Phantom, a Mirage ILIC, a MIG 21, and F-105, an F-104, and a B-57. The 
range of azimuth and roll angles was discretised at intervals Of 50. The 
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complete training sample set consisted of more than 3000 real images. In 
dealing with scaling effects, all of the training samples were subjected to a 
linear transformation so as to obtain zero mean and unit variance for each 
component when averaged over the entire set. Two distinct decision rules 
were applied in the classification process: a Bayes decision rule [27] and a 
distance weighted k-nearest neighbour rule [60]. From random viewing, a set 
of 132 new images consisting of 22 images for each one of the 6 different 
aircrafts was formed and stored for subsequent processing. In order to 
provide a more meaningful evaluation of the classification methods used, four 
human observers were asked to view the corresponding binary images and to 
decide upon a classification for each. Figure 3.2 presents a summary of the 
results. Each computer decision required 30 seconds, while human responses 
were made (in about 10 to 15 seconds). The authors [31], concluded that the 
computer outperformed all four observers to a significant degree since human 
performance is generally considered to provide an implicit upper bound on 




Observer Number of rrisclassiftcations 
Phantomf-4 Miraq*IRC 1AG21 F-105 F-104 B-57 IOTAL 
Ba3es Rule 2 0 2 2 3 1 9 
Distance - Weighted Rule 1 0 0 2 3 0 6 
Technical (A) 2 1 3 2 2 0 10 
Technical (B) 1 1 5 2 2 1 12 
Technical (C) 3 2 4 0 3 2 1 14 
Non-Technical (D) 5 2 10 2 7 
Figure 3.2. Classification results [Dudani et al. 1977] 
In a paper published in 1980, Wallace and Wintz [59], experimented 
with three dimensional aircraft recognition using norMalised Fourier 
descriptors. In their original two dimensional testing case, the authors have 
used the silhouettes of 20 different commercial aircrafts. The aircraft outlines 
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were traced and chain codes were created. Some of the normalised Fourier 
descriptors were used as a library set, and others were compared to them, 
with the classification being made to the closest library normalised Fourier 
descriptor. Using the mean-square distance measure, 95% classification 
accuracy was obtained, and using the absolute-value distance measure, 100% 
accuracy was obtained. The aircraft outlines were approximately symmetric, 
mainly due to quantisation errors. Given that the Fourier descriptor represents 
a symmetric contour, the normalisation procedure generally yielded a 
normalised Fourier descriptor whose inverse transform had a starting point on 
the real axis, and whose axis of symmetry coincided with the real axis. Since 
the actual experimental contours investigated by the authors, were not 
perfectly symmetric, the normalisation subroutine did not always result in a 
starting point that fell on the best estimate of the axis of symmetry but it was 
'quite close' [59]. The authors [59] have concluded, that such behaviour 
'indicates the effectiveness of the algorithm in rejecting noise'. 
In the three dimensional case, Wallace and Wintz [59], used the same six 
types of aircraft as in Dudani et al [3 1 ]. An experiment was performed in 
which unknown aircraft figures were recognised and their orientation in space 
estimated. The six three dimensional aircraft images were rotated through 
appropriate angles to create a library of projections. The experiment consisted 
of identifying randomly unknown selected aircraft projections by comparing 
their normalised Fourier descriptors to the normalised Fourier descriptors 
computed from the library of projections. A number of important differences 
was noted between the two experiments. Firstly, the data used in Dudani et 
al. were constructed using physical models of aircraft and a TV camera 
linkage. Although this might appear to be a more realistic approach, it is 
definitely a more demanding experiment than one using graphically generated 
data. However, there are two problems with this method that are avoided by 
the graphical technique. Firstly, the Dudani et al. 5 degree resolution, 
represented an error in data generation that was avoided by the more exact 
graphics approach used by Wallace and Wintz [59]. Since the camera had a 
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finite distance from the model, parallax problems affected the images, 
making the camera image different from the image received from a distance. 
Since most practical photographs of actual aircrafts in flight are taken at a 
much greater distance, this error was undesirable. A limitation of the moment 
invariants used by Dudani et al. is that although features computed from 
mirror images are identical, mirror images must be distinguished in order to 
estimate accurately the orientation of an unknown projection. Such an 
operation limits significantly the estimation performance [59]. The limited 
range of projections considered in Dudani et al. limits effectively this 
problem, but an extension to the analysis of real image data presents a real 
problem. In the experiments by Wallace and Wintz, a hemisphere was taken 
to recognise aircraft outlines. 'If the angles near the front view and rear view 
of the aircraft are deleted, the problem becomes much easier, since shapes 
vary more radically with slight angle rotations when large surfaces are 
viewed almost edgewise' [591. 
The actual recognition algorithm proceeded as follows. First, the library 
of projections was computed, and the normalised Fourier descriptor of each 
projection was computed. Next the mean-square distance from a given 
unknown contour to each library vector was computed. The distance to the 
nearest library contour was stored as the current best estimate of the 
minimum distance achievable. The projections to the nearest library 
projection were investigated by the mean-square estimation algorithm in an 
attempt to interpolate between the library projections. Projections resulting in 
negative coefficients were deleted from the estimation, and the remaining two 
or three were used to repeat the estimation process. When an estimation of 
the unknown vector in terms of a number of adjacent library projection 
vectors was achieved, the distance was compared to the distance 
achieved so far. If the new distance was less, the minimum distance was 
updated. This process was repeated for the k nearest library projections with 
k being in the range of 4 to 10. If the distances to the nearest k projections 
were approximately equal, the full k projections were used. After a number of 
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possible sectors were investigated, two possible procedures were available. 
The estimated orientation was taken to be that of the original nearest library 
vector, if the estimation failed to improve on this distance. If the estimation 
procedure was successful, the orientation was computed by multiplying the 
orientations of the vectors used in the estimation by their appropriate 
coefficients and then summing the vectors. 
The maximum classification accuracy achieved for completely general 
data was 88%. The authors believed that this was an excellent result for data 
of this type and resolution (128 by 128), but they argued that if the projection 
density was increased by 30 to 40% the final accuracy could well have been 
into the 90% to 100% range. They noted that the estimation procedure was 
effective in improving classification accuracy and that in general the absolute 
value of the distance measure was slightly superior to the mean-square 
distance measure. Finally, the authors [591 noted that the digital filtering used 
to reduce representation error and the various normalisation methods have 
helped classification accuracy. Given a chain code representation of the 
outline of an aircraft projection, the time to compute the normalised Fourier 
descriptor was about 0.9 seconds for a 128 by 128 pixel image. The 
normalised Fourier descriptor was then classified and its orientation was 
estimated in about 1.8 seconds on a PDP 11/45 machine. Most of this time 
has, understandably, been spent in computing the Fast Fourier Transform 
(FFT). Obviously, dedicated array processing hardware can considerable 
reduce these overall time requirements. 
In a more recent paper by Reeves et al. [61] published in 1988, the 
authors investigated the problem of three dimensional shape analysis using 
moments and Fourier descriptors. The experiment described in [61] is based 
on the software used by Wallace and Wintz [59]. The same six aircraft were 
used, and the same method to generate the Fourier descriptor feature vectors 
was applied. However, most other parameters and the feature vector 
classification scheme were 'significantly different' [61]. The six aircraft 
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shown in Figure 3.3, were described by a list of parameters that were used to 
generate a representation of the three dimensional surface of an aircraft by a 
set of three and four sided polygons. Feature vector 'library sets of two 
dimensional aircraft views were formulated and library samples were created 
using a uniform grid of viewing angles. Each library object was normalised 
with respect to size and positional changes and a set of random views of the 
six aircraft was used to generate a set of feature vectors. The nearest 
Euclidean neighbour was used in order to match each test view to its closest 





Figure 3.3 The experimental set of six aircrafts [Reeves et al 1988]. 
The authors have used two classification criteria. The first was the 
minimum Euclidean distance within the feature space. Both standard 
moments and normalised Fourier descriptors have feature elements that 
decrease in magnitude with order or frequency. Therefore, more weight was 
placed on the lower frequency elements, that were expected to be more robust 
with respect to noise. 
The second criterion used by Reeves et al. [61] was that of minimum 
Euclidean distance after balancing the variations in feature vectors. Aiming to 
tackle the possibility that some feature vector elements can have a much 
smaller range of values than others for the set of objects of interest, the 
4t) uv 
authors dealt with objects represented by hyperspaces rather than points in 
hyperspace where classical feature vector 'weighting schemes could not be 
used' [61]. If it is assumed that all feature vector elements should have had 
equal importance, one balancing technique could then be applied to scale 
each dimension of hyperspace by the inverse of the range of the 
corresponding feature element [61]. The shape of the distribution of each 
feature vector element for all aircraft views had been unknown, therefore a 
simple scheme was devised that used the standard deviation of the feature 
element over all feature elements in the library as a weighting mechanism. 
The variance balancing scheme adopted in [61] was as follows. Firstly, a 
library of feature vectors for all aircrafts was computed following a uniform 
sampling of viewing angles. Secondly, the standard deviation of each one of 
the feature vector elements in the library was computed and the inverse of 
these values was used as weights. Thirdly, the authors [61] divided every 
feature vector element in the library using its corresponding standard 
deviation. That resulted in the hyperspace been scaled. Finally, before the 
feature vector of an unknown object was matched to the library, each one of 
its elements was first divided by its corresponding standard deviation and in 
this way it was also scaled. 
Figure 3.4. Examples of clean images [Reeves et al 19881. [Reeves et al 19881. 
The authors [61] have used a basic library set of 500 views uniforraly 
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sampled over the total sphere of viewing angles with a test set of 50 random 
views of each aircraft for a total size of 300 images. The images used were of 
128 by 128 pixels in resolution; a set of random views for each one of the six 
aircrafts, can be seen in Figure 3.5. A noisy test set was created using a2 by 2 
pixel local mean blurring filter, to which Gaussian noise with zero mean and 
standard deviation of 30 was added. This set was then applied to a2 by 2 
pixel mean filter and thresholded. Typically, 'for small numbers of feature 
vector elements,, variance balancing was beneficial but for larger numbers of 
elements the results were worse' [61). The results for clean data were slightly 
better than those obtained by Wallace and Wintz [591 mainly due to the more 
dense library that was used. The classification results using variance 
balancing for conventional moments on clean data, were particularly 
improved. Aspect ratio normalisation was also significantly improved when it 
was combined with variance balancing. The best results in both normalisation 
techniques were effectively achieved when moments of order 3 were used. 
Higher moment values had very little additional effect. With respect to the 
classification results for aspect ratio normalised moments, variance balancing 
was considerably effective with noisy data. There was a slight improvement 
recorded when more feature vector elements were added in this case. 
Regarding the performance of various other types of moments, 
combining silhouette and boundary data did give a slight improvement over 
the silhouette data alone. VVhile the authors [61] have expected that the 
orthogonal property can lead to better feature vector representation, the 
results have indicated that they performed worse than the silhouette moments 
from which they were derived. 'Boundary moments have in general 
performed much worse than silhouette moments' [61]. The moment 
invariants had performed in a worse way compared to any other tested 
technique. Moment invariants were computed in a similar fashion to that used 
by Dudani et al. [31]. A detailed presentation of all the various moments 
previously referred can be found in [61], while a table of the best obtained 
results for each feature vector type can be seen in Figure 3.6. 
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3.5 Discussion. 
Normalised Fourier descriptors and the method of moment invariants are 
some of the oldest and most known global features for shape description. 
These types of shape analysis descriptors have proven effective in dealing 
with both two dimensional and three dimensional pattern classification 
problems. Although both methods have achieved significant classification 
successes, there remains an important class of shape description problems 
that global methods such as moments invariants are unable to solve. 
'Whenever a major part of the object under investigation is missing, global 
features are all affected to such an extent that classifications performed in the 
usual way are impossible' [43]. 
Figure 3.5. Examples of noisy images [Reeves et al. 19881. 
If sufficient a priori information is available, classifications can still be 
achieved in which comparisons are made to partial shapes created from the 
complete shapes, but such approaches are clearly impractical as regard to the 
general three dimensional pattern identification problem. Other theoretical 
approaches in using global features exist for partial shape recognition but 
offer little hope for a generally efficient procedure. A syntactic approach is 
used by many global features in order to solve the problem of automatic 
machine recognition. They typically use object grammars derived from 
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pattern classes and certain production rules to map the original primitive 
features to a final classification. 'These procedures usually progress through 
intermediate classifications of primitive combinations' [43]. The significant 
disadvantage of approaches previously mentioned is the fact that they lack an 
effective grammatical interference algorithm. Such type of algorithms can 
enable an automatic inference of pattern class grammars, based on a set of 
training samples. The lack of such procedures has lead to either self-made 
step to step grammars., or use of a man-machine interactive system capable of 
finding the appropriate grammars. The second method does not behave 
significantly different to the syntactic method when the number of classes 
(grammars), is 'relatively small' [43]. However., for the recognition of three 
dimensional objects from random viewing angles, hundreds of projections are 
required for the description of an object. Since these projections define many 
pattern classes, the labour required to derive appropriate grammars becomes 
'prohibitive' [43]. 
Percent Correctly Classifted 
Vector Length 
Standard Moments Fourier Desoriptors Moment Invariants 
6 93.0(852) 772(75.0) 68D(693) 
11 93.3(892) 902(823) 
17 93.3(692) 903 ( 85 D) 
24 922 (91D) 912 (BSA) 
Figure 3.6. Classification success [Reeves et al. 1988] 
In [54], Abu-Mostafa and Psaltis commented about the invariant aspects 
of moment invariants. The authors found that moment invariants are not in 
general good features. They suffer from information loss, suppression, and 
redundancy that often limits their classification capability. However, there 
are specific instances when these limitations do not necessarily decrease the 
overall classification performance. For instance, 'when the images do not 
have significant information in the higher order coefficients of their circular 
harmonic expansion, nothing is really lost, and when the central parts of the 
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images have little useful detail, nothing is really suppressed' [541. The 
authors have also found that although Zernike moments invariants [551 suffer 
from the same information loss problems of ordinary moment invariants, they 
do not present the problem of information suppression or redundancy. If the 
expected noise is mainly centralised, the second order statistics of the noise 
process, can be applied to estimate a second order approximation of the 
probability of misclassification. In the case of white noise, the authors have 
concluded that higher order moment invariants were more vulnerable. 'In a 
problem where higher order circular harmonics are the essential features of 
the patterns, this vulnerability puts a rigid limitation on how well moment 
invariants can provide the necessary discrimination information' [39]. This 
factor can normally determine if moment invariants are appropriate for a 
problem, or else some other feature space might be sought. 
3.6 Conclusions. 
A synoptic description of two of the most commonly used techniques for 
position and size invariant object identification using shape descriptors has 
been presented. Normalised Fourier descriptors and the method of moments 
have been shown to possess a number of desirable properties that allow them 
to recognise two dimensional and three dimensional objects invariant of their 
position and relative size. The computational cost for evaluating either 
method is shown to be limited and normally in the range of 2 seconds at 
maximum for a PDP 11/70 minicomputer. The classification results, although 
they vary substantially according to the specific object used for recognition 
and the level of noise present in pictures, offer a significant successful 
classification ratio that in many cases was recorded to be in the order of 90% 
to 100%. The fact though, that both methods required an extensive training 
library picture set as well as a large testing set, and the additional common 
pre-requirement of sufficient a priori information for an effective 
classification procedure, pointed to the need for an improved classification 
mechanism that would be able to overcome the above limitations. Clearly, 
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both the limited computational cost and the high certainty factor recorded for 
both shape descriptors are highly desirable features that should be included 
within any improved alternative mechanism. A mechanism that is particularly 
considered as the most appropriate alternative to the problem of three 
dimensional invariant object recognition is that of an artificial neural network 
system. Such complex architectures will be described in detail in the 
following chapters of the thesis, with emphasis placed once again on the 
corresponding advantages and limitations of the various neural network 
systems. 
CHAPTER 4 
Artificial Neural Networks and Invariant Pattern 




fact, that biological computation is so effective, suggests that it may 
be possible to create similar capabilities in artificial devices based on the 
design principles of biological neural systems. Artificial neural network 
models, appear in bibliography by many names such as connectionist models, 
parallel distributed processing models, layered self-adaptive systems and self 
organising systems. All these systems attempt to achieve good performance 
through dense interconnection of simple computational elements. Rather than 
following the von-Newmann approach in performing a sequential execution 
of computer instructions, artificial neural network models explore many 
competing hypotheses simultaneously using massively parallel networks 
composed of many computational elements connected by links with variable 
weights. Typically, a neural network consists of many processing elements, 
each connected to many others. An input array or sequence of numbers, is 
introduced into the network. Each processing element in the first neural 
network layer takes a component of the input array, operates on it in parallel 
with the other processing elements in the layer according to the transfer 
function -a mathematical formula that defines the element's output signal as 
a function of whatever input signals have just arrived and the adaptive 
coefficients present in the local memory - and delivers a single output to 
processing elements in a layer below [Figure 4.11. Since inputs and adaptive 
coefficients can change over time, the network itself adapts and learns. 
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4.2 Problem Description. 
The problem of identifying a presented pattern independent of its actual 
orientation and size is a major challenge for current artificial neural network 
architectures. Normally outside a neural network environment users apply 
classic shape descriptors as described in chapter 3, in order to achieve a 
translation, position and scale invariant pattern recognition. All attempts 
regarding the previously described classification techniques require a large 
training set of images normally in the range of thousands of patterns, and aim 
to yield a universally acceptable position independent result. Methods like 
these described in chapter 3 of this thesis, specify in general a small 
rotational interval, for example five degrees, and take as many as (360/5) 







Figure 4.1: A general schema of a neural network topology. 
Obviously the size of training set of patterns per object (nonnally in the 
range of thousands) is unacceptable for on-line applications and it 
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additionally can not take successfully into account any object rotation. of less 
than five degKees. Modem neural network system approaches to the same 
problem are in several cases very similar as far as the sizes of the training 
sets are concerned. They are characterised though, by the generalisation 
property of self-organising systems that allows them to successfully classify a 
previously unknown pattern presented to their input layer although no prior 
knowledge of that image might have been previously obtained. Most of the 
known neural networks require extensive training with thousands of images 
taken from different orientations in order to identify an object independently 
of its rotation, scale and translation. This chapter will pay particular attention 
in pointing out the limitations and advantages of the known neural network 
systems, placing more emphasis on how these parameters can influence a 
general pattern identification process. An important point of discussion will 
be the ability of the known neural network architectures to support a rotation, 
translation and scale invariant pattern recognition process. The chapter will 
start with the earliest developed neural network, the Perceptron and will 
follow a chronological order in analysing the performance and the 
characteristics of the later developed artificial neural network systems. 
Performance details and characterisations regarding the specific neural 
network generalisation capabilities will additionally be presented when 
available. 
4.3 The Perceptron. 
4.3.1 Neural Architecture Presentation. 
In 1958, Rosenblatt introduced the Perceptron, a biological neural model 
that took into account much of the foregoing work in the area of 
neurobiology, and which represented a 'major attempt to place the complete 
learning sequence of an artificial neural network on a rigorous mathematical 
basis7 [63]. Rosenblatt [64] [65] succeeded in proving that learning of an 
input-output relationship will indeed occur in a linear summation network 
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under very general conditions of repeated presentation of input and desired 
output patterns. It is necessary that weighting elements follow certain rules of 
growth and that a solution always exists for the set of values of the weighting 
elements. Although improved implementations of the original Perceptron 
were developed by Rosenblatt, the original Perceptron was a single layer 
artificial neural network that could be used with both continuous and binary 
values and decide whether an input belongs to one of the two classes of 
patterns. The elementary Perceptron is a supervised learning, feed-forward 
recall artificial neural network that uses a weighted matrix to store the 
connection strengths from each input layer processing element to every 
output layer processing element. It is a discrete time artificial neural system 
that stores mappings between inputs and binary outputs. In order to identify a 
general two dimensional pattern, a more advanced implementation of the 
original single layer Perceptron, the cross coupled Perceptron [Figure 4.21, 
was introduced [68]. The Cross Coupled Perceptron is a time dependent 
feedback system, since both the sequence of input patterns and the internal 
activity determine the network's response. The purpose of the cross coupled 
system is to learn not only recognition of isolated patterns, but also any linear 
transformation (translation, rotation, etc. ) of patterns that occur in a close 
time sequence. 
As Rosenblatt [631 stated, the problem may be posed as follows: If the 
machine is shown and forced to give the correct response to a sequence of 
patterns Pi, each followed by some transformation of the same pattern T(Pj), 
will it tend to give the correct response to the presentation of T(Pj) following 
learning of Pj alone, where Pj is not one of the patterns in the sequence Pi ? 
It is apparent that the nature of the network transformations between row 
input signals and association or learning areas is crucial. 
4.3.2 Research Reports. 
It has been difficult to obtain any perfonnance related data regarding the 
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recognition ability of the cross coupled Perceptron. Consequently attention 
was focused on the classification success of the standard Perceptron. In this 
context, experimental results presented by Block [66] and Marill et al. [67] 
are presented showing the performance of a typical Perceptron in identifying 
letters of the english alphabet. Block used the 26 letters of the alphabet in a 
standard position to train the Perceptron [Figure 4.3]. It can be clearly seen 
that as the number of training samples increased so did the Perceptron's 
classification success. As the number of letters used for training reached 15, 


















Figure 4.2: The Cross Coupled Perceptron. 
Block [66] has also individually experimented with the letters E and X, 
under normal and noisy conditions. He used both letters in order to train the 
Perceptron [Figure 4.4] and has additionally introduce the concept- of a 
"trainer's error". Block has introduced two types of training for the 
Perceptron: error correction and forced learning. Any wrong decision in 




was regarded as a "trainer's error". From his results in Figure 4.4, it can 
clearly be concluded that the Perceptron has been significantly resilient to 
noise and "trainer's error" and has achieved an average classification success 
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Figure 4.3 : Learning curve for 26 letters, each in a standard position 
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Figure 4.4: Effects of noisy display and imperfect training on learning of 
E or X letter discrimination [Block 19621. 
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Marill et al. [67], used a similar test set to that used by Block [66], with 
the difference that they used the letters A and B. They also introduced the 
concept of "effective-ineffective" sets and the classification difficulty 
measure of divergence. A train or test set was defined as "effective" or 
"ineffective" according to a distance measure of its probability density 
function. Divergence was defined as the difference between arbitrary 
probability distributions. Marill et al. [67] noted that 'in the context of 
recognition systems, divergence is a quantity defined for pairs of probability 
densities, and such a pair of distributions comes into being as a result of 
applying a set of tests to two categories of inputs'. Specifically, in the first 
experiment the authors [67] formed various "effective" subsets of the set of 
eight tests, then "ineffective" subsets of the set of eight tests, and finally for 
purposes of comparison, they calculated the divergence for each of eight 
individual tests. In the second phase of their experiment, eight of the selected 
sets of tests were each coupled to a categoriser, and each of the eight systems 
so formed was given the task of recognising 200 samples of letter A and 200 
of letter B. The percentages of samples correctly recognised are given in 
Figure 4.5. The receptor of the system was varied but the nature of the 
discrimination A versus B, was held constant. 
In the second experiment, the discrimination was varied and six possible 
discriminations were consider. The results are plotted in Figure 4.6. Each 
point being based on 400 samples. It can be once more noticed that as the 
number of training examples increased so did also the Perceptron's 
classification success. 
4.3.3 Neural System Evaluation. 
From the previous examples and the additional tables presented in the 
corresponding references, it can be seen that Perceptron, operates effectively 
if a linearly separable pattern is presented, with an estimated range of 
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Figure 4.5 : Discrimination of A letter versus B letter. Observed 
probability of correct recognition as a function'of divergence, for eight 
inputs. The triangular and square points represent, respectively, so- 
called 'effective' and 'ineffective' subsets. The number within each 
point indicates the number of tests used in the discrimination [Marill et 
al. 19631. 
As a foundational building block toward successively more powerful 
models, the Perceptron has been a significant success and has been applied in 
areas like speech processing, image processing and control. Rosenblatt [68] 
proved that if the inputs presented to the neural network, from two classes are 
separable, then the Perceptron convergence procedure converges and 
positions the decision hyperplane between those classes. The only difficulty 
in that case emerges when the decision boundaries oscillate continuously 
with inputs being not separable and their distributions are overlapping. 
Rosenblatt concluded that the Perceptron training algorithm makes no 
assumptions concerning the shape of the underlying distributions but rather 
focuses on errors that occur 'where distributions overlap' [68]. Among other 
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remarks regarding the Perceptron's capabilities it is noticed that Perceptron 
adaptation algorithm defined by the Perceptron's convergence procedure is 
simple to implement and doesn't require storing any more information than 
this present in the weights and the threshold. 
The Perceptron might be limited by its linear separability conditions, but 
it has a well understood behaviour, adequate storage capacity, and immediate 
recall. The Perceptron's limitations, presented in Rosenblatt's original 
contribution, included a lengthly supervised learning, inability to code 
nonlinearly separable classifications and finally poor generalisation for which 
Rosenblatt notes : 'the Perceptron does not generalise well to similar forms 
occurring in new positions in the retinal field, and its performance in 
detection experiments, where a familiar figure appears against an unfamiliar 
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Figure 4.6 : Discrimination using a receptor consisting of tests 4 and 6. 
Observed probability of correct recognition as a function of divergence 
[Marill et al. 19631. 
The fact though that Rosenblatt introduced a very primitive idea of the 
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later widely used Back-propagation theory in his later improved Perceptron 
neural systems, points out the Perceptron"s significance as one of the 
pioneering neural network systems. 
4.4 The ADALINE and MADALINE Artificial Neural Systems. 
4.4.1 Neural Architecture Presentation. 
In the early 1960's methods for adapting nonlinearly separable logic 
functions were developed and lead Widrow [69] to create a new type of 
neural network called ADALINE and later its improved version the 
MADALINE. In ADALINE, all input and output values are binary, while 
weights are essentially continuously variable, and are automatically adjusted 
by the adaptive algorithm, thereby controlling the decision making function 
of the neuron. Generalisation is consider to be successful if the neuron 
responds correctly, with high probability, to input patterns that were not 
included in the training set. In early papers [69] [70] Widrow deals with 
ADALINE implementations and concludes that ADALINE is a two layer 
feed-forward Perceptron, that splits its input pattern space with a hyperplane, 
thereby being capable of realising only pattern classifications that are linearly 
separable. The research into non-linearly separable logic functions lead to the 
design of a new form of neural network called Multiple ADAptive Unear 
NEuron (MADALINE). 
MADALINES [Figure 4.7] are two layer feed-forward neural networks, 
composed of a layer of ADALME's whose outputs are fed into a single fixed 
logic element, typically an 'OR' logic device or a majority vote taker 
element. The MADALINE is a hetero-associative, nearest-neighbour pattern 
matcher that stores pattern pairs using the least mean-square error correction 
encoding procedure [721. In order to be able to identify taught patterns, 
Widrow and Winter [711, noted that MADALINE incorporates a minimal 
disturbance principal. When the network is presented with an input and it 
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responds correctly, no adaptation is done. When a correction to the neural 
network is needed, the network is disturbed as little as possible. Widrow and 
Winter [71] stated that, 'when the response is wrong, it is obvious that one or 
more of the first layer ADALINES that is giving a wrong vote, needs to be 
changed". The minimal disturbance principal points to change the 
ADALESMS which confidence level is close to zero. The magnitude of the 
weight change vector needed to cause this ADALINE to reverse its output is 
smallest. Overall then, the weights in the network are minimally disturbed. 
Thus, new patterns are accommodated with least likelihood of disturbing the 
solution for the patterns the network has already been trained on. Given that 
the patterns are presented acyclically, Widrow and Winder showed that these 
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Figure 4.7: Topology of MADALINE. 
4.4.2 Research Reports. 
In [71], Widrow and Winter provided a rigorous presentation of 
experimental results of training a MADALME. The algorithm used is known 
as the MRIJ algorithm. The general idea behind their training is described in 
Figure 4.8. 
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Figure 4.8: Training an adaptive network to emulate a fixed net. 
As Widrow noticed that, 'a neural net is not expected to do well on a 
problem that it can not solve due to limitations of its architecture'. For this 
reason, they used a neural network as a source of training data for networks 
trained by MRIL Input patterns were fed to a fixed network with known 
architecture and simultaneously to the network being trained. The fixed 
network's response was used as the desired response for training the adaptive 
network. The nw-nber of output elements for both networks was the same. 
The simulation studies reported involved a 16 bit input pattern. The total 
number of possible patterns was 65,536. Training sets of 650 and 1500 
patterns picked at random from this total were used. Following training, the 
network was then tested on 6500 unknown patterns picked randomly. The 
network architectures varied. 
If a particular network had n first layer elements and m output elements, 
it was referred to as an n-feed-m network. The weights in the fixed network 
were chosen at random. This provided an arbitrary mapping between inputs 
and outputs. The performance of the adaptive network as training progressed 
was nonmonotonic. The input pattern to hidden layer output pattern map was 
changing frequently as well as were the separations made by the output units. 
Figure 4.9, is a typical plot of the network performance on the training set 
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Figure 4.9: Typical learning curve for the MRH algorithm [Widrow and 
Winter 1988]. 
The algorithm rarely achieved perfect performance on the training set, 
'but occasionally came quite close' [711. The expeniment was conducted 25 
times, with each run starting from a different set of initial conditions in the 
adaptive network. The run was stopped when a set training error rate goal 
was achieved. For those runs never achieving the training goal, training was 
terminated after a maximw-n number of presentations, were made. 
In [73] Widrow et al. described an approach to MADALINE that 
resulted in an invariant of scaling, translation and rotation, recognition of 
patterns. That particular version of MADALWE encapsulates the main 




objective of the present chapter (that of invariance), and will consequently be 
described in detail. Figure 4.10 shows the neural network configuration that 
was used by Widrow to map a retinal image into a single bit output such that, 
with proper weights in the neurons of the network, the response will be 
insensitive to left right translation and/or up-down translation. 'The same slab 
structure can be replicated with different weights, to allow the retinal pattern 
to be independently mapped into additional single bit outputs, all insensitive 
to left right, up down translation' [73 ]. Figure 4.11, shows a single line of the 
original structure that was used to achieve 
invariance. 
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Figure 4.10: One slab of a left right, up and down translation invariant 
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Figure 4.11: Training insensitivity to up down translation [Widrow et al. 
19881. 
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Figure 4.12, presents the final structure that was independent during 90 
degree rotations and any left, right, up or down translation. The final weight 
matrix proposed by Widrow that resulted in a neural network that was 
independent from translations and integer multiples of 90 degrees pattern 
rotations is given in Table A. In order to achieve invariance to scaling, the 
same principles that were used to translation and rotation invariance, were 
again applied. Widrow [73] commented that, 'establishing a point of 
expansion on the retina so that input patterns can be. expanded or contracted 
with respect to this point, two ADALEýE's can be trained to give similar 
responses to patterns of two different sizes if the weight matrix of one were 
expanded about the point of expansion like the patterns themselves. The 
amplitude of the weights must be scaled in inverse proportion to the square of 
the linear dimension of the retinal pattern. Adding many more slabs, the 
invariance net can be built around this idea to be insensitive to pattern size as 
well as translation and rotation'. 
Rc, (WI) TR I Rc, (WI) TR2RC, (Wl) TR3RCI(Wl) 
TD, Rc, (WI)TRI TD, Rc, (WI)TR2 TD, Rc, (WI)TR3TDIRC, (Wl) 
TD2RC, (WI)TRI TD2RC, (WI)TR2TD2RC, (Wl)TR3TD2RCI (WI) 
TD3RC, (W, )TRI TD3RC, (WI)TR2TD3RC, (WI)TR3TD3RCI (WO 
Table A: The final weight matrix that allows the neural system to be 
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Figure 4.12: A neural network for translational and rotational 
invariance [Widrow et al. 19881. 
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4.4.3. Neural System Evaluation. 
The results obtained in [71] led to the following observations. The larger 
training set provided a narrower gap between training and generalisation 
performances. The effect of increasing the number of first layer elements in 
the adaptive network over the number in the fixed network was expected to 
improved the training performance dramatically but would negatively effect 
the generalisation process. 'It was felt that an increased number of first layer 
units would increase the degrees of freedom available to the adaptive network 
to solve the training set. At the. same time, these extra degrees of freedom 
should hamper generalisation by allowing extraneous solutions that solve the 
training set but do not represent the underlying relationship' [7 1 ]. Following 
the framework of a neuron analogy [74], ADALINES and MADALINES 
became quickly known for their learning capabilities, leading to a wide range 
of applications in fields of research such as control, noise cancellation, and 
most of all signal processing. In recent papers Widrow commented about 
MADALME's storage strength to hold as many patterns as the input vector's 
dimensions and pointed out the well understood mathematical limitations of 
his paradigm. These limitations included, the lengthly encoding time, the 
inability to learn on line, and the restriction to linear mappings. 
The fact that the implementation of ADALWE and NIADALWE 
artificial neural networks, introduced the theory of least mean-square error, in 
the design of neural systems, has a particularly wide scientific importance 
and has given birth to a whole new field of specialised research under the the 
title of 'Adaptive signal processing'. 
4.5 The Back-propagation Artificial Neural Network. 
4.5.1 Neural Architecture Presentation. 
Since single-layer networks proved severely limited in what they could 
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represent, and consequently in what they could learn, the entire field of neural 
networks went into virtual eclipse. The invention of the back-propagation 
algorithm has played a key role in the resurgence of interest in artificial 
neural networks. 
The elementary back-propagation is a three layer (Perceptron) artificial 
neural system with feed-forward connections from the input layer processing 
elements to the middle (hidden) layer processing units and feed-forward 
connections from the middle (hidden) layer processing elements to the output 
layer processing elements. In general, it is possible to have several hidden 
layers, connections that skip over layers, recurrent connections and lateral 
connections. The elementary back-propagation is a hetero-associative 
function-estimating artificial neural network that stores arbitrary pattern 
pairs, using a multilayer gradient descent error-correction encoding algorithm 
[751. 
In order to identify patterns presented to its input, the back-propagation 
[75], involves two phases. The forward pass, when an external input pattern 
is passed through the network from the input units towards the output units, 
leading to an external output pattern. The external output pattern is compared 
with the desired external output pattern and the error signal for each output 
unit is produced. The backward pass, where the error signals of the output 
units are passed backward from the output units towards the input units. The 
error signals for input and hidden units are evaluated recursively for each 
next lower layer. To evaluate an error signal for an input or a hidden unit, the 
error signals of the units to which this unit is connected have to be taken into 
consideration. 
The forward pass requires: first a selection of the next training pair from the 
training set and application of the input vector to the neural network's input 
and second a calculation of the network's output. Calculation in multilayer 
neural networks is done layer by layer, starting at the layer nearest to the 
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inputs. The weighted sum of each neuron's inputs is calculated, and a 
"squash" function (Appendix A) takes it to produce the output value for each 
neuron in that layer. Once the set of outputs for a layer is found, it serves as 
input to the next layer. The process is repeated, layer by layer, until the final 
set of network outputs is produced. 
The backward pass consists of two phases. First a calculation of the error 
between the network output and the desired output and second an adjustment 
of the weights of the neural network in a way that minimises the error. The 
back-propagation encoding algorithm perfon-ns the input to output mapping 
by minimising a cost function. The cost function is minimised by making 
weight connection adjustments according to the error between the computed 
and the desired output layer processing element values. The cost function that 
is typically minimised is the squared error (the squared difference between 
the computed output value and the desired one), for each processing element 
across all patterns in the data set. The weight adjustment procedure is derived 
by computing the change in the cost function with respect to the change in 
each weight. The element that makes the back-propagation algorithm so 
powerful is that this derivation is extended to find the equation for adapting 
the connections between the input and the hidden layers of a multilayer 
artificial neural network, as well as the penultimate layer to output layer 
adjustments. The key element of the extension to the hidden layer 
adjustments is the realisation that each middle layer processing element's 
error is a proportionally weighted sum of the errors produced at the output 
layer. 
4.5.2 Research Reports. 
Troxel et al. [76], presented a method for classifying objects independent 
of their position, rotation, or scale, while Yang and Guest [77] presented a 
sHMIarly invariant to rotation, scale and translation technique, for character ii 
identification. In [76], the objects to be classified were multifunction laser 
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radar data of tanks and trucks at various aspect angles. A segmented doppler 
image was used to mask the range image into candidate targets. 'Each target 
was then compared to stored templates representing the different classes. The 
template and image were transformed into the magnitude of the Fourier 
transform with log radial and angle axis, feature space. A multilayer 
Perceptron neural network using the back-propagation algorithm performed 
the classification with an accuracy near 100%' [76]. 
The position invariance was accomplished by taking the magnitude of 
the Fourier transform of the input scene. Shifts in the input scene affected the 
phase portion of the Fourier transform and had no affect on the magnitude 
portion. Rotational invariance was accomplished as rotations within the input 
scene resulted in exact equal rotations in the magnitude of the Fourier 
transform plane. When the magnitude of the Fourier transform plane was 
mapped onto polar coordinates, rotations in the input plane resulted in linear 
shifts along the angle axis. Scale invariance was achieved by using the 
Fourier transform scaling property. 'If the radial axis is logarithmically 
scaled, uniform scaling of the input would result in a linear shift along the 
Inf, axis' [76]. Smaller targets were shifted in the positive direction with 
larger targets shifted in the negative direction. In the same time, rotational 
changes were translated into linear shifts along a periodic f () axis. Changes in 
scale were translated into linear shifts along a non-periodic inf, axis, that 
could be thought of as extending to infinity above and below the region 
chosen to be analysed. A linear shift reflected a shift of the chosen region. A 
correlation between the target and the template invariant spaces was used to 
indicate how much scale and rotation difference there was. When the scale 
and rotational changes were known, a properly scaled and rotated template 
was chosen from a template bank. The classification experiment was 
contacted on three sets of input data created from laser range templates. Set 
one, was set up to demonstrate the classification between true 
autocorrelations and out-of-class correlations. Set two., was set up to 
demonstrate the classification between rotated in-class correlations and out- 
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of-class correlations. Set three, was set up to test the complete robustness of 
the classification process. It was thought that regarding to the position, scale, 
rotation invariant correlation peak, all trucks and tanks would be similar. 
'Therefore same type objects that were similar, but not necessarily equal, 
aspect angles, rotations and scales should be able to be separated from one 
another' [76]. 
The results for set I data, were obtained with a total of 1000 training file 
iterations. The network was trained with 50 first layer nodes and 2 second 
hidden layer nodes. The results have showed a near perfect classification and 
the properly trained neural system made strong decisions one way or the 
other. The results for set 2 data, were obtained with a total of 2000 training 
file iterations. The network was trained with 150 first hidden layer nodes and 
4 second hidden layer nodes. The classification accuracy was approximately 
95%. The results for set 3 data, were obtained with a total of 45000 training 
file iterations. The results were little changed after about 25000 training file 
iterations but 'the network was allowed to run in the attempt of completely 
classifying the training data. This goal was not reached' [76]. The network 
was trained with 200 first hidden layer nodes and 5 second hidden layer 
nodes. The overall classification accuracy rate was at 85%. In the case when 
only the test data were considered, this rate decreased to just below 80%. 
Troxel et al. [76] commented that, 'these results are still very promising in 
that they classify training data very well and with a large figure of merit. 
However, with the very good classification obtained in the training data, it 
seems reasonable to assume that better results would be obtained with a 
larger data base to train with'. 
In [77), Yang and Guest presented a rotation invariant pattern 
recognition technique using the back-propagation neural network in order to 
identify specific letter patterns. They formed a set of training patterns by 
incrementally rotating the letters A, T, H and R. Some examples are shown in 
Figure 4.13. 
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Al A2 A3 
R, Rk 
Figure 4.13: A training set of patterns [Yang and Guest 1987]. 
An actual output recorded to be above 0.9 from any neuron of which the 
desired value is 1 was considered as correct. Similarly, an actual output 
below 0.1 was considered as 0. The learning rate a was controlled by the 
following equation 
ai = ao X(0.9 ), + 0.1 
where aO = 0.3 and i was the number of the training cycle. To decide the 
angle increase, the network was trained with unrotated letters ,A 11, TIIHI and 
R 1. Then rotated versions were sent into the network. Two of the outputs are 
plotted in Figure 4.14. 'It is clear from the diagram that the deviation of the 
actual outputs of neurons from the desired values increased with the rotation 
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angle E), and so did the Hamming distances' [77]. The Hamming distance 
between two letters was about 60. 
From Figure 4.14, the increase in the angle was 15 degrees. The number 
of angles was therefore 24 (360/15). The training cycle contained, a total of 
24 by 4= 96 members. It took about 30 cycles for the network to converge. 
The average output after learning is shown in Figure 4.15. The average was 
taken over 48 training angles. Tests of the trained neural network proved that 
it could correctly recognise all four letters in almost any orientation. 'Only a 
few exceptions were observed, these were probably due to the lack of 
nonlinearity, since after increasing the constant cc in the sigmoid function 
f (u ), they disappeared' [77]. Figure 4.16 shows the results of the test of 
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Figure 4.14: The output of the neural system for letters A and R, while 
the rotational angle E) changes. z is the output vector of the network, and 
Z, denotes the output of the first output layer processing element [Yang 
and Guest 19871. 
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, Z2 , Z3 - 
Z4 ) 
Actual Output (averaged) 
A 1 000 0.96 0.03 0.02 0.04 
T 01 00 0-03- 0.93 0.05 0.05 
H 00 10 0.02 0.02 0.94 0. '07 
R 00 01 0.01 0.03 0.05 0.95 
Figure 4.15 [Yang and Guest 1987]. 
Ietter e(degree) Target Output 
(Zl, Z2, Z3, Z4) Actual Output 
A 290 1 000 0.95 0.08 0.01 0.08 
T 98 01 00 0.09 0.92 0.02 0.01 
H 35 00 10 0.02 0.01 0.90 0.10 
R-j 310 00 
-0 1 0.01 0.09 0.03 0.92 
Figure 4.16 [Yang and Guest 1987]. 
The same task was also tried with different numbers of hidden neurons. 
It was noted that more neurons would give better result in terms of accuracy 
and the neural network could learn faster in terms of cycles. But less hidden 
neurons could allow a wider angular separation between training numbers. 
'This happened because that less hidden neurons reduced the freedom of 
internal representations of input patterns that were mapped from a higher to a 
lower dimensional space' [77]. The authors also noticed that a higher 
constant value for a, about 3 or 5, in the sigmoid function would improve the 
convergence speed of the network. A larger a should mean a sharper curve 
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for f (x ). When the authors though, presented an untaught pattern to the 
neural network it considered that as a learned pattern and consequently it 
send out a wrong signal. 
4.5.3 Neural System Evaluation. 
Back-propagation is not guaranteed to find the global error minimum 
during training, but only the local error minimum. This situation often leads 
to severe oscillations in the changes of weights during training and can lead 
to the abandonment of the training at that point. Several questions must be 
answered in order to solve this problem. They would concern the proper 
selection of a number of hidden layer processing elements, the size of the 
learning rate parameters, and the amount of data necessary for creating the 
proper mapping. The generally good performance found for the back- 
propagation algorithm is somewhat surprising considering that it is a gradient 
search technique that may find a local minimum in the least mean-square cost 
function instead of the desired global minimum. Suggestions have been made 
in order to improve the performance and reduce the occurrence of local 
minima. They included the introduction of extra hidden units, lowering the 
gain term used to adapt weights, and making training start with different sets 
of random weights. The problem of local minima normally corresponds to 
clustering two or more disjoint class regions into one. This can be minimised 
by using multiple starts with different random weights and a low gain to 
adapt weights. Although various methods have been used to improve the 
learning time for the back-propagation neural network, it is generally 
accepted that a major limitation for this type of neural system is the need for 
presenting the training data set numerous times, with a number been in many 
cases in the order of thousands of times. 
The number of studies and applications of back-propagation artificial 
neural network have grown rapidly. Extensive analysis has centered in areas 
like image processing, speech processing, temporal processing, prediction 
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and optimisation, diagnostics, control, character recognition, knowledge 
processing, text and sentence processing, and signal processing. In general, 
back-propagation's strengths include its ability to store many more patterns 
than the number of the input layer dimensions, and its ability to acquire 
arbitrarily complex nonlinear mappings. Back-propagation's limitations are 
its extremely long training time, its encoding requirements and the inability 
to know how to precisely generate any arbitrary mapping procedure. Finally 
the back-propagation's learning laws suffer from the same basic problem: 
they move downhill in short jumps. Thus, even if the network's initial weight 
vector Res within the attractive basin of a global minimum of the error 
surface, getting to the bottom can take many jumps. Furthermore, the 
magnitude of the gradient vector gets smaller when a shallow area is reached, 
thus shortening the jumps that are taken, which is exactly the reverse of what 
is needed. Hecht-Nielsen [78] commented that the back-propagation error 
surfaces, 'because of combinatoric permutations of the weights that leave the 
network input-output function unchanged, these functions typically have 
large numbers of global minima. This causes the error surfaces to be highly 
degenerate and to have numerous 'troughs'. Secondly, error surfaces have a 
multitude of areas with shallow slopes in multiple dimensions 
simultaneously. These typically occur because particular combinations of 
weights cause the weighted sums of one or more hidden layer processing 
elements to be larger in magnitude. When this occurs the output of that 
processing element is insensitive to small weight changes, since these simply 
move the weighted sum value back and forth along one of the shallow tails of 
the sigmoid function. Thirdly, it is now established that local minima do 
actually exist. Beyond these three facts, little is known. As the answers to 
our questions become available, our ability to use the back-propagation 
neural network will be increased even further'. 
4.6 The Adaptive Resonance Theory Neural Architectures. 
4.6.1. Neural Architectures Presentation. 
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The understanding of human memorisation arises a nw-nber of serious 
problems, as new memories are stored in such a way that existing ones are 
not forgotten or modified. This creates the dilemma how can the brain remain 
plastic, able to record new memories as they are created, and yet retain the 
stability needed to ensure that existing memories are not erased or corrupted 
in the process? The stability-plasticity dilemma asks : how can a learning 
system be designed to remain plastic, or adaptive, in response to significant 
events and yet remain stable in response to irrelevant events? How does the 
system know how to switch between its stable and its plastic modes to 
achieve stability without rigidity and plasticity without chaos? In particular, 
how can it preserve its previously learned knowledge while continuing to 
learn new things? And what prevents the new learning from washing away 
the memories of prior learning? 
Conventional artificial neural networks have failed to solve the stability- 
plasticity dilemma. Learning a new pattern often erases or modifies previous 
training. If there is only a fixed set of training vectors, the network can be 
cycled through these repeatedly and may eventually learn them all. If 
however, a fully trained network must learn a new training vector, it may 
disrupt the weights so much that complete retraining might be required. In a 
case of real world data, the neural network will be exposed to a constantly 
changing environment and may never see the same training vector twice. 
Under these circumstances, a back-propagation neural network will often 
learn nothing; it will continuously modify its weights, never arriving at 
satisfactory settings. A developing theory called Adaptive Resonance Theory, 
or ART, suggests a solution to the above mentioned problems. ART neural 
networks are algorithms maintaining the plasticity required to learn new 
patterns, while preventing the modification of patterns that have been learned 
previously. 
The binary adaptive resonance theory (ART1) neural system [811, was 
the first prototype to be designed. This is a two layer, nearest neighbour 
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classifier that stores an arbitrary number of binary spatial patterns using 
competitive learning. ARTI has the topology shown in Figure 4.17. It is an 
unsupervised learning, feedback recall artificial neural network. It has inter 
layer feedback connections between the input and the output layer processing 
elements that facilitate a resonation upon proper match between encoded and 
input patterns. The input layer processing elements accept inputs from the 
environment while each one of the output layer processing elements 
represents a pattern class. During operation the output layer processing 
elements employ an invisible competition that is used to choose the proper 














Figure 4.17: Topology of the ART1 artificial neural system. 
The adaptive resonance theory (AR'12) neural system [821, was 
introduced later and it is an extension of the ART 1 neural network. ART2 is 
a two layer, nearest neighbour classifier that stores an arbitrary number of 
analogue spatial patterns using competitive learning. 
4.6.2 Research Reports. 
Among the many research papers that are investigating the properties of 
either ART1 or ART2 artificial neural networks particularly interesting is a 
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paper by Carpenter and Grossberg [831. The importance of this specific paper 
is the fact that it introduces the concept of invariance during rotation, 
translation and scaling in pattern recognition. In [83], Carpenter and 
Grossberg exploit the properties of the ART1 and ART2 neural architectures 
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Figure 4.18: Outline of a self-organising invariant pattern recognition 
and recall architecture [Carpenter & Grossberg 19871. 
As the authors [83] commented that, 'the overall circuit design 
embodies, in a primitive way, an intentional learning machine in which 
distinct cognitive, homeostatic, and motor representations are self-organised 
in a coordinated fashion'. Before the input pattern was processed by the 
invariant filter, the pattern to be recognised was detached from the image 
background. This was accomplished, by using a range detector focussed at 
the distance of the figure, and detaching the figure from contiguous ground by 
sPatially intersecting the range pattern with a pattern from another detector 




in this way is noisy and irregular, the vigilance parameter may be set at a 
value that adjusts for the expected level of noise fluctuations generated by the 
imaging devices' [83]. In addition, as in Figure 4.19, the figure boundary may 
be extracted, edge linked and normalised using a boundary segmentation 
process. The completed boundary can then serve as the input pattern to ART2 
[Figure 4.201. 
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Figure 4.20: The left column depicts input images, the middle column 
log-polar maps of the image, and the third column Fourier transforms 
amplitudes of the maps, which input to ART2. The first image in row I is 
transformed into that in row 2 by choosing the maximally activated 
oriented mask at each position. The first image in row 3 is derived in the 
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Figure 4.21: Classification of 40 noisy exemplars of 4 trucks by ART2 
into 4 correct categories. Noise level was 10%. Only six trucks per 
category are displayed [Carpenter & Grossberg 19871. 
Figure 4.21, describes the correct classification of 40 noisy exemplars of 
4 trucks into 4 categories. Pairs of trucks were chosen to be very similar to 
one another. Figures 4.22, and 4.23 describe simulations of invariant pattern 
recognition. Trucks were translated, rotated, and shrunk with respect to each 
of 4 prototypes, and then subjected to noise. Figure 4.22 describes a 
consistent classification in 5% noise of 32 exemplars (eight from each 
prototype) into 5 consistent categories. Exemplars of one truck type were 
split into two categories. Figure 4.23 describes a consistent classification in 
10% noise of 32 exemplars into 7 consistent categories. Exemplars of one 
truck type were split into four categories. These results were derived in the 
initial runs using very coarse boundary filtering techniques and preliminary 
choice of parameters. 'Inspection of the last three rows of Figure 4.22 and the 
last five rows of Figure 4.23 illustrates how well the architecture has 
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managed to separate subtle differences, obscured by image transformation 
and noise, of this pair of trucks' [831. 
1. 
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Figure 4.22: Invariant classification of 32 noisy exemplars of 4 rotated, 
translated and contracted trucks by ART2 into 5 consistent categories. 
Rows (1), (2) (3,5) (4). Noise level 5% [Carpenter & Grossberg 1987]. 
Among the various published papers that followed the above paper is an 
abstract by Rak and Kolozy [84]. In that short abstract the authors 
commented that they, 'have assembled a computer simulation of classical 
preprocessing and neural associative memory to produce rotation, scale and 
translation invariant object recognition. This work demonstrates robust 
classification among similar object silhouettes, with varying amounts of noise 
and object obscurity. ART was trained with four pairs of similar 0% noise 
objects to correctly form eight recognition categories. Subsequent testing on 
10 to 60% noise objects demonstrated correct ART classification of all 
objects up to 50% noise. Further testing with the objects partially obscured 
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demonstrated correct recognition up to 20% obscurity and indicated that 
7 object edge obscurities represented the most difficult recognition problem . 
4.6.3 Neural Systems Evaluation. 
In ART neural systems, the order of search and learning itself, depends 
on the learning history. Unfamiliar external input patterns automatically 
create a self adjusting search for the best matching class; if no matching class 
exists, a new one will be created. Familiar external input patterns access 
directly the. class they belong to. In order to guarantee the direct access of a 
familiar input pattern, under any circumstances, bottom up learning is used 
such that both the Weber law rule - larger input patterns imply smaller LTM 
(Long Ten-n Memory) traces- and the associative decay rule, -weights of 
connections between inactive input units and active output units are very 
small- are fulfilled. Learning performance by an ART network is stable with 
regard to arbitrary sequences of external input patterns, thereby "stable" 
means that a new external input pattern does not erase patterns that have been 
already learned. An essential reason for this stability is that the adaptation of 
the LTM traces, both in top down and bottom up direction, only occurs at the 
end of an unsuccessful search. There are two important aspects in view of 
this learning stability. First, if the network cannot generate an appropriate 
match since the external inputs come too quickly, then no learning occurs. 
Second, learning automatically stops if the storage capacity of the network is 
fully utilised. Carpenter and Grossberg, proved that this stability of learning 
is guaranteed if the ART neural network does not violate the so-called "2/3 
rule". This rule regulates whether output units are super activated or not; 
more exactly; due to this rule output units may fire only if they receive inputs 
from two of their three input sources, namely, attentional gain control, 
bottom up input, and top down input. 
Hoping that further detailed experimental results will be presented in the 
future, the presentation of the Adaptive Resonance Theory artificial neural 
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networks is concluded by summarising the main strengths and limitations of 
the presented architectures. ART neural architectures strengths include their 
ability to place an arbitrary number of patterns into categories of varying 
degrees of complexity and their stable encoding. An ART1 limitation is its 
restriction to binary patterns that was later corrected in the ART2 neural 
network system. 
Invariant 10% Noise 
e.., 
C2. 
Figure 4.23: Invariant classification of 32 noisy exemplars of 4 trucks by 
ART 2 into 7 consistent categories. Rows (1) (2) (3,4,5,7) (6). Noise level 
10% [Carpenter & Grossberg 19871. 
4.7 The Hopfield Artificial Neural Network. 
4.7.1 Neural Architecture Presentation. 
Artificial neural networks like the Perceptron, are non recurrent neural 
systems, that is, there is no feedback from the output of a network to 
its 
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inputs. The lack of feedback ensures that the networks are unconditionally 
stable. They can not enter a state that the output wanders for ever from state 
to state, never producing a usable output. The topology of Hopfield's neural 
system [94] is shown in Figure 4.24. This recurrent associative network has n 
processing elements, each of which receives inputs from all the others. The 
input that a processing element receives from itself is ignored. All of the 
processing element output signals are bipolar. The network has an energy 
function associated with it; whenever a processing element changes state, this 
energy function always decreases. Starting at some initial position, the 
system's state vector simply moves downl-iill on the network's energy surface 
until it reaches a local minimum of the energy function. This convergence 







Figure 4.24: The Hopfield neural network [Hopfield 1982]. 
4.7.2 Research Reports. 
xi x2 Xn 
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Although Hopfield neural network has been used in a variety of research 
areas such as image processing, control, signal processing and pattern 
recognition, there has not been possible to locate and specific papers where 
the positional and scale invariant properties of Hopfield neural network 
system were clearly described. Therefore once again, attention was focused 
in two specific papers: one by Fuchs and Haken [95] and another by Troudet 
and Tatabai [96]. In [95], the authors presented an interesting formulation 
that can allow a scale, rotation and translation invariant pattern recognition 
process to be implemented with the Hopfield neural network architecture. 
Although they didn't present any figures regarding the time involved to 
accomplish pattern identification, nor did they present any data for the 
translation and scale invariance case, the authors though presented several 
images of their experimental results in relation to rotation invariance together 
with their mathematical theory. The authors introduced the idea of an 
adjacent vector and a potential function V in order to describe a test vector q 
moving in time. They portrayed this idea as the overdamped motion of a 
particle in the landscape of the potential function V and have consequently 
formulated the test vector q as being a function of a parameter X (position in 
space). If A. is less than zero, the only stable stationary solution for the motion 
equation of q is zero. In this case [Figure 4.25] the system is subcritical, all 
patterns offered vanish in time. When X is greater than zero the system is in a 
stable solution and the pattern that is a part of one of the prototype patterns 
[Figure 4.26], is restored [Figure 4.27]. The authors correlated the 
appearance or disappearance of a pattern with a variable dk. Figure 4.28 
shows the cases when X varies. It can be seen that when 2, is greater than zero 
the input part of an original pattern results with the pass of time, in the 
pattern been identified by the Hopfield network and displayed. In order to 
allow invariance for rotation the authors introduce a function (v (k) JTJq), where 
T is an operator that performs a scaling, rotation or translation on q. They 
presented a number of images showing that they algorithm performed well in 
a certain range of a rotation angle a [Figure 4.291. 
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Figure 4.25: Disappearance of a pattern [Fuchs & Haken 1988]. 
Figure 4.26: Set of basic patterns and their adjoint vectors [Fuchs & 
Haken 19881. 
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Figure 4.29: Potential under rotation [Fuchs & Haken 1988]. 
They concluded that their formalism 'treated images as multicomponent 
vectors, as well as continuous functions in space and time' [95]. In [96], 
Troudet and Tabatabai, presented an adaptive neural network architecture 
based on the Hopfield neural network that could perform segmentation in real 
time for mixed gray level and binary pictures. In their approach the 
composite picture was divided into binary and image blocks based on a 
dichotomy measure were computed using a Hopfield type of neural network 
architecture. The original picture in Figure 4.30(2A) was subdivided into 32 
by 32 blocks of n=256 pixels each ( 16 by 16) and whose intensities 
adaptively defined the synaptic weights and input currents of 256 
interconnected neurons. For the class separation of 16 by 16 pixel character 
blocks and 4 by 4 pixel image blocks, a composite picture was created by 
allocating to each pixel a binary value so as to indicate that its intensity is 
identified with the average intensity of the corresponding group of pixels. 
The second and third images of Figure 4.30 (2B & 2C), show the image 
reconstructed using the mean values at t=O and after a computation of 200 ns 
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per block. The fourth image (2D) indicates the blocks that have been 
classified as character-blocks (dark) and those which have been classified as 
image blocks after a computation of 200 ns per block. 'Out of the 1024 
blocks of the composite picture generated in the third image, 739 blocks were 
found to be of a character type and 285 of an image type. As a result, while 
the intensities of the pixels of the original image were given by 8 bits, only 
1.32 bit per pixel was needed to generate the third image after the 
segmentation by the neural network. In terms of data compression it meant a 
95% efficiency of the neural network "segmentor" with respect to the exact 
resolution' [901. 
The authors concluded that 'this fairly low loss of algoriflu-nic efficiency 
is by large compensated by the enhanced computational power of the neural 
network which is of the order 10' faster than the VAX 8650 where the class 
separation of a 256 pixel block takes approximately 120 ms'. 
4.7.3 Neural System Evaluation. 
Independent to its initial state is, the Hopfield neural system always 
reaches a stable state in a finite number of processing element update steps. It 
turns out, however that the Hopfield network does not always go from an 
initial state to the nearest stable state. Sometimes it goes to a stable state that 
is farther away than the nearest stable state and there is no way known to 
overcome this problem. 
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Figure 4.30 [Troudet & Tabatabai 1988]. 
4.8 The Counterpropagation Artificial Neural Network. 
4.8.1 Neural Architecture Presentation. 
Counterpropagation neural network [1031, is a mapping type neural 
system that combines two well known algorithms; the self organisation 
feature map of Kohonen and the Grossberg 'Avalanche' outstar [104]. 
Together they possess properties not available in either one alone. A mapping 
type neural network is a network that self-organises to implement an 
approximation to a function or mapping. The Counterpropagation artificial 
neural network is a three layer hetero-associative, nearest neighbour pattern 
matcher that stores arbitrary spatial patterns using a combination of Hebbian 
encoding and Kohonen's learning vector quantiser. It is an unsupervised 
learning, feed-forward neural system, that is represented by the topology of 
Figure 4.3 1. 
2D 2C 
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It is essential to notice that since Counterpropagation uses the Euclidean 
metric that implies that the neural network treats local distance differences on 
an isotropic basis. Hecht-Nielsen [103] commented that, 'while the approach 
can clearly compensate for positional differences in probability density, it 
ultimately will do a poor job of correctly representing the local probability 
density function values, unless changes in coordinate value in one dimension 
are roughly as important as changes in all other dimensions'. This implies 
that it is essential for the feature coordinates to be are appropriately scaled 
using both linear and nonlinear scaling. Another neural network based 
approach to this scaling problem is by mapping the feature space of a 
particular pattern recognition problem onto a rectangular grid using 
Kohonen's self organising map neural system. This approach can ensure that 
feature vectors images will lie on a euclidean feature and with a uniform 
probability density. There can be though cases where the previous approach 

































Figure 4.31: Topology of Counterpropagation. 
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The data vectors in the Counterpropagation neural network, self organise 
according to the probability density of the presented data. 
Counterpropagation strengths include its ability to perform nearest neighbour 
mappings for an arbitrary set of pattern pairs in a self-programming look up 
table fashion. Another strength of the Counterpropagation artificial neural 
system is its ability to learn nonlinear mappings. A limitation of 
Counterpropagation is its need for a hidden layer processing element for each 
output layer pattern. This drawback can be improved by allowing multiple 
winners and adjusting in a fashion similar to that done by slow learning 
version of ART neural systems. 
4.8.2 Research Reports. 
In [105] Hecht-Nielsen commented about the possibility of using the 
Counterpropagation artificial neural network for pattern recognition. As it is 
already known most pattern recognition problems involve the classification of 
an unknown multi-dimensional feature vector into one of many possible 
classes. In such problems the sets of feature vectors belonging to that class is 
reasonably smooth and simple, although the class sets may overlap . In these 
cases the Counterpropagation network can function much like a Bayes 
classifier. The basic idea Hecht-Nielsen [105] notes, 'is to equip the 
Grossberg layer of the network with M processing elements - each 
representing one of the M pattern classes. During training, as each feature 
vector X is entered into the fan out units of the input layer of the network a 
class vector is entered into the Grossberg layer. This class vector has an 1 in 
the component corresponding to the class to which the feature vector pattern 
belongs and O's in all of the other m-I components. Tbus, the network 
learns the mapping from feature vector to class number - which is the essence 
of a pattern recognition function'. If interpolation is applied the classifier can 
be considered as a multi-class Bayes classifier. Figure 4.32, shows an 
example of how Counterpropagation neural network can be used for pattern 
recognition. The example involves guiding a robot arm to a gripper fixture on 
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a satellite. The robot arm is assumed to be attached on a upcoming space 
station. The arm has a camera mounted that has been approximately attached 
on the satellite's gripper fixture. The gripper fixture is shaped like the letter 
"I". The robot camera sees a scene similar to that shown in the upper left 
comer of Figure 4.32. The problem is to detern-fine the orientation angle 0 
and the apparent length X of the gripper fixture. This will allow the robot arm 
to extend and rotate to the proper distance and angle in order to grasp the 
gripper fixture. The result was that the angle measurement portion of the 
problem was solved to within three degrees accuracy, using the 
Counterpropagation neural system in sixty hours of effort. 
The image of the gripper fixture was 32 by 32 pixels in size. The first 
step was to threshold the image at a grayscale level of 127 and assign a value 
of 0 to those pixels with grayscale values at or above this level and 1 to those 
with lower grayscale values. This formed a binary image vector having 1024 
components. This vector was entered directly into a Counterpropagation 
network with 12 Kohonen units and 2 Grossberg units. For the purposes of 
the experiment all images were taken from the same range. 'As each image 
was entered, the correct 0 value was supplied to the 6 output unit of the 
Grossberg layer; the other Grossberg layer output unit was used fori and 
was not used in these experiments' [105]. The result was that, after a period 
of training, an arbitrary gripper image could be entered and the network 
would identify the gripper fixture's orientation 0 to within plus or minus three 
degrees of accuracy. The network has used interpolation with two winners to 
achieve this result. 'Counterpropagation networks can be used for pattern 
recognition situations in which a quasi-Bayesian classifier is desired or where 
template matching and template interpolation is desired' [1051. 
4.8.3 Neural System Evaluation. 
Hecht-Nielsen commented that, 'methods such as Counterpropagation 
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that combine paradigms in building block fashion may produce networks 
closer to the brain's architecture than any homogeneous structure' [1051. It 
does indeed seem that the brain cascades various specialised modules to 
produce the desired computation. The Counterpropagation network functions 
as a look up table capable of generalisation. The training process associates 
input vectors with corresponding output vectors. These vectors may be 
binary or continuous. Once the network is trained, application of an input 
vector produces the desired output vector. The generalisation capability of the 
network allows it to produce a correct output even when it is given an input 
vector that is partially incomplete or partially incorrect. This makes the 





Figure 4.32: A Counterpropagation network used to translate an image 
directly into pattern measurements X and 0 [Hecht-Nielsen 19881. 
4.9 The ADAM Artificial Neural System. 
4.9.1 Neural Architecture Presentation. 
Willshaw's associative net is a distributed mapping memory with binary 
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inputs that evokes an association between an input pattern and the required 
output pattern. It can be visualised as a matrix of initially unlinked wires, one 
horizontal wire for each of the input bits and a number of vertical wires one 
for each output bit. During teaching each input is presented along the bit 
pattern with which it is to be associated. This pattern appears on the vertical 
wires, whilst the input appears on the horizontal wires. A weight of 1 (link) is 
set in the memory matrix wherever an active vertical wire crosses an active 
horizontal wire. This simple leaming rule uses only binary links, so that once 
formed a link remains in place. If a new pattern requires a link in an empty 
position, one is formed, but if the position already has a link, then nothing is 
altered. Learning takes place in one pass without the need of an iterative 
process. In recall the input pattern is presented and the output pattern is 
calculated by summing the number of links in each column that are activated 
by the input. These totals are then thresholded to recover the original binary 
pattem. 
ADAM neural system [6] has been an improvement on the Willshaw's 
net. ADAM's matrix is in many ways the same as the Willshaw's net but is 
split into two parts [Figure 4.33]. The reason for splitting is the introduction 
of an intermediate class pattern. Overall the memory still associates input 
with output but via an intermediate stage. The introduction of the 
intermediate class pattern allows much more accurate recall, since the 
characteristics of the class pattern can be precisely determined. 
The operation of ADAM memory is as follows. The input data (binary or 
non-binary) are fed to a set of logical decoders. These apply a simple binary 
decoding to the tuples of size N fed from the input array. The form of 
mapping from the input array to the decoders effects the operation of the 
system. 'The careful mapping of the input lines to the decoders provides 
varying degrees of coupling between the knowledge fields. Furthermore, the 
effect has important consequences for the way weights are paged in to the 
memory in implementations of the system. The decoders partially 
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orthogonalise the input pattern to enable the use of a linear classifier to be 
successful on non-linearly separable problems' [6]. The classification is 
achieved using simple correlation matrix memories with binary weights and 
functions in exactly the same way as the Willshaw's neural system, except in 
how the stored patterns are thresholded during recall. The memory acts as a 
two layer network with the pattern to be recalled being placed on the output 
of the second memory. The first layer of units are forced to take on a pattern 
made up of K points set to one for every new association presented. This 
allows successful recall by thresholding this layer of outputs to recover 
exactly K elements set to one. This is then passed to the second memory that 
uses a threshold set to K to recover the stored associated pattern. Because 
both training and recall require only one presentation of the input pattern, the 
process is very rapid. 
Stage 1 




Figure 4.33: The ADAM memory [Austin et al. 1987]. 
The thresholding of the matrix response in ADAM neural system is done 
using the N-point thresholding technique rather than by setting to one all 
IiI U-- IIII UIJ I -L- - --- 
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values above or equal to a certain level, and setting the rest to zero. N-point 
thresholding selects the n highest values and sets those to one, setting all the 
remaining values to zero. This effectively provides a dynamic threshold level 
that is adjusted until a fixed number n of bits is recovered. This technique is 
more effective in recalling the associated pattern than the standard static 
threshold method. Furthermore, as the class pattern that is being recalled has 
a known number of bits set to one, the value of n can be determined. 
Consider the example shown in Figures 4.34a and 4.34b. 
The neural system was taught using a pattern with two elements set at 
logical 1 (N = 2). Array E in Figure 4.34a, demonstrates the recall process 
using a corrupted key pattern. If a threshold is used that selects the two 
highest elements and sets only these to 1 then a perfect recall is obtained. The 
output from the memory can be considered as an identifier for the input 
patterns [Figure 4.34a]. In normal experiments though, two particular 
patterns need to be associate: the key pattern and the teach pattern. 
This can be achieved by using a two stage associative memory. The first 
stage of the memory associates the key pattern and the class pattern, where 
the key pattern can cause recollection of the class pattern. The second stage is 
in the same form as the first. Both stages are shown in Figure 4.34b. The first 
stage is made up of arrays A, B, and C where A is the key array input, B is the 
class array input and C is the class array output. The second stage, to the right 
of the first, is made up of arrays D, E, and F. Array D takes a class pattern 
(from array C after thresholding) and array E takes the teach pattern. The 
output array F, contains the teach pattern after recall. 
During the teaching process class patterns are placed in array D, and 
teach patterns are placed in array E. An association is formed between these 
two by setting appropriate links. 'Recall is accomplished by placing the class 
pattern (derived from a recall in the first memory) into array D' [6]. The 
horizontal rows are activated and the total number of active lines that 
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intersect with a link is summed for each column. The recall process forms the 
values shown in array F. These values are then again thresholded in order to 
produce the original pattern. An application of the threshold method results in 
the pattern in array G. 
No new threshold procedure is used in this case, because the class 
pattern that is placed in array D is summed so as to be free from errors. To 
conclude, the key pattern and the teach pattern need to be associated. The key 
pattern is first associated with a class pattern, containing N elements set at I- 
The class pattern is then further associated with the original input teach 
pattern, resulting in an association to be formed. The recalled class pattern is 
thresholded by selecting the N highest responding elements, while the teach 
pattern is thresholded at exactly N elements. 
4.9.2 Research Reports. 
In an interesting paper [106], Austin has presented a system based on 
ADAM neural network that can result in an invariant pattern recognition. 
Consider Figure 4.35 that illustrates graphically how the method operates. 
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Figure 4.35: The basic approach in Austin's invariant pattern 
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Figure 4.36: A set of eight rotated patterns, the set of transformation 
codes assigned for the patterns (r=6, N=2) and one encoded pattern 
corresponding to TI [Austin 19891. 
Any input pattern needed to be recognised was rotated and scaled so as 
to produce a set of transformed patterns. Each transformed pattern was then 
checked by a matcher, to verify how closely it matched with any of the stored 
patterns. The best match had been indicated at the matcher's output. Each 
transformed pattern was first given a transformation class in order to be 
distinguished. This label indicated the scaling and rotation applied to the 
input pattern in order to achieve the particular transformed pattern. The 
transformation class is an N point pattern, made up of a set number of bits set 
to I within a field of r bits. Each transformation class was different, with N 
bits randomly distributed over its r elements. Austin [106] commented that, 
'once the assignment of transformation classes is computed each of the 
transformed patterns are selected in turn and the elements at one in each 
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transformed pattern are replaced by the transformed class pattern, the 
elements at zero in each transformed pattern are replaced by a field of r 
zeros'. Once all the patterns are coded, they are all combined into one matrix 
by logically ORing them together. Figure 4.36 shows the entire process while 
additional performance related data are presented in Figure 4.37. 
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Figure 4.37: Results of recognising an object at various rotations [Austin 
19891. 
4.9.3 Neural System Evaluation. 
The two stage association in ADAM has a number of advantages. The 
class pattern acts as an intermediate stage with a known number of set bits, 
allowing the N-point thresholding technique to be used on noisy, incomplete 
or otherwise corrupted input. This would be impossible to accomplish if the 
input were associated directly with the output since there would not then be a 
known number of bits set to one, and so the N-point technique is in-operable. 
The class pattern entering the second memory is a hopeful noise-free vector 
that allows accurate recall in the second matrix of the final output pattern. 
The use of the class pattern is also storage efficient, saving on the size of 
memory required. If an a by b pixel image is to be associated with an x by y 
output image,, then (a bxy) bits of storage are required to make the matrix. 
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If an intermediate class pattern of k bits is used, then the storage requirements 
become (k ab +x y ). 
The use of the N-tuple pre-processing [Figure 4.381 has two major 
advantages; it copes with non-linearly separable patterns, and so allows 
ADAM neural system to resolve such problems as the XOR one. The tupling 
function provides a mapping that transforms any input into one that is 
linearly separable given the right sampling by the tuples. It also ensures that 
the inputs to the memory matrix are sparsely coded, so that there are not 
many active lines in any input, and this consequently helps prevent the 
memory matrix from becoming saturated. 
ADAM learns new examples with one pass through the matrix and so 
does not require the back-propagation of errors, or repeated iterations. 
However ADAM has no adaptive internal representation and so can not code 
higher order features of the input, unlike the multilayer perceptron. This 
certainly limits ADAM's generalisation abilities, that mainly come from its 
tupling function. Sampling the input, the features that allow classification are 
not discovered explicitly but left to probability that some of them fall in 
regions sampled by different tuples. Since the tuple sampling is random, it is 
likely that important features are detected by at least some of the tuples, and 
generalisation occurs from these. 
4.10 General Discussion. 
It is generally accepted that authors should define a set of specific 
criteria, on which the comparison of a number of different techniques that all 
applying to the same field of research can be based. In the present 
application, four different criteria were decided to be used. Firstly, the 
criterion of good generalisation, i. e., how well a neural network responds to 
patterns with which it has or has not been trained on. Secondly, the criterion 
of efficient storage capacity, that is the ability to store a large number of 
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patterns and consequently be able to recognise a large range of different 
objects. Thirdly, the criterion of a small in size training pattern set, which 
reflects the ability of recognising an object without having to be trained on it 
for a long time, and finally the criterion of invariance to translation, rotation 
and scaling during pattern recognition. The last simply reflects the neural 
network system's ability to recognise an object with which it was trained, no 
matter if the testing picture does not reflect the same viewing object angle but 
an alternative view from a different position to the one originally used for 
teaching the neural system. A comprehensive classification is displayed in 
Figure 4.39. 
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Figure 4.38: The N-tuple method. 
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Parallel to the artificial neural architectures previously presented, a 
number of additional artificial neural systems were investigated, always 
within the frame of position and scale invariant pattern identification. Among 
them, the "Brain State in a Box" neural network [79][80], the Cognitron and 
Neocognitron [85-90], the "Self-OrgaDising Feature Maps" [91][92][93], the 
Bidirectional Associative Memories (BAM's) [97][98], and finally the 
Boltzmann machine artificial neural network [99-102]. Although all reviewed 
examples dealt with aspects of the general pattern recognition problem, few 
cases were actually found where the wider three dimensional position and 
scale invariant object recognition problem was investigated. Consequently, a 
detailed presentation of all the above neural systems was avoided. 
Nevertheless, the results regarding these neural systems as far as their pattern 
recognition potential is concerned, are to be presented below together with 
the general conclusions of the use of the previously presented artificial neural 
networks. 
The first neural network reviewed was the Perceptron. The idea behind 
Perceptron is that it is pilot for the latter presented neural networks. The 
Perceptron model allows users to understand the theory and potential of the 
early 1960's developed neural network architectures that led to current more 
efficient implementations. Although the Perceptron possesses a number of 
desirable properties like its adequate storage capacity and its immediate 
recall, it is still considered to be a prototype that currently helps as a 
reference but is also widely substituted in all application by the more recent 
neural network models. Its improved versions like the cross coupled 
Perceptron allow an invariant to rotation, scaling and translation pattern 
recognition but are severely limited, as all Perceptron models, by its linear 
separability condition. For its latest property as well as its mainly use as a 
reference, Perceptron has been excluded from the set of possible neural 
network implementations for the proposed application. 
ADALINEs and MADALINEs are generally considered to be an 
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improvement to the Perceptron. They have been developed in early 1960's, 
but although their capacity is capable of holding twice as many patterns as 
the number of units in their input layers, and their mathematics are well 
understood , they were all unable to support a position invariant pattern 
recognition process until the mid 1980's. It was in 1987 when the 
MADALINE Rule 11 was introduced when this problem was partially solved 
with the use of weight matrices that could vary according to the rotation, 
translation and scaling factor that was required. That simply means that in 
order to specify an overall independent system one should use a large number 
of complex weight matrices, that will definitely result in a 'poor to handle' 
system still partially capable though of supporting an invariant to translation, 
rotation and size pattern recognition operation, being limited mainly by the 
plethora of different variations of small rotational angles. In addition, the 
MADALINE's lengthly encoding time and its restriction to linear input 
output mappings, resulted in excluding MADALINEs and ADALR,; Es from 
the final set of possible neural network architectures for the intented pattern 
recognition application. 
A neural network model like the Boltzmann machine, although it has 
been extensively used in pattern recognition and image processing 
applications and is able to perform nonlinear mappings between arbitrary sets 
of patterns, it is not suitable for the intented application, in the same way that 
the "Brain State in a Box" model, and the Back-propagation artificial neural 
network fail to be accepted. The reason is simply the fact that they all require 
a lengthly training time, which is the case of Boltzmann machine is 
prohibitively long. In addition, the Boltzmann machine has the ability to 
stuck in local minima and requires an extensive encoding time, while the 
Back-propagation is limited by its inability to know how to precisely 
generate any arbitrary mapping procedure, and the Brain State in a Box 
neural network model requires an encoding supervision. For all the 
previously stated limitations but primarily because of the long training time, 
all the previously four neural network models were excluded from the set of 
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possible neural network architectures for the project. 
The problem of sufficient storage capacity is the main limitation for 
rejecting neural networks like the Hopfield, and the Bidirectional Associative 
Memories. Both neural network architectures have a low storage capacity 
which although it might coincide with an extreme memory plasticity in the 
case of the Bidirectional Associative Memories (which allows emergent 
statistical similarities to appear from excessively noisy data sets) and in the 
case of Hopfield neural networks with the ability to handle analogue data in 
continuous time, it still represents a major limitation for the proposed 
approach. In addition Hopfield's network limitation with respect to its 
restricted learning and its lack of a straight-forward encoding scheme, as well 
as the Bidirectional Associative Memory's restriction to binary bipolar 
valued pattern pairs, justify the final decision to exclude these particular 
neural network paradigms from the remaining applicable neural network 
architectures. 
Kohonen's Self Organising Feature maps artificial neural network was 
also excluded mainly because it is shown to require an extensive encoding 
time and it is unable to add new classes of patterns without complete 
retraining. It must although be noticed, that Kohonen's neural network has a 
number of desirable abilities, such as the performance of non-parametric 
pattern classification and the provision of real time nearest neighbour 
response. 
T__ 
Ftom the previous discussion it is evident that the Adaptive Resonance 
Theory 2 neural network, Hecht-Nielsen's Counterpropagation neural 
network, and Austin's Advanced Distributed Associative Memory, are the 
remaining possible neural network architectures for the needs of the intented 
application. Understandably all three can perform efficiently on the above 
problem, but ADAM's previously presented abilities and the fact that is a 
relatively 'unexplored' neural paradigm made it the most likely neural 
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network architecture to be used. Furthermore, the Advanced Distributed 
Associative Memory is a rather recent neural network paradigm, with 
capabilities for pattern recognition of three dimensional objects that have yet 
to be thoroughly investigated. 
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Figure 4.39: The Performance Evaluation table. 
CHAPTER 5 
Invariant Pattern Recognition and Artificial Neural 
Systems: Categories and Criteria. 
5.1 Introduction. 
The 
goal of pattern recognition is to effectively classify objects into one of 
a number of possible categories (classes). The objects of interest are called 
patterns and can loosely define a natural scene. By carefully noticing patterns, 
proposing and formulating rules, an understanding of the underlying 
classification processes can be achieved. A learning system [Figure 5.1], a 
general form of a neural network, can be viewed as a higher level 
environment that itself can assist in the design of a decision making system 
(often called a classifier). Learning in such an environment consists of 
choosing or adapting parameters within the model structure [Figure 5.2]. The 
learning system has available a finite set of samples of solved classes. The 
data for each case consist of a pattern of observations and the corresponding 
successful classifications. The ob ective of the learning system is to 
customise the classifier's structure to the specific problem by finding a 
general way in which to relate any particular pattern of observations to one of 
the specified classes. In a basic description of a classification problem [Figure 
5.3], each sample of a solved problem consists of observations and the 
corresponding correct class memberships. Usually, a single conclusion or 
class will result for a given pattern of observations. While there may be 
problems in cases where multiple class membership is important, these can 
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Figure 53. A basic Classif ication Representation. 
The argument in favour of learning systems is that they have the 
potential to exceed the performance of experts and the potential to discover 
new relationships among concepts and hypotheses by examining the record of 
successfully solved cases. Thus, the process of learning, automatically holds 
out the promise of incorporating knowledge into the system without the need 
of a knowledge engineer. Yet, there are strong practical reasons to expect that 
what can be learned directly from sample experience alone is limited, if it 
ignores the context within which problem solving is carried out. Thus, there 
is a need to combine domain-specific expert knowledge with learning 
approaches. One of the primary tasks of pattern recognition is to design 
classifiers that are invariant to position transformations. - Neural Networks 
have proven to be extremely powerful classifiers [107] [1081. Whereas the 
boundaries of decision regions created by conventional classifiers [27] 
usually belong to relatively restricted sets of hyperplanes, neural networks are 
able to employ much more general decision boundaries. They are therefore 
often able to achieve levels of performance beyond the reach of conventional 
classifiers [109]-[111]. Having in mind the effectiveness of biological 
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systems, the hope is that the characteristics essential to invariant 
classification can be formulated and utilised in the simplified artificial neural 
systems. 
5.2.1 Invariance by structure. 
The idea of imposing invariance on a neural network by structuring it 
appropriately has been proposed by various authors [112]-[1151. A simple 
way to visualise this, is by creating connections between the neurons that 
force transformed versions of the same input to have the same output. 
Consider, for example, an input image that is to be classified independently 
of positional changes and a neural network that takes this image as input. 
Rotational invariance can be enforced structurally as follows: let aj be any 
neuron that receives inputs from the image, and let wji be the connection 
weight leading to that neuron from pixel i in the image. If wji = wjk for all i 
and k that lie at equal distances from the centre of the image, the neural 
network is invariant to positional rotations since such a rotation will not 
change the total input to any neuron. The same weight has to be duplicated 
for every same radial distance pixel in order to maintain rotational invariance, 
and avoid the loss of angular information. The number of connections 
required is therefore growing prohibitively fast for images of realistic size. 
For a more realistic classifier [114] the number of connections necessary for 
translational invariance alone can be shown to be N4 for an input image 
consisting of N pixels with only one object present. Clearly, this is not a 
realistic approach when images usually contain at least 1Cý pixels for 
satisfactory resolution. 
5.2.2. Invariance by training. 
Since neural networks are such powerful classifiers, it is natural to ask if 
their classification ability can be used to obtain directly transfonnation 
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invariance. To achieve this goal, a number of different aspect object views 
should be used as input to the neural system. If the neural architecture is able 
to learn to discriminate these objects properly, and if the number of examples 
shown is large enough, the net will hopefully also generalise correctly to 
unknown transformations. This approach was used by Rumelhart et all. 
[116], to obtain rotational invariance for the 3X3 objects that they 
investigated, and has also been suggested by Lang and Hinton [117] for 
speech recognition. 
Invariance by training has two disadvantages. It is not clear how a neural 
system, trained to recognise new objects invariantly, can use this training to 
be able to additionally recognise new objects invariantly. Thus such an 
architecture must be trained on many aspects of each object. 'Although 
procedures based on symbolic decomposition of the objects might eliminate 
this problem, such methods are currently poorly understood' [117]. With 
current neural network techniques it would be necessary to retain within the 
neural system all transformations for every new object to be identified. The 
other problem with the approach is that the demands placed on the 
classification system might be very severe - more so than even a neural 
network classifier can cope with. This is especially true if the dimensionality 
of the feature space is high. 'In a high dimensional feature space, it is 
generally significantly difficult to recognise transformed versions of an object 
if the feature space is not carefully chosen to be suitable for such transforms' 
[1161. 
5.2.3 Invariant Feature Spaces. 
It has long been recognised that it is possible to extract features that are 
invariant to transformations of an input [1181-[1201. If such features are used, 
the classifier does not need to delineate the range of transformations of an 
object with complicated decision boundaries. The only differences between 
different instances of the same object are then due to such factors as noise 
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and occlusion. A related technique, that uses invariant feature spaces has 
been applied in optical classifiers [121]. The advantages of using an invariant 
feature space are the fact that the number of features can be reduced to 
realistic levels, the requirements on the classifier are relaxed and the 
invariance for all input objects is ensured. The main disadvantage of using 
invariant feature spaces is the need to first calculate the features before the 
classifier can be employed. Clearly then for an image recognition application 
the obtained image can not be as input to the neural network without some 
pre-processing. To minimise the effect of this problem, invariant feature 
spaces are required that are computationally efficient. The fact that not all 
feature spaces are equally suitable for a given problem, dictates that the 
selected method for an invariant feature space should be flexible enough to 
allow the choice of a space suitable for whatever problem is under 
investigation. Invariant feature spaces that have been used in conjunction 
with neural networks include wedge-ring samples of the magnitude of the 
Fourier transform [122], the magnitude of the Fourier transform in log-polar 
coordinates [123] and moments [76]. These feature spaces are well known to 
have difficulties when noise is present, and the remaining two feature spaces 
are not invariant to all possible transformations. 
5.3 Criteria of a position invariant pattern recognitiom 
Having in mind the disadvantages of the previously described categories 
of invariance in neural systems and the fact that neural architectures are 
excellent classifiers but themselves alone can not possibly resolve the 
position invariance constraints, it has become apparent that special attention 
should be paid in the preprocessing step of the proposed position invariant 
pattern recognition process so as to be effective and general. Emphasis was 
placed in a new form of invariant feature space represented by the normalised 
quadtree/octree data structure. It was extensively investigated whether such 
structures can be effectively used for a position invariant, noise independent 
pattern recognition. Particularly emphasis was given in devising a technique 
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that could effectively minimise the large training pattern set as well as 
preserving its general position mivariant profile. The algorithm should also be 
easy to implement and have a clear mathematical and theoretical structure. 
Finally, the computational requirements particularly important in neural 
network applications were considered, pointing to an algorithm that will 
require a few teaching patterns as input and a new neural network 
architecture that could be trained in one pass thus significantly reducing a 
generally computationally expensive teaching procedure. 
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CHAPTER 6 
Normalised Hierarchical Volume/Surface Data 




today's world of expanding automation, autonomous analysis of 
complex image data is a critical technology. Problems slowing the growth of 
this field are traditional image analysis methods that lack the speed, 
generality, and robustness that many modem image analysis problems 
require. While artificial neural networks promise to improve on traditional 
techniques of image analysis, systems composed purely of neural networks 
have difficulty performing all the diverse analysis required of an autonomous 
system. Artificial neural networks are being considered to augment and if 
necessary, replace digital computers in time critical applications. Such 
systems offer a computational platform that is highly parallel, adaptive, and 
potentially fault tolerant. 
In previous chapters, a number of well known position and scale 
invariant techniques (moments invariants [44], normalised Fourier 
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descriptors [42]) have been described, in the framework of an invariant three 
dimensional ob ect identification process. It was concluded that, although 
these techniques often show a highly efficient classification performance, 
they generally fail to produce a consistent, noise resilient and successful 
position and scale invariant pattern recognition behaviour. Therefore, 
emphasis is placed in this chapter in the presentation of an invariant three 
dimensional classification system that is based on the one hand in a 
volumetric representation of an object and on the other hand, in a powerful 
neural network classifier. This combination is expected to produce an 
enhanced invariant three dimensional object classification behaviour, which 
will demonstrate the highly desirable classification successes of moments 
invariants and non-nalised Fourier descriptors, but will additionally be 
consistent, noise resilient and computationally efficient. 
The present chapter aims to introduce a method capable of recognising 
an aircraft from any viewpoint in uncluttered noisy scenes. Current neural 
network based methods are limited by the time required to learn to recognise 
an object, as well as by the number of pictures required to be processed in 
order to achieve successful classification results. Typically, a number in the 
order of thousands of pictures per object can often be used in training 
multilayer neural networks. In the present chapter a new method that uses a 
single presentation of an image during training will be presented. The aim is 
to achieve the same successful position invariant classification results for 
three dimensional objects. 'Me proposed method uses for this purpose a novel 
pre-processor, that is based on the properties of the quadtree and octree data 
structures combined with a neural network classifier. Both data structures 
have been extensively studied during the last decade [124-128], and have 
been shown to posses two significant properties. First, they can be made 
independent of the orientation, translation and scaling of the actual object 
they represent. Second, they offer high compression ratios, normally in the 
range of 5: 1 or 6: 1; a considerable advantage when large numbers of digital 
pictures are to be stored within a storage medium. 
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This chapter will be structured into four parts. A general . description of 
the image processing procedures that were used during the input pre- 
processing steps, a detailed description of the quadtree and normalised 
quadtree data structures, the theory behind the octree generation and the 
properties of that data structure, and finally the actual method used in order to 
train and test the ADAM artificial neural network [106]. 
6.2 The Image Processing Procedures. 
In the current work the various image processing algorithms used, can be 
classified into two main categories. First, image enhancement algorithms that 
aimed to improve the visual presentation of the original raster picture and 
second, image segmentation procedures that successfully clustered the 
enhanced image into meaningful regions for the intended pattern 
classification stage. In image segmentation emphasis was placed primarily in 
edge detection operators and secondly in histogram thresholding techniques. 
A synoptic view of the overall image pre-processing procedures used can be 
viewed as a sequence of the following four steps. First, a3 by 3 pixel 
Gaussian kernel was used to smooth the original raster image, and reduce any 
present noise. Second, an edge detection segmentation procedure, based on 
the Maxgrad edge operator [129], was applied on the smoothed image. Tbird, 
the resulting raster data were histogram normalised over the full 512 gray 
scale intensities range. Finally, the enhanced image from the previous step 
was thresholded, thus eliminating the lowest 5% of edges (that normally 
correspond to noise). All remaining high grey scale intensities greater than 
zero were reduced to 1, resulting in the final binary edge map picture. It is 
clear from the above algorithmic presentation, that Gaussian smoothing 
masks and image segmentation using edge detection operators are the most 
interesting areas of image enhancement in the present application and 
therefore they would be thoroughly reviewed in the following sections of this 
chapter. 
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The enhanced picture. 
Figure 6.1. A typical image enhancement example. 
6.2.1 The Image Enhancement Process. 
Image enhancement processes consist of a collection of techniques that 
aim to convert a picture or improve the visual appearance of an image, to a 
form better suited to human or machine analysis [Figure 6.1 ]. Image quality 
is generally studied in a variety of methods, all depending on the current 
image type. The various methods used in image enhancement are rather 
loosely structured, because in many cases a universally acceptable 
optimisation criterion is difficult to be defined. Enhancement usually 
concerns contrast stretching, smoothing, and pseudo-colouring. The 
algorithms are usually based either on frequency or spatial domain 
techniques. Processing techniques in the first category are based on 
modifying the Fourier Transform of an image. The spatial domain methods, 
refer to the image plane itself and approaches in this category are based on 
the direct manipulation of pixels in an image. The choice of techniques 
The original raster image. 
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depends mainly on the problem and its overall processing requirements, 
convenience and fidelity. Smoothing is performed by low pass and high pass 
filtering in the frequency domain, while integration and differentiation are the 
respective standard techniques in the spatial domain. 
One of the difficulties in image enhancement is that different algorithms 
or methods are needed for different types of noise. A box type smoothing or 
nearest neighbourhood type smoothing, removes Gaussian noise [130], 
however it sometimes diff-uses noise around the neighbourhood if it is applied 
to peak noise or scan line noise without care. Median filtering [26], can 
remove this kind of noise considerably better but it also tends to smooth out 
or blur fine structures in an image and may cause image degradation [Figure 
6.2]. Sometimes image enhancement techniques known as spatial filters, have 
different variations. Among them the numerous mean filters [ 13], the Nagao 
and Matsuyama technique [1311 that uses convolving operations with 
pentagonal and hexagonal masks for random noise removal without blurring 
sharp edges, and the recently presented Kundu method [132] that applies a 
two dimensional generalised mean filter for impulse noise removal. It has 
been recently shown that if simple mean and variance of gray tones are used 
as local grey tone statistics information of the higher order spatial 
characteristics of the gray tone distribution are lost. In order to obtain the 
spatially dependent grey tone statistics a facet model [133] has be used that 
fitted a simple polynomial surface to the grey tone intensities of a region. 
The area of image enhancement, a long time favourite area of research in 
digital image processing, contains a large number of techniques. In the 
current chapter an additional number of enhancement methods to the ones 
already mentioned were examined. Among them, the histogram equalisation 
technique [134], the direct histogram specification [135], the histogram 
hyperbolisation [1361, the nearest neighbour smoothing [137], the selective 
averaging smoothing [138], the maximum likehood smoothing [139], unsharp 
masking [140] and the cubic convolution [141]. Although all the above 
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methods have desirable properties and can perform effectively on raster 
images, it was concluded that histogram equalisation is the most suitable 
technique in the current implementation as it is both effective, 
computationally efficient and has a well understood mathematical 
background [Appendix B] [Figure 6.3]. In the current application the raster 
images used, were images of six different aircraft types, created from precise 
detailed models and their corresponding pictures when the models were 
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Figure 6.2. Median filters. (a) Input noise image. (b) Histogram 
(normalised). (c) Median filtered noise image. (d) Median filtered noise 
histogram 
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Histogram of the original aircraft picture. 
Figure 6.3(a) 
Original aircraft picture. [512 by 512 pixels] 
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Histogram of the enhanced aircraft image. 
Figure 6.3(b) 
The enhanced picture. 
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Figure 6.4. The six aircraft models used in the experiments. 
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6.2.1.1 Gaussian smoothing. 
When applying a smoothing operator, there are two main facts to be born 
in mind. The first is the suppression of noise, and the second is the removal 
of signals that give much detail for the specific resolution chosen. For the first 
purpose, median filtering and related procedures generally present a 
significantly better performance when applied to images corrupted with 
impulse noise but do not correspond favourably to a linear model; neither do 
they correspond to low pass filtering, this being perhaps the most obvious 
technique for noise suppression. For the second purpose, a soundly based 





Gaussian smoothing operators fall into the above category of crucial 
operators of particular importance in image processing. Gaussian smoodling 
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is used both to suppress image noise and to approximate the action of low 
pass filters by producing images of different resolutions for further detailed 
analysis. Thus it is vital that these operations should be optimised; efforts to 
obtain even a small improvement would be justified since this type of 
operation is used so widely. A filter that has a Gaussian like impulse response 
function is essentially a low pass filter [Figure 6.5(a)]. Gaussian filters are 
also useful in the synthesis of high pass [Figure 6.5(b)]. The Gaussian filter 
function is interesting as it is the function with the minimum product of 
second moments in space (time) and frequency. The Gaussian is also 
separable and this separability is important in the realisation. of 
multidimensional filters. The Gaussian function is also called the normal 
density function and is subject to the central lipiit theorem in probabilities 
[142]. The central limit theorem illustrates an interesting property of the 
repeated convolution of simple nonnegative functions - the results tend to a 
Gaussian function. This property provides an economical means of 
computing Gaussian convolutions. In digital image processing 3 by 3 and 5 
by 5 pixel neighbourhoods are often used during convolutions of Gaussian 
masks with raster pictures. Figure 6.6(a) shows a simple 3 by 3 pixel 
neighbourhood with the specification numbers for each one of the pixels and 
in Figure 6.6(b) a view of a random two dimensional spatial image plane is 
presented with the simple 3 by 3 pixel mask in it. 
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Figure 6.6(b). A random 2D spatial image plane. 
In such a neighbourhood, the pixel in the centre (A 4) is considered to be 
the centre of a two dimensional axis system. Respectively, A3 pixel is situated 
at (1,0) and A2 is situated in position (1,4). Studding the equation of a 
Gaussian function it can be simply derived that both (-1,1) and (1,4) pixel 
pairs will produce the same result (as both x-component and y-component 
will be squared). Therefore, evaluating a Gaussian mask of a3 by 3 pixel 
neighbourhood will only require evaluating the function for three pixel 
positions, A4, A3, and A2. The general convolution process, regarding a 
Gaussian mask and a raster image can be described as follows: 
G(f(x, y» =f(x-1, y-1) * G(A2) + f(X-'eY) * G(A3 
) 
f(x-1, y+l )* G(A3) + AXý Y) * G(A4)+ 
f(x, y+l )* G(A3) + f(X+19 Y-1 )* G(A2)+ 
y) * G(A3) + f(X+L Y+l )* G(A2) = 
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(f(x-l, y-l )+f(x-lly+l )+f(x+lýY-1 
f( x+l, y+l ))* G(A2) 
(f(x-l, Y) + Ax, Y-1 )+ f(x, Y+l ) 
f(x+l, y)) * G(A3) + f(X7 Y) * G(A4) 
G(i) denotes the result of the Gaussian function when applied at the 
coordinates defined by the i pixel in the specified 3 by 3 neighbourhood. 
Many scientists have used Gaussian masks in their work. Marr and Hildreth 
[143] argued that meaningful intensity changes in a two dimensional image 
can occur at a variety of spatial scales. 'These changes', they said, 'are best 
located by maxima in the first spatial derivative, or by zeros in the second 
spatial derivative of the low pass filtered image' [143]. For these reasons a 
radially symmetric second derivative operator represented by a Laplacian 
operator applied to a two dimensional Gaussian function was used [Figure 
6.7(a-b)]. They have shown that both the size and the standard deviation of 
the Gaussian can be adjusted according to the desired spatial scale. Gaussian 
filtering has also been applied by Canny [1441 in his work on edge detection. 
Canny computed optimal edge operators that can be approximated by 
derivatives of Gaussians. A typical example of applying Gaussian smoothing 
to a raster image in the context always of the current application on aircraft 
pictures can be seen Jn Figure 6.8. 
6.2.2 The Image segmentation process. 
Image segmentation requires the processing of large quantities of visual 
information, with noise from the sensing mechanisms and additional data 
obscuring the semantically significant entities that are to be perceived. The 
complexities in the design and implementation of such image understanding 
systems typically have led to a decomposition of the problem into distinct 
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subsystems for segmentation and interpolation, often referred to as 'low- 
level' and 'high-level' processing, respectively. 
Figure 6.7(a). A typical 3D Gaussian surface 
The approaches to segmentation are divided into two broad categories, 
boundary fon-nation and region formation. The tools for extraction of 
boundaries involve spatial differentiation, non-maxima suppression, 
relaxation processes, and grouping of local edges into segments. Approaches 
to region formation include region growing under local spatial guidance, 
histograms for analysis of global feature activity, and finally an integration of 
the strengths of each of the above by a spatial analysis of feature activity. 
Image segmentation is the division of an image into different regions, each 
having certain properties. It is the first step of image analysis that aims at 
either a description of an image or a classification of the image if a class label 
is meaningful. Image segmentation is a critical component of an image 
recognition system because errors in segmentation might propagate to feature 
extraction and classification. 
Figure 6.7(b). A Laplacian Gaussian function 
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Snwothed image with a Gaussian Kemel of si2e 3 by 3 pixels. 
Figure 6.8. An example of Gaussian smoothing. 
The problem of image understanding can be viewed as one of 
performing initial segmentation using a number of general procedures, 
feeding this low-level output to a high level system, and then allowing 
feedback loops so that the interpretation processes can influence a refined 
segmentation. From this point of view, the segmentation processes provide a 
compact description of the location and characteristics of visually distinct 
areas of the image. However, the local analyses may generate a great deal of 
spurious activity because objects in images do not appear as uniformly 
coloured areas (like in graphics areas) but rather have natural textural 
variations and shadows. Thus, the integration of local processing into 
globally consistent boundaries and regions is not at all straightforward. The 
segmentation techniques can be categorised into three classes. First, 
characteristic feature thresholding or clustering. Second, edge detection, and 
third, region extraction. In the current stage of the present chapter emphasis 
The original raster image. 
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will be placed on edge detection methods. 
6.2.2.1 Edge detection. 
Boundaries of objects tend to show up as intensity discontinuities in an 
image. Boundaries in images are extremely important, and often an object 
can be recognised from only a crude outline. This fact provides the principal 
motivation for representing objects by their boundaries. One might expect 
that algorithms could be designed that find the boundaries of objects directly 
from the gray level values in the image. When these boundaries have 
complicated shapes, the task is difficult. Much greater success has been 
obtained by first transforming the image into an intermediate image of local 
gray level discontinuities, or edges and then composing these into a more 
elaborate boundary. In this case, boundaries that are highly model-dependent 
may be decomposed into a series of local edges that are highly model- 
independent. 
A digital edge occurs on the boundary between two pixels when the 
respective brightness of the two pixels is significantly different. The 
difference may depend upon the distribution of intensity values around each 
of the pixels. There are two main types of edges, the step and the roof edges. 
Ile first occurs between each pair of neighbouring pixels where one pixel is 
inside the brighter region of an image and the other is outside the region. If 
an image region is scanned, observing the intensity values steadily increasing 
and then after a certain point observe that the intensity values are steadily 
decreasing, it is likely to be said that there is an edge at that point of change 
from increasing to decreasing brightness values. Such edges are called roof 
edges. Therefore, it is clear from the use of the word 'edge' that edge refers 
to places in the image where there appears to be a jump in brightness value or 
a local extremum in brightness value derivative. 
It is through the use of edge detection techniques that local contrast 
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differences can be determined. An edge is an area between two regions that 
differ according to some measure of homogeneity. An edge operator is a 
mathematical operator with a small spatial extent, designed to detect the 
presence of a local edge in the image function. It is difficult to define a priori 
which local edges correspond to relevant boundaries in the images. The fact 
that different kinds of edge operators perform best in different task domains 
has prompted the development of a variety of operators. However, the 
unifying feature of most useful edge operators is that, they compute a 
direction that is aligned with the direction of maximal grey level change, and 
a magnitude describing the strength of this change. 
Since edges are a high spatial frequency phenomena, edge finders are 
also usually sensitive to noise. Whereas smoothing filters are low pass filters, 
edge enhancement filters are high pass filters that aim to enhance edges. One 
simple way to interpret jumps in value or local extrema of derivatives when 
referring to a discrete array of image values, is to assume that the discrete 
array of values comes about by sampling a real valued function F defined on 
the domain of the image which is bounded and connected subset of the real 
xy-plane. 
The finite difference typically used in the numerical approximation of 
the first order derivatives is usually based on assuming the function F to be 
linear. From this point of view, the jumps in value or extrema in derivative, 
must refer to points of high first derivative of F or to points of relative 
extrema in the second derivatives of F. Edge detection must then involve 
fitting a function to the sample values. Edge finders should then regard the 
digital picture function as a sampling of the underlying function F, where 
some kind of random noise has been added to the function values. Sharp 
discontinuities can reveal themselves in high values for estimates of first 
partial derivatives. Relative extrema in first directional derivative can reveal 
themselves as zero crossings of the second directional derivative. Thus, if it 
were known that the first and second partial derivatives of any possible 
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underlying image function had known bounds, then any estimated first or 
second order partials that exceed these known bounds must be due to 
discontinuities in value or in the derivative of the underlying function. The 
last is the basis for the gradient magnitude and the Laplacian magnitude edge 
detectors, that often appear in literature. 
Edge detection operators can be said to fall into three main classes. First, 
operators that approximate the mathematical gradient operator. Second, 
template matching operators that use multiple templates at different 
orientations and third, operators that fit local intensities with parametric edge 
models. In order to establish the most appropriate edge detection technique 
for the thesis, a number of available methods were reviewed including: the 
sharpening method using gradient operators [26], the Roberts operator [145], 
the Prewitt masks [29], the Sobel edge operator [146], the Kirsch edge finders 
[147], the Frei Chen edge masks [28], the Laplacian operator [26], the Davies 
operator [148], the Rosenfeld edge detector [149], the Hueckel operator 
[1501, the Shammugan-Dickey Green edge operator [151], the well known 
Marr Hildreth edge operator [152], the Haralick edge detector [153], the 
Canny edge detector [144], the Difference of Boxes edge finders [154], the 
Nalwa interpolation scheme [155], the edge detection using Walsh functions 
[156], and finally the Maxgrad operator [129]. 
T"-- 
From all the previously mentioned edge operators Canny's edge finder is 
considered to be the one most widely applied, efficient and successful edge 
operators. The fact that Canny's operator has been so widely used and the 
appearance of a number of several new powerful edge operators, had led in 
the selection of a new edge operator for the current application. The new 
operator, the Maxgrad edge detector, was originally introduced in a recent 
paper by Imme [ 129]. To justify the selection of this particular edge operator, 
experimental results that compared the performance of Canny's edge finder 
with that of the Maxgrad edge operator will be presented. The performance 
criteria which a good edge operator must meet, are these specified in Canny's 
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well known thesis. Namely, good detection of edges, good localisation and a 
single response to an edge. Figure 6.11, demonstrates the performance of 
both operators with respect to the good localisation and good detection 
criteria while Figure 6.9 shows the performance of both operators regarding 
the single response criterion. Imme's [129] comments regarding both tables 
were that, 'the Maxgrad method never displaces edges and therefore fulfills 
Canny's criterion of good localisation of the edge. The Canny method 
displaces edges frequently for small structures and less frequently for the 
larger structures. For small structures with width one or two, both methods 
depend on a with respect to the good detection criterion. The smaller the a 
the better is the detection rate'. 
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dis- unde- dis- unde 
placed tected pIaced tected 
edges edges edges edges 
Canny 0.7 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Maxgrad 0.7 5 0 0 0 0 0 
Can. n y 1.4 1 4 4 0 0 0 0 
Maxgrad 1.4 11 00 0 0 0 0 
Canny 2.0 15 4 20 4 0 0 
Maxgrad 2.0 15 0 18 0 0 0 0 
Canny 3.0 21 4 20 4 20 4 4 
Max9ard 3.0 21 0 16 0 18 00 
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Canny 0 .7 
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Figure 6.9 [Imme 1989]. 
From Figure 6.9 it can be concluded that for a low a the detection rate of 
false edges for the Canny method is less than for Maxgrad method and for 
both methods all edges are detected. 'For larger a the Maxgrad always 
produces less false edges and omits less edges than the Canny method' [1291. 
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Figure 6.10 [Imme 19891. 
From Figure 6.10 it can be seen that both methods fulfill the criterion of 
Canny's postulate, nwnely the single response of an edge detector. hmne 
[1291 concluded that, (all by all, the Maxgrad operator supersedes the Canny 
operator in the precision of detecting the right localisation of the edge and in 
PC--Fitior'l of pi-, cj -. PC-sit. ion 0/* j2iý. rj -- 
co, pf--, -1 
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producing less false edges, admitting that these signals are a hard test for both 
methods'. 
A typical example of the above image processing techniques in the 
context of the current application can be seen in the following illustrations 
from an actual aircraft pre-processing sequence [Figure 6.11 (a-c)]. 
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Region representation is an important area of research in digital image 
processing. The various representations currently in use include the run 
length technique, the chain codes and the binary trees. A recently proposed 
idea by Klinger [157], the quadtree data structure, has received considerable 
attention. Recently, the renewed interest in quadtree data structure is mainly 
due to the significant work of Hunter and Steiglitz [158][159][161] as well as 
in ongoing research work showing the interchangeability of the quadtree 
representation with other representations like the boundary codes [162] and 
rasters [163] [Figure 6.12]. 
Quculrant Quadmnt 
2 ý%, e3 
Quadmnt Quadmnt 
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A 2D Region 
containing a black pixel 
Quadiree 
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Figure 6.12. The quadtree data structure. 
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6.3.1 Definition of the Quadtree Data Structure. * 
The quadtree was originally created as an alternative method to the 
binary array image representation aiming to save space by grouping together 
similar valued image regions. More importantly though, the quadtree's 
hierarchical nature offers additional significant savings in execution time. In 
particular, computational algorithms based on quadtree's basic image 
processing operations display execution times that are only dependent on the 
number of blocks in the images and not their size (e. g., for connected 
component labelling [160]). Given an image of size 2' by e pixels, a 
quadtree representation can be formulated as follows: For every same valued 
pixel in the image, the tree consists of a single node labelled with that value. 
Otherwise, the image is divided into quadrants, and the root is given four 
children, representing these quadrants. The process is then repeated as 
follows: If a quadrant consists entirely of a single valued pixels, its 
corresponding node is labelled with that value; if not, it is split into 
subquadrants and its node obtains four children representing them, and so on. 
The final result of this process is a tree of degree four (a 'quadtree') whose 
leaf nodes represent image blocks that have constant values [Figure 6.13]. 
Clearly, the quadtree representation described is likely to be significantly 
uneconomical for grey scale images, in which large blocks of constant value 
will be rare. Therefore the current application is mainly focused on binary 
images, as they arise after edge detection is perfon-ned on a grey scale image. 
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Figure 6.13. Terminal and non-terminal nodes in a quadtree. 
There are two main reasons for applying quadtrees. First, they exploit the 
coherence of many pictures and are considered to be efficient methods for 
image compression. Second, they describe in their unique fonnat the 
underlying picture structure. In picture processing, the last property results in 
algorithms capable of obtaining image 'impressions' at varying resolutions, 
and focusing attention quickly on areas of interest. As in both types of 
application, investigating the coherence of pictures in order to reduce storage 
requirements is required, the quadtrees are usually stored in the form of a 
linked tree structure [Figure 6.14]. This has links frofn each father quad to its 
four sons, and often additional links from son to father when backtracking is 
required, although the latter requirements can often be efficiently 
implemented using stacks. 
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Figure 6.14. The linked quadtree data structure. 
As it has been already mentioned, the regular decomposition of a region 
by quadrants has been largely used to resolve grey scale images into binary 
representations, and the dynamic data structure used to support and describe 
such a process is generally referred to as the quadtree of an image. Originally 
introduced by Klinger [157], the quadtree has been undergoing a continuous 
improvement. Klinger and Rhodes [1611 described quadtrees by means of a 
systematic indexing of their elements with keys based on the node ancestors. 
Hunter and Steiglitz [159] applied a "rope net" consisting of pointers suitably 
linking a node to it neighbours. Sarnet [162][163], Dyer et al. [5] and Shneier 
[1641 introduced a pointer based structure with a node linked only to its 
father and sons. Jones and Iyengar [1651 presented a forest-like structure with 
root and each tree addressed by a numeric key. In the general quadtree 
implementation, the storage requirements for pointers from a node to its sons 
is not trivial and processing pointer chains in external storage is generally 
time consuming due to the required large number of page faults. 
Consequently, there has been a considerable interest in pointerless quadtree 
representations which can be grouped into two categories. The first treats the 
image as an ordered collection of leaf nodes. Each leaf is represented by a 
locational code corresponding to a sequence of directional codes to locate the 
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leaf along a path from the root of the tree. Locational codes have been used 
by a number of researchers to represent quadtree data structures [161] [166] 
[167], as well as in other related contexts [1681. The second represents the 
image in the form of a preorder traversal of the nodes of its quadtree [ 169]. 
Pointerless quadtree representations similar to the ones previously 
described, are used in the current application and are generally known as 
linear quadtrees. They are attractive because of their relative compactness 
and their efficiency in maintaining data [Figure 6.15]. A linear quadtree can 
be viewed as a sequential file that only supports the operation NEXTO that 
yields, in sequence, the leaf nodes of the tree. Many image operations can be 
perfon-ned by scanning the file, in its natural order, while keeping only one or 
two nodes in working storage. The computation of moments, and set of 
operations like union and intersection are of the possible operations [170] 
[166] [167]. The first "linearisation" of quadtrees can be found in Knuth 
[171], who has stored t-trees (t>=2) sequentially "with the structure implicit 
in the locations of nodes". Gargantini [169] [172] [173] [174] stored only the 
black nodes of quadtrees as sorted arrays while Abel [175] and Abel and 
Smith [ 124] adopted aBI -tree structure. One has to compare not only 
memory requirements but also the ease with which elementary operations can 
be carried out, in order to decide which representation is best. At the moment., 
linear quadtrees have been successfully applied in the design of algorithms 
for a variety of operations [169]. In linear quadtree representation each pixel 
is encoded using a quaternary integer, the digits of which encode, from left to 
right, the successive quadrant subdivisions according to the following 
convention: 0 for the northwest; I for the northeast; 2 for the southwest and 3 
for the southeast quadrant. Thus for a pixel P=( Pn-I Pn-2 ... Po)ý Pn-I 
represents the first subdivision of the original picture into four quadrants, and 
po the last partition. For example consider the picture of Figure 6.15 and the 
corresponding linear quadtree. Pixel P=(0123) identifies a pixel which 
belongs to the northwest quadrant in the first subdivision, to the northeast in 
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the second, to the southwest in the third and finally to the southeast in the last 
and fourth partition. Clearly, if four pixels such as 1000,1001ý 1002, and 
1003 belong to the same quadrant relative to the n -partition, all are collapsed 
into one block, represented by a unique code, the last digit of which is 
considered as a "wild card". This process is often called condensation [169]. 
Clearly in the example of the previous figure, condensation would be applied 
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Figure 6.15. The linear quadtree representation. 
6.3.2 Advantages and Limitations 
ire 
As has been previously mentioned, most quadtree applications have 
focused on the obtainable data compression, and this has implied a linked tree 
structure. A linear structure, in which a storage location is assigned to every 
location in a quadtree down to a defined pixel level of leaf quads, does not at 
first seem to be useful. 'The number of storage locations required is 
approximately 1.3 times those needed for a pixel plane representation of the 
picture, which in any case is exactly what the bottom layer of the tree 
comprises. However because quadtrees exploit area coherence, it is possible 
to write to and to read from quadtrees much faster than to the corresponding 
The dam representing the linear Quadtree in our 
implementation are only the following 
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pixel plane' [163]. Comparing the linear quadtree with the linked quadtree 
data structure, the absence of links in the former makes it more storage 
efficient than might be expected. As the number of bits assigned to the links 
depends on the maximum number of quads allowed in the tree, linked 
quadtrees, for data with small values consist mainly of links, not data. A 
linear quadtree allows an increase in the speed of data input and retrieval 
from the quadtree. Links do not have to be processed, and it is often possible 
to traverse the tree with equal facility. 
Quadtrees are hierarchical data structures used mainly for compact 
representations of two dimensional images. The advantage of using a 
quadtree representation for images is that mathematically simple and 
computationally efficient tree traversal algorithms can be formulated that 
allow fast execution of operations such as superposition of two images, area 
and perimeter calculation, and moments comput ation. Klinger and Dyer 
[176] have shown that the quadtree representation of images can yield 
substantial data compression ratios. In their experiments, image compression 
ratios ranging between 3: 1 and 33: 1 were recorded, with 5: 1 and 6: 1 being 
the general compression factor. Tanimoto and Pavlidis [177] have 
additionally developed a recursive refining algorithm for edge detection using 
quadtrees and have demonstrated its computational savings. 
However, the quadtree representation has certain disadvantages. The 
quadtree representation of an object is directly affected by the object's 
location, its orientation and relative size. A small change in any of these 
parameters could certainly create a different quadtree data structure. To 
tackle the effects caused by an object's translation within an image, Li et al. 
[1781 defined a normal form of quadtrees. They proved that this quadtree 
representation is unique for any image under a class of translation. However, 
the problems arising from rotations and size changes were not investigated. 
Chien and Aggarwal [2] have recently proposed a representation scheme, the 
normalised quadtree structure, that is invariant to object translation, rotation 
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and size changes. 
6.3.3 The Normalised quadtree Data Structure. 
Instead of generating a quadtree for the entire image, Chien and 
Aggarwal [179] have created a normalised hierarchical data structure for each 
object in the image, the normalised quadtree [Figure 6.161. The particular 
implementation of the normalised quadtree data structure occurs as follows. 
First, 'the object is normalised to an object-centered coordinate system, with 
the centroid as the origin and its principal axes as coordinate axes, the object 
is then scaled to a standard size. In this way, the normalised quadtree of an 
object is dependent only on the shape of the object, but not affected by its 
location, orientation, or relative size. With those invariant properties, the 
quadtree of an object can be used as a shape descriptor to aid in the 
identification of objects in images if appropriate views of the objects are 
present and is an information preserving shape descriptor' [179] [Figure 
6.171. The geometric properties of the centroid and principal axes of an 
object (invariant to positional and size changes) are important in the 
implementation of the normalised quadtree data structure. The definitions of 
the principal axes and principal moments are briefly discussed in the 
following lines, while a clear mathematical proof of the entire procedure can 
be found in [179]. The notions of moments, moments of inertia, and principal 
axes originate from mechanics. Let J be a two dimensional object, with a 
density function f(x, y). 
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Figure 6.16. The linked normalised quadtree data structure [Chien & 
Aggarwal 1983]. 
The momentMp q of order 
(p+q) of J is defined as 
M 
pq = 
jXp Yq F (x, y) 
i 
where f(x, y) is the mass of the point at (x, y) and p and q are non-negative 
integers. Let (x,, y, ) be the centroid and Mj the mass of J. Then 
mio MOI 
Mj =Moo and (x,, y, )= (- , Moo Moo 
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The central momentIpq ) with respect to the centroid (x,, y, ), is defined as 
Ipq = z( X -xc )P (Y -yc )q f (X y) 
i 
V 
Figure 6.17. The normalised quadtree procedure and representation 
[Chien & Aggarwal 19831. 
Of particular interest for the normalised quadtree data structure design 
are the second order moments: the moments of inertia 20 and, 02, and the 
product of inertia I I,. If the coordinate axes are rotated about the centroid, the 
central moments will change accordingly and the product of inertia will be 
The normalized Quadtree structure. 
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zero at some rotational angle OP - The new coordinate axes were named 
principal axes, and the moments of inertia were called principal moments of 
order 2. The principal axes were obtained by computing the eigenvectors of 




=K X1 -Ill 02 yy 
'The eigenvectors ([x, yl) correspond to the two principal axes, and the 
eigenvalues (K) are associated with the principal moments. It has been shown 
[45][1801 that 
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There are two principal axes: the major and the minor principal axes 
(associated with the maximum and minimum of the moments of inertia, 
respectively). There are also two choices for the direction of the major 
principal axis. To specify a unique orientation of the major principal axis, 
two additional constraints should be tested: (1) 120 ý: I02and (2)103 "-' 0. If the 
first condition is violated, E)p is increased by 90 0. If the second condition is 
not satisfied, OP is increased by 180 0. The final value of Op is then defined as 
the principal angle' [1791. 
The application of the invariant properties of the centroid and principal 
axes in pattern recognition is not a new concept and have been used by many 
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researchers. A complete system of two dimensional moment invariants under 
positional and size changes have been derived by Hu [451. Rutovitz [1811 
used the centroid and major principal axis in order to locate a chromosome, 
while Chow and Aggarwal [182] defined the modified principal axes, and 
used them as shape descriptors ami-nng to analyse planar curvilinear moving 
objects. 
Studying all the above information supports the opinion that some form 
of pre-processing of the original image data is necessary in order to normalise 
each object within the picture with respect to its centroid and principal axes. 
The pre-processing should additionally take place prior to the generation of 
the object's quadtree data structure. A minimal square enclosing the object, 
whose sides are parallel to the principal axes and with the centre at the origin, 
should also be found. The picture area defined by this square is then scaled to 
a standard size square. The square's standard size is a power of two and 'the 
nearest to the size of the minimal enclosing square since the quadtree 
representation of an ob ect will remain unchanged only when the size change 
is a power of two' [1791. The quadtree representation of the object can then 
be generated based on the scaled area, and should consequently be invariant 
to positional and size changes. 
6.4 The Octree Structure 
The aim of this chapter is to describe a position and size invariant three 
dimensional ob ect identification algorithm and demonstrate its effective 
implementation within the previously presented ADAM artificial neural 
architecture. The normalised linear quadtree data structure is a typical two 
dimensional area representation scheme which although it possesses the 
desirable positional and size invariance properties required by the thesis, 
can't satisfy the added constraint of the third dimension. An upgraded version 
of the normalised two dimensional linear quadtree data structure (the octree) 
must clearly be introduced that could satisfy the additional requirements of 
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the current application. 
6.4.1 Introduction. 
The availability of an efficient and complete representation of three 
dimensional objects is crucial to many computer vision. Among the 
representation methods that have been used in the past, are the polyhedra 
described by polygons whose vertices are given as coordinate triples and 
space arrays whose elements are binary numbers as they correspond to empty 
space. There has been an extensive research - into polyhedra applications 
because these methods usually offer greater accuracy in description for fewer 
bits of memory. In general though, the lack of effective and practical three 
dimensional object representation schemes and associated algorithms for 
manipulation, analysis and display has caused significant delays in many 
areas of technology [184]. Used techniques have a limited range of 
applicability as a result of shortcomings in two major areas. First, 
'representation capabilities are not sufficiently robust to simply handle the 
object complexities required in a realistic environment. Second, manipulation 
and display algorithms performing functions such as interference detection 
and hidden surface removal require extremely large numbers of calculations 
in practical situations. They usually exhibit exponential (often quadratic) 
growth in the number and complexity of the objects. 'It is not believed that 
near-term progress in hardware technology will render such schemes 
practical for the vast majority of potential applications. Much more efficient 
data structures and algorithms that take advantage of current hardware trends 
are needed' [ 18 4]. 
Voelcker and Requicha [185] have classified three dimensional 
representation schemes in the following six categories: 
(1) Primitive instancing. Families of objects are defined parametrically using 
a shape type and a limited set of parameter values per object. 
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(2) Spatial enumeration. An object is represented by a list of the cubical 
spatial cells. 
(3) Cell decomposition. A generalised form of spatial enumeration in which 
the disjoint cells are not necessarily cubical or even identical. 
(4) Constructive solid geometry. Objects are represented as collections of 
primitive solids that are connected using Boolean operations. 
(5) Sweep representation. A solid is defined as the volume swept by a two 
dimensional or three dimensional shape as it is translated along a curve. 
(6) Boundary representation. Objects are represented by their enclosing 
surfaces. 
All the various previously mentioned methods for three dimensional 
object representation may loosely be categorised into three main classes, 
volumetric descriptions, wire-frame descriptions, and surface descriptions. 
An efficient three dimensional indexing scheme that greatly reduces the 
magnitude of these problems is the octree representation scheme [186]. 
Octrees are developed as efficient methods for space array operations and can 
be considered as three dimensional extensions of quadtree methods. Using 
octrees, objects can be represented compactly [187] and statistical image 
processing operations can be efficiently formulated. Furthermore this new 
three dimensional modelling scheme and its associated linear growth 
algorithms allow objects of arbitrary complexity to be encoded, manipulated, 
analysed and displayed interactively in real time or 'close to real time in 
parallel, low cost hardware' [1891. The goals of octree encoding scheme 
have been as follows: 
(1) To develop a capability for representing any N dimensional object to any 
specified resolution in a common encoding format. 
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(2) To operate on any set of objects using Boolean operations and geometric 
operations. 
(3) To implement a computationally efficient (linear) solution to the N 
dimensional interference problem. 
(4) To develop the capability to display in linear time any number of objects 
from any viewpoint with shading, shadowing, orthographic or perspective 
view and smooth edges. 
(5) To develop a scheme that do not require floating point operations, integer 
multiplication or integer division. 
It can be concluded that, the performance of octree encoding scheme 
degrades gracefully as the complexity of the situation increases, and users 
have the ability to trade off computation against processing precision. This 
means that a coarse image can be generated very quickly with the higher 
fidelity details emerging later as more processing is carried out [187] [188] 
[1891. 
Figure 6.18. Numbering the octreels octans. 
IThe labeUing sequence in an Octree. 
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Figure 6.19. An example of an object and its corresponding octree 
representation. 
6.4.2 The Octree Data Structure. 
To create hierarchical indices for octree representation, a cubic 'object 
space' large enough to enclose the object is considered. The latter is 
frequently referred to as the 'universal cube'. The octree is a regular cellular 
decomposition of the object space. The object space is subdivided into eight 
cells of equal size. If any one of the resulting cells is homogeneous, implying 
that it lies entirely inside or outside the object, the subdivision stops. If 
however, the cell is heterogeneous, that is, intersected by one or more of the 
object's boundary surfaces, the cell is sub-divided further into eight subcells. 
The sub-division process stops when all the leaf cells are homogeneous to 
some degree of precision. An octree can be considered as a 2ý x 2" x 2" array 
of unit cubes. Each unit cube (octant) has associated with it a label, either full 
or empty. For the object of Figure 6.19 the corresponding simple octree 
structure is shown. An octree representation usually reduces memory 
requirements over an object array. At the same time, it is more complex to 
access the data in octree form. The geometric information contained in an 
octree is implicit, and can be retrieved by use of procedures. Roughly, the 
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location of an octant is derived by traversing the tree, and the size of the 
octant is determined by the level of the tree at which its corresponding node 
resides. 
Nodes in the octree data structure are of two basic types : terminal and 
partial. Terminal nodes are leaves, and are further classified as either full or 
empty. A full leaf represents an octant that is completely filled by the 
modeled object. Such leaves are represented by I in the formal description of 
an octree data structure. An empty leaf represents an octant that lies outside 
the modeled object. Such leaves are formally represented by 0. Partial nodes 
represent octants that lie on the boundary of the modeled object. They are 
therefore neither full or empty. Partial nodes are similarly classified into two 
sub-groups: dividing and non-dividing. Normally, any octant represented by a 
partial node is further subdivided, and the resulting oct-tuple is formally 
represented by T. This process can obviously go on interminably without 
ever reaching any definitive object boundary. At some point truncating the 
octant subdivision is necessary. By replacing a P-node with a special 
nondividing node, formally represented by S, this is achieved and S-nodes 
now specify the shape of the object boundary. Using set theory, an octree oi 
can be defined as follows: 
For ic (0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7 ý, 
Oi :: =01 11 P 
P:: = TI S7 
where the oct-tuple T=( o 1,, 02 , 03 , 04 , 05 , 06 , 07 
) is an ordered set of 
octrees. Each element of the oct-tuple T is called an octant. Suppose that a 
child node of a given octree o, is represented by o[xy, z], where x, yz, is the 
position of the octant. when o is placed in a Cartesian coordinate system. 
Clearly, then T=( o[0,0,01, o[0,0,11, o[0,1,01,0[0,1,11,0[1,0,01,0[1,0,11, 
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OPIL'ol. ) o[IJ711). 
The octree data structure for the representation of three dimensional 
objects has been investigated for several years [188] [189]. An octree can be 
generated from different forms of sensor data, for instance, intensity images 
from multiple views [179] or a series of slice images acquired in 
computerised tomography [190]. Initially, the octree representation was used 
to describe the volume occupied by a three dimensional object. Calborn et al. 
[197], proposed the polytree structure in which a leaf cell can be one of five 
types: full, empty, vertex, edge or surface. More recently, Chien and 
Aggarwal [1791 proposed and implemented an algorithm to generate a 
Volume/Surface octree from multiple views (silhouettes) of an object. 
The octree's requirement of eight pointers from each internal node to its 
children makes its space requirements quite substantial. To overcome this 
disadvantage the concept of pointerless representation for octrees, has been 
developed [166] [124] [191] where each leaf is represented by a locational 
key. A locational key is a numeric index obtained from the coordinates of an 
octant. Linear octrees are attractive because of their compactness and 
appropriateness in maintenance of data. In certain applications pointerless 
structures lead to a better space-efficient algorithm than their pointer-based 
counterpart. The present chapter aims at generating linear octrees for three 
dimensional objects obtained by the volume intersection method. In similar 
cases where algorithms have been developed to implement the previously 
mentioned technique, it has been observed that pointerless representations 
were more efficient in space and time than an algorithm corresponding to 
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Figure 6.20. The linear octree representation. 
6.4.3 Advantages and Limitations. 
The information contained in the encoded octree representation of an 
object is identical to that available in the previously mentioned spatial 
enumeration representation. From a storage point of view, the data are stored 
in a hierarchical tree structure in which the nodes represent disjoint cubes of 
exponentially decreasing size. There are several additional advantages in the 
octree data structure. First, it uses a single primitive shape, the cube where an 
arbitrary object can be represented to the precision of the smallest cube. A 
single set of manipulation and analysis algorithms is required for all objects. 
No additional new techniques are required in order to handle more complex 
shapes. Operations such as hidden surface display show only linear growth 
because all objects are kept spatially pre-sorted at all times. When the octree 
is properly traversed, space regions are visited in a uniform direction in 
space. The trees representing the objects to be displayed are simply traversed 
in a specific order, depending on the view direction. Converting an object 
from an alternate representation format to the octree encoding fonnat requires 
a spatial sorting. After this initial sorting, however, new objects generated 
32 
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from them by boolean and geometric operations never need to be started 
again, even when the objects are moved or the viewpoint is changed. Boolean 
operations benefit from the octree structure in that the algorithms simply 
traverse the input trees in order while generating the output tree. The nodes 
at a level together with the higher nodes completely describe the entire object 
to the resolution of the specific level. Therefore, algorithms can be 
formulated that can operate at an appropriate level and avoid the bulk of the 
data that is contained at the lower levels. In such an application, objects can 
be represented at a high level (coarse resolution) in the main memory while 
the higher resolution detail resides on secondary storage until needed. This 
arrangement can be very efficient in interference detection algorithms. The 
calculation of object properties such as mass and centre of gravity is very 
efficient in the octree representations. Starting from the octree's root, a 
maximum and minimum mass can simply be calculated at each tree level. 
When the precision of the average of the two values is within the tolerance 
required by the particular application, the operation is terminated with often 
only a small fraction of the node values having been accessed. An additional 
advantage lies in the ability to perform partial calculations that are then 
passed to the next lower level. In this respect the calculations are similar to 
those required for a Fast Fourier Transform. Substantial reductions in 
computation can result. None of the union, translation, scaling, rotation and 
numerous display algorithms developed to date, require floating point 
operations, integer multiplications or divisions. Thus the algorithms can be 
implemented in relatively inexpensive hardware. The processing of each 
node generates 0 to 8 independent sub-calculations. Therefore, a system can 
be designed in that operations are performed in parallel. 
Nevertheless, the octree data structure suffers from several limitations. 
The bounding surface of an object is represented by the set of square facets 
between the empty and full cells and is therefore an approximation of the 
original surface by square polygons. For objects with complex detail, the 
octree requires a large number of cells to represent the object accurately. 
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Precise detail, such as surface curvature can often be lost in an octree 
representation. The main disadvantage of the octree encoding technique is its 
large memory requirement. Several million bytes of node storage may be 
necessary to represent real objects. In the current application the combined 
use of pointerless octree data structures where only full nodes are encoded, 
and a substantial reduction from the original 512 by 512 pixel resolution to a 
more moderate 64 by 64 pixels, has resulted in general significantly improved 
storage requirements (reductions on the order of several tens of thousands of 
pixels per image). In addition, the reduction in the original pixel resolution to 
64 by 64 pixels has created a sharply improved object boundary 
representation that has greatly contributed to the overall successful pattern 
recognition procedure. A detailed analysis of the use of the pointerless octree 
data structure can be found in sub-section 6 of this chapter. 
6.5 The Volume Intersection Technique. 
6.5.1 Introduction. 
The problem of generating octrees from a number of images was first 
addressed by Conolly [1921. He proposed a technique to generate the octree 
of an object from an arbitrary view. This octree structure could be 
cumulatively updated by subsequent object views. In his approach the data 
for each view were miltially converted into a quadtree. Since the coordinate 
axes associated with each quadtree were not necessarily aligned with those of 
the octree, the quadtree needed to be transformed into the octree coordinate 
system. However, the author failed to point out the complexity involved in 
the transformation and did not provide enough justification for the conversion 
of input data to a quadtree. 
Generating octrees from quadtrees has been a very popular approach. It 
was first proposed by Yau and Shihari [1901 who generated the octree of an 
object from the quadtrees of its cross sections. Later, Chien and Aggarwal 
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[193] developed a technique to generate the octree of an object from the 
quadtrees of its three non-coplanar views, in which the "generalised" 
coordinate system of the octree is specified by the three views. More recently, 
Veestra and AhuJa [194] have developed a technique to construct the octree 
of an object from its 'face', 'edge', and 'comer" views. In all the previously 
mentioned approaches, the coordinate axes of the quadtrees are aligned with 
those of the octree. This criterion is not satisfied in Conolly's work, where 
the coordinate axes of the octree are fixed, and available views may be 
arbitrary. While the approach reported by Conolly is generally applicable it 
does not take the advantage of the controllability in model construction in 
order to simplify the octree generation process. In model construction, it is 
often accepted that a certain amount of control over the sensing configuration 
exists. 
6.5.2 The general octree method description. 
In a recent interesting paper by Chien and Aggarwal the idea of volume 
and surface octrees from silhouettes of multiple views is introduced [195]. 
Their method can be classified into three main stages. First, obtain three 
images of the object using no coplanar views. Normalise each image using 
the method described in previous parts of this chapter, and create the 
respective normalised quadtrees. Second, use the normalised quadtrees to 
generate three pseudo-normalised octrees. Finally, use the Volume 
Intersection technique [196] (i. e., merge the three pseudo-volumes) and 
create the final normalised octree structure. Based on the above general 
algorithmic presentation, a more specific methodology has been formulated 
for the precise implementation of the above procedure regarding each 
individual view. In this chapter the top, side and front views of the object 
were only used for convenience. In order to create the normalised octree 
structure, the processing method followed for each particular view is 
described below in details. Figure 6.21(a) shows the original three views of a 
simulated 8 by 8 pixel aircraft model. 
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a. The original three 2D views of 
the first aircraft. 
b. The transformed 2D images of 
the top and side pictures. 
(b) 
Figure 6.21. The set of three original aircraft views and their 
preliminary pre-processing. 
6.5.3 The front view image. 
The processing starts with a 2-D image that represents the front view of 
the object. No preliminary processing is required prior to the application of 
the quadtree encoding algorithm [Figure 6.21 (a)]. Assuming that the image is 
normalised, the method proceeds to create the normalised quadtree 
representation of the image. The quadtree structure is created by starting at 
the lower left quadrant and continues at the lower right, upper left and upper 
right, respectively. In order to create the octree structure that corresponds to 
the front view volume of the object, the next two rules were followed. First, 
start from the root of the quadtree and reverse all subsequent quadtree nodes 
and leaves (e. g., consecutive node leaves a, b, c, d of the quadtree will become 
d, c, b, a on the octree). Second, begin from the left most sub-quadtree and 
moving to the right, for every quadtree node copy all the four node's children 
so as to create the eight necessary octree branches (e. g., d, c, b, a leaves of a 
quadtree node will then becomes dc, b, a, d, c, b, a in the final octree node). 
Figure 6.22 shows the three dimensional volume created by the front view 
image, while Figure 6.23 shows the respective quadtree data structure of the 
side front 
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front view image and Figure 6.24 displays the algorithmic conversion from 
the quadtree data structure to the respective three dimensional octree data 
structure. 
The front view Volume 
of the first 
aircraft 
Figure 6.22. The front view volume of the first aircraft. 
Alpha 
nq 
0 black node *a 2X2 inwge area with only black pix&, ý 
0 white node 0a 2XZ imqge area with only uAite pixek 
(3 gray node 
The Quadtree Data Structure of the front view imcWe of 
the ftrst aircraft inmge. 
Figure 6.23. The quadtree of the front view image. 
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6.5.4 The top view image. 
A preliminary processing step is required in order to create a new 2-D 
image by rotating the original 2-D top view image as described in Figure 
6.21(b). The next step involves generating the quadtree structure of the new 
top view image. In order to create the octree structure each two consecutive 
nodes on the quadtree are taken, and are then copied into the octree as 
described in Figure 6.26. Figure 6.25(a) shows the volume of the top view 
image, while Figure 6.27 shows the corresponding quadtree of the top view 
picture. 
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Creating the Pseudo-Octree of the Front View Image from its Quadtree Data Structure 
0a2 by 2 white pixel area ofthe Quadfree EJ a2 by 2 by 2w hite, oclant area of the Octree 
0 an Intennediate, linking node of the Quadfree an Intennediate linking node of the Octree 
0a white Quadfree pixel a black Octree octani 
0a black Quadtree pixel aw hite Oolree octant 
CS) denotes that eight lines actually slad from Mat point 
Figure 6.24. Converting a quadtree node to an octree node (front view). 
6.5.5 The side view image. 
The volume that corresponds to the side view image is displayed in 
Figure 6.22(b). Figure 6.28 shows the quadtree data structure for the side 
AREA ALPHA 
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view image while Figure 6.29 demonstrates the algorithm for converting a 
quadtree node into an octree node regarding the side view picture case. It is 
important to notice that each node in the octree is produced when each of the 
main four quadrants of the corresponding quadtree is copied on the double 
number octant and also on the immediate successive octant (e. g., quadrant 2 
is copied on octant four (4--2x2) and also on octant five [5=(2x2)+ I]). 
of the first 
aircraft. 
Figure 6.25. The 3D volumes of the top and side view images. 
The top view Volume 
of the first 
aircraft. 
The side view Volume 
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1HE FIRST BRANCH Of 7HE QUAWREE 
Area Alpha 
JphQ 
Creating lhoPseudo-Octree of the Top Mew hmge fmm Its Quadtme Data Stmoture 
A2 by 2 white pixel area of the Quadfree 
An intermediate linking node of the Quadtree 
0Aw hite Quadfree pixel 
*A blaok Quadfree pixel 
A2 by 2 by 2w hite octant area of lie Octree 
An Intennediate linking node of 1he Octree 
A block Octme octant 
Aw hite Octme octant 
(8) denotes that eight Ones actually start f rom that point 
Figure 6.26. Converting a quadtree node to an octree node (top view). 
A 
gray nods 
Me Quackree data structure of the top Wetv picture of 
the ftrst aircraft picture. 
Figure 6.27. The quadtree of the top view picture. 
IHE FIRST BRANCH OF IHE OCIM 
0 black nods *a ZAT image area with only black pixek 
0 white node 0a 2M in-age area with only uAite pix&-ý 
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j 
0 black node a 2M innge area with only black pixelsý 
0 white node aM image area with only white pixek 
gray node The Qua&ree Data Structure of the side view picture of 
the ftrst aircraft image. 
Figure 6.28. The quadtree of the side view image. 
IHE FIRSTOCIREE BRANCH 
Braqoh Alpha 
Creafing the Pseudo-Ociree of fhe Si de Mew knage from Us corms ponding Quadfree Data Sliucture 
0 An Intermediate linking node of the Quadilme 
0A2 by 2w hite, pix el area of the Quadtree 
A white Quadlree pixel 
A black Quadlme pixel 
El An Intemecliate finking node oflhe Octree 
EI A2 by 2 by 2w Me octant area offhe Octree 
RI Aw Me OcIree oclant 
21 A block Octree octant 
(8) denotes t hot eight Ones achially skirt from Owt point 
Figure 6.29. Converting a quadtree node into an octree node (side view). 
IHE FIRSTQUADIREE BRANCH 
Ama Alpha 
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6.5.6 The final octree. 
In order to generate the final octree structure that will describe the 
volume of the 3-D object of Figure 6.30, the technique known as Volume 
Intersection is applied [Figure 6.31]. Each one of the three normalised 
pseudo-octrees is merged with the others and the final node is full if all the 
nodes are full otherwise it is empty. Merging also involves the GRAY nodes. 
In the end, all nodes to be merged have to be in the same tree level and be 
either of full or empty type, thus nodes may have to be expanded with the 
addition of more branches and further nodes in the octree in order to obtain 
the same tree level for merging. In the example, the resulting normalised 
octree is shown in Figure 6.32 while the raster image used for training the 
ADAM neural network [106] is shown in Figure 6.33. This synthetic image 
results from a simple in - order traversal of the final octree data structure. The 
octree is traversed at its highest level (leaves only) using a left to right 
direction. If the octree's highest level is less than its maximum size (i. e., for a 
64 by 64 pixel image, the octree size is 6 [21=64]), then necessary 
adjustments are performed in order to create the appropriate additional 
number of octree levels for the traversing mechanism. These involve the 
simple calculation of the overall object areas with identically valued pixels 
and consequently the estimation of the precise number of octants within it. 
Clearly, octrees of the same level are necessary for the intented volume 
intersection technique. 
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The whole aircraf t 
within the 
universal cube. 
Figure 6.30. The final volume of a 3-D aircraft. 
IHE VOWME INIERSEC710H 
IECHNIQIJE 
'Ar 
Figure 6.31. The Volume Intersection Technique. 
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Figure 6.32. The final octree data structure. 
037 lo is 19 23 27 31 
10 
is 
DA block octant 
Figure 6.33. The synthetic image used for training ADAM. 
THE OCIREE DATA SlRUCIURE OF lHE FIRST AIRCRAFT IMAGE 
EA white octuni 
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6.6 Storage and computational considerations. 
As has been already mentioned, the most significant advantage obtained 
from the use of quadtrees is their generally high image compression rate. In 
the present application, s ix types of aircraft edge detected images have been 
used [Figure 6.341. The original images obtained by the camera system were 
of 512 by 512 pixel resolution. Clearly, the quadtree encoding of such 
pictures would create rather large data structures that would be difficult to 
manipulate. Typically, for a 64 by 64 pixel image a total number of 6e 
octants is obtained. The latter fact, and the obvious disadvantages of high 
resolution in binary images, where for example breaks in an object edge map 
might drastically modify a generally sensitive pattern recognition procedure, 
have led to the decision to reduce the original resolution of the pattern set. In 
practise, a 64 by 64 pixel resolution has been used, that allowed a maximum 
depth of order 6 [2 6 =64] in the quadtrees and produced better 'closed' 
contours of objects. Having in mind that the method used linear 
quadtrees/octrees data structures, where only full nodes need to be coded, the 
average percentage of image area covered by black pixels had been in the 
order of 25% [Figure 6.35]. This resulted in an immediate average storage 
saving of 75%, which finally using the properties of homogeneous areas in 
quadtrees was increased to 78%. Needing to store only 22% of the original 
information in order to efficiently encode an object might not seem a 
significant compression ratio in the case of two dimensional image data. The 
fact though that the current application deals with three dimensional objects 
implies that the current amount of data to be stored are in fact 64 by 64 by 64 
pixels and clearly storing information for an average of only 1000 pixels (i. e., 
25% of 64 by 64) per object represents a major storage saving on the order of 
99.99% (1000 pixels out of 64 3 ). A number of. factors have led to this high 
compression ratio. First, edge detected aircraft pictures contain a large 
number of black areas that did not need to be stored. In a typical thesis 
aircraft picture the ratio of black to white pixels is normally 3 to 1. That 
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indicates a minimum compression rate of 75% as only 25% of the entire 
picture needs to be stored for an error-free reconstruction of the original 
image. Second, the use of pointerless region descriptors such as the quadtree 
data structure, did not provide any additional storage requirements for 
pointers within the quadtree, that could substantially reduce the overall 
achieved compression rate. Finally, the volume intersection method 
requirement for merging three different object views in order to create the 
object's volume representation, increases the final compression rate as all 
three cells at a specific space position need to be white for the final object cell 
to be white. Anything less than three white cells would create a final black 
cell and consequently would increase the compression rate because the new 
cell resulting from merging would not need to be stored. 
The computational considerations of the previously described technique 
can be classified into two main groups: the overall computational time for the 
image pre-processing techniques and the computational requirements of 
volume intersection. The first group involves the time required for reducing 
the original image resolution to 64 by 64 pixels, the application of the 
Maxgrad edge detector, the enhancement of the edge map and the final 
thresholding operation. Figure 6.36(a) shows the average times required by 
the first group, while Figure 6.36(b) displays the time required by the Volume 
Intersection technique. In the second group, the times obtained in the 
experiments matched the times presented in [189] [174], and were on the 
order of 1.8 seconds for the quadtrees and 2.1 seconds for the octrees. As the 
Volume Intersection technique does not require all quadtrees from the 
beginning, the process can be implemented in parallel, as one after the other 
all three required images are obtained. Therefore, the maximum time 
recorded in 
' our 
experiments has been 3.9 seconds for the entire Volume 
Intersection method. All the experiments were timed on a Sun 3/50 
workstation, and the total time for the whole pre-processing operations 
totaled 25.8 seconds. Relative time duration for the important 
computationally expensive edge detection operation on a Sun 3/60 showed 
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overall edge detection times down by 49 to 57% at around 9.8 seconds and 
consecutively total pre-processing time requirements of 12.7 seconds. 
Figure 6.34. The set of six 64 by 64 pixel edge detected images. 
6.7 Conclusions. 
A new algorithm has been presented for implementing the Volume 
Intersection technique. The algorithm aimed to create a training platform for 
teaching artificial neural networks whereby any object could be taught in a 
single cycle and with the least number of different picture views possible. 
The new algorithm was applied on binary edge detected images that were 
created after pre-processing the original raster picture data usig several 
image processing methods. It then continued by creating the normalised 
quadtree data structures of three non-coplanar object pictures. Finally, the 
three non-nalised quadtrees obtained in the previous Phase were merged to 
create a normalised octree that represented a view of the object that is 
independent of position, rotation and relative scale changes. In the end, by a 
simple in order traversal of the octree a synthetic binary image can be created 
that can by itself be used to train artificial neural networks. The method had 
offered substantial storage savings of up to 99.9% and required on average a 
moderate 12.7 seconds for coding each one of six different types of aircrafts. 
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Edge detected linages ( Boundaries Only) 
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compression rate of 73% on average. 
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Figure 6.36. The overaH pre-processing time requirements. 
CHAPTER 7 
Experimental Results Obtained from Training and 
Testing the ADAM Artificial Neural System. 
7.1 Introduction. 
In 
the previous chapter the method used for training and testing the ADAM 
artificial neural system has been introduced. A presented experiment using an 
8 by 8 pixel image has been shown and the entire process from its initial 
image pre-processing stages to the final synthetic object volume picture 
creation has been described. In this chapter, a number of experimental 
performance data will be presented, aiming to prove that on the one hand 
ADAM can successfully generalise and on the other hand to show, using the 
resulting classification success rates, that the proposed technique is effective 
in its implementation and its general behaviour is consistent and highly 
accurate. 
The presentation of results is structured in four main categories. In the 
first, an example involving random objects is presented. Three 4 by 4 by 4 
octant objects are used and the precise generation of all pseudo-quadtrees is 
presented for a single chosen candidate. The merging volume creation is once 
again displayed and the final pattern used to train the ADAM neural system is 
shown. The aim is to provide a simple and easy to follow example, that can 
be studied in detail in all its aspects. Finally, performance data are presented 
reflecting ADAM's response when only three original images have been used 
to train the neural system and a set of thirty six patterns have been applied for 
testing its classification abilities. ADAM is shown to have no problem in 
successfully classifying any of the presented patterns, in either noise-free or 
noise-corrupted testing cases. 
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The second category presents an experiment involving actual aircraft 
data but in a rather small resolution to allow once again an easy follow 
through of the entire procedure. Three 8 by 8 by 8 octant simulated aircraft 
pictures are presented for training ADAM and the neural system is again 
tested successfully on a thirty six pattern set. The third category presents the 
actual experiments with real aircraft model data. The experiments involve 
two types of aircraft patterns: simple aircraft skeletons, and aircraft filled 
boundaries. Six different aircraft models have been used and ten different set 
of results from equivalent number of experiments are reported. In particular, 
two set of experimental results are shown that involve testing ADAM with 
entirely unknown object volumes obtained form completely random object 
views. The results in that last type of experiments verify the successful 
behaviour of ADAM when it was trained with various data from different 
object views. Finally, the last category shows a possible training scheme for 
ADAM in the case where object volumes cannot be obtained. In this case, 
ADAM is trained with the synthetic images of the intermediate level 
normalised quadtree data structures. The method is shown to have a potential 
successful application in a variety of orientations but it is shown that it can 
not be applied in the general case. 
7.2 An example of random 3D objects. 
7.2.1 Introduction. 
The verification of the entire procedure presented in the previous chapter 
involves the individual checking of the quadtree and pseudo-octree data 
structures in each one of the three required non-coplanar object views. Here, 
a general example involving small size 4 by 4 by 4 octant objects is 
presented. The aim is to show the performance of ADAM neural network in 
classifying the three objects. For testing, an array of six pictures is used for 
each individual object. The testing array is structured as follows. The first 
picture represents an actual object volume image with 5% localised noise 
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(i. e., only object structural octants are changed from white to black). In the 
same way the second picture has 10% localised noise. The remaining four 
pictures in the testing array for the first object contain actual object volume 
data corrupted with various levels of random added noise. Noise levels of 
5%, 10%, 15% and 20% are used. Figure 7.1 shows the three different 






Figure 7.1. The three objects used in the first experiment. 
7.2.2 Training ADAM: A performance evaluation. 
Figure 7.2 below shows the three resulted synthetic object volume 
images that were used to train and test the artificial neural system. The 
individual performance for each one of the images used for training ADAM 
is clearly displayed in the performance graphs below. Each testing set of 
patterns for every image contained six pictures. The first two pictures used, 
had no random added noise but were rather corrupted with localised noise of 
5% and 10%. The image degradation in the previous cases had the form of 
aircraft skeleton bits being removed (i. e., aircraft's wing been cut). The 
remauung four pictures in the six images testing set were aircraft pictures 
with 5%, 10%, 15% and 20% random added noise. The images used in this 
32 
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first test case in order to train ADAM neural network were 8 by 8 pixel in 
size and were created after traversing the final pseudo - octrees in the way 





Neural Network trained with just three object pictures and tested 
with a set of 36 images. Each horizontal pattern test array involves 
two images with 5% and 10% localised added noise and four other 
pictures with 5%, 10%, 15% and 20% random added noise. 
No ndsclassification has been occurred 
TEACHING PATTERNS I Ist 2nd I 3rd 4th 5th 6th 
First object 8125 75.00 79.17 64.59 1 54.17 3333 
Second object 83.33 77-09 79-00 5625 56.25 52.00 
Third object 89.59 70.93 75.00 8125 62.50 37.50 
Random 
Noise Levels 5% 10% 15% 2017- 
Figure 7.2. The 4 by 4 by 4 octant training picture set and performance 
data. 
Figure 7.3 presents the classification results when ADAM was trained 
only with the first six picture test set. There has been no misclassifications 
and the classification success had steadily decreased as the neural system was 
tested with images that contained higher level of random added noise. The 
small upturn movement observed when ADAM was trained with 5% random 
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added noise can be justified when the parameters that define the first 
performance classification success are more closely described. As it has 
already been mentioned, the first performance data corresponded to the 
average of two testing patterns that although they contained no random added 
noise they did contain a form of localised noise of 5% and 10% respectively. 
From the first row in Figure 7.2 it can be seen that the neural network 
responded better in the 5% localised noise case than in the 10% localised 
noise case. Furthermore, the performance in the 10% localised noise case 
was worse than in the 5% random added noise case. Clearly, as the rate of 
noise increases the neural network's performance worsens. Since an average 
is used to determine the final value of the first index in the graph, the lower 









Neural Network trained with three object inw9es 
and tested with an array of six pictures. 
The ftrst index at 0% random added noise represents 
the average of two pictures that were corrupted with 
5% and 10% localised noise, while the four remaining 
pictures in the test array ux-re images with 5*16,10'76 
15% and 20% random added noise. 
No misclassifications have occurred 
5% 10% 15% 20% 
random added noise 
percentage 
Figure 7.3. Performance of the first testing set. 
Being twice as noisy as the next immediate noise index level in the graph, the 
10% localised noise index value understandably represents a less successful 
performance than the one represented by the 5% random added noise index 
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and it is the main reason for the apparent discontinuity of the first graph. 
Similarly the result of the 5% localised noise case being not significantly 
higher than the 80% mark does not help to increase the final averaged result. 
The second testing set of another six images shows a rather unambiguous 
behaviour in comparison to the performance displayed by Figure 7.3. Figure 
7.4 presents the performance graph of the second test array of six new 
pictures. Clearly, the classification success decreases as the level of random 
added noise increases. An interesting observation in that second graph is the 
considerably higher confidence in the 20% random added noise case and the 
flat performance of the neural network classifier in both the 10% and the 15% 











Neural Network trxdned xvith three object images 
and tested with an array of six pictures. 
The first index at 0176 random added noise represents 
the average of two pictures that ux? re corrupted uith 
5116 and 10116 localised noise, uAile the four remaining 
pictures in the test arraywere imVes with 5'76,1076 
15% and 20% random added noise- 
No misclassifications have occurred 
5% 10% 15% 20% 
random added noise 
percentage 
Figure 7.4. Performance of the second testing set. 
Once again, the lower classification success for the 10% localised noise case 
can be noticed in Figure 7.2 but the fact that the index itself is relatively the 
same as the result in the 5% random added noise case, does not contribute in 
reducing the average for the 0% random added noise case substantially. 
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Figure 7.5 displays the performance of the last testing set of six pictures. 
Once again a discontinuity is present between the 5% random added noise 
pattern and the 10% random added noise pattern. After close observation of 
the actual testing patterns the reason for this anomaly became apparent. 
Adding random noise to a picture except from the main image corruption 
effect that it causes, aims additionally to alter the actual object skeleton 
contour present in the underlying picture. The more noise added in a picture 
the more distorted the object skeleton will be and the more difficult the 
recognition of the underlying object will become using the artificial neural 
system. In the pattern used for the 10% random added noise testing, the 
actual bits randomly altered within the test image were entirely bits that did 





Neural Network trained uith three object i"wges 
6001.6 - and tested with an array of six pictures. 
51 The ftrst index at 0% random added noise represents 
the average of two pictures that ux-re corrupted idth 
. 1b 
40%- 37.576 5% and 10016 localised noise, uAile the four remizining 
30010- pictures in the test arrayuxre images udth 5%, 10% 
U 15% and 20% random added noise. 
10% No misclassifications have occurred 
5016 10% 15,70 2070 
random added noise 
percentage 
Figure 7.5. Performance of the third testing set. 
Obviously, leaving the underlying object skeleton intact during the testing 
phase will significantly enhance the classification success of the underlying 
neural network classifier. Once again as in the previous two cases there has 
been no misclassifications and the confidence had in general decreased as the 
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level of random added noise increased. 
7.3 An example of simulated aircraft models. 
7.3.1 Introduction. 
Here, a general example involving simulated aircraft data of size 8 by 8 
by 8 octants is presented. The example will present the individual creation of 
quadtree and pseudo-octree data structures of the top, the side and the front 
view of one of three different objects selected in this experiment for training 
ADAM. The aim is to show the performance of ADAM neural network in 
successfully classifying the three aircraft models. For testing an array of six 
pictures is used again for each individual object. The testing array is 
structured as follows. The first two pictures represent actual aircraft volume 
images with parts of the corresponding aircraft model missing (i. e., a wing 
cut). Clearly this is not the case of randomly adding noise in the underlying 
aircraft model picture, but a rather mild form of highly localised noise 
degradation. In the previous two testing picture only aircraft skeleton bits are 
altered. The remaining four pictures in the testing set contain actual aircraft 
volume data corrupted with various levels of random added noise. Noise 
levels of 2 %, 5 %, 7% and 10% are used. It must be born in mind that the aim 
of this particular experiment is to be used as a representative of the entire 
procedure as this is applied in the context of aircraft data but in a rather easy 
to follow and understand format. In that context, Figure 7.6 shows the three 
different sets of picture views for each aircraft model to be used for training 
the artificial neural system. 
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front 
The three non-coplanar object views 
of the first simulated aircraft model. 
front 
ýýM 
The three non-coplanar object views 
of the second simulated aircraft model. 
front 
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E] A b1cok octcnl 
Figure 7.7. The synthetic image of the first aircraft model. 







15 19 23 27 31 
E auAite pixel Itree node. 
Ej a black pixel/ tree node. 
The synthetic image created from the octree structure 
of the second aircraft. 
Figure 7.8. The synthetic image of the second aircraft model. 
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The s5nthetic image created from the octrwe structure 
of the third air-craft. 
Figure 7.9. The synthetic image of the third aircraft model. 
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7.3.2 Training ADAM: A Performance Evaluation. 
In order to test the classification performance of the artificial neural 
system, ADAM was trained using the three original simulated aircraft 
pictures, shown in Figures 7.7 to 7.9. The neural network was then tested 
using a simple set of 9 images with various levels of random added noise. 
The levels of noise used were 5%, 10% and 20%. The numerical results of 
this experiment are shown in Figure 7.10 while a graph representing the 
average classification success for the experiment according to the level of 
random added noise is shown in Figure 7.11. From both figures, it is clear 
that ADAM perfon-ned successfully with no misclassification recorded and 
with an average confidence of 95%. The classification success was steadily 
decreasing throughout the experiment, as the level of random added noise in 
the simulated aircraft volume pictures increased. 
a%l Network tmined with three Llcmft 
ctues with no -, IdM noise and tested 
Lh nine picture& with localised noise of 
5%. 10% and 20%. 
No misclassification occurred. 
XHING PArTEP36 l. t 2. d 3, d 
First Lircmft 99,18 97.14 94DI 
=nd aircmft 98.70 9427 92A5 
rhifd sirmft 99. M 97.40 94.79 
Figure 7.10. ADAM's performance results when trained with simulated 
aircraft data. 
If the results of this second test case are compared against the ADAM's 
performance when trained and tested with the random 4 by 4 by 4 octant 
objects, an important set of similarities can be seen. First, in both test cases 
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the neural network successfully classified objects without any 
misclassifications. Second, the neural system's behaviour towards random 
noise was always resilient although in both test cases the confidence ratios 
were decreasing as the amount of random added noise in the objects was 
increased. Finally, in both cases the neural network's classification success 
rate has been recorded to be significantly high; normally in the range between 
85% to 90%. The only recorded difference in ADAM's pattern identification 
behaviour, has been the significantly higher confidence rate in the second 
case when 8 by 8 by 8 octant simulated aircraft patterns were used. In this 
test case classification success rates have increased by an average 7% in 
comparison to the first test case and were between 92% and 98%. 
The Neurxd network uxzs trained uith non noisy in-ages 





Three picture training set 





0% 5% 10% 20% 
noise percentage 
Figure 7.11. ADAM's average classification success when tested with 9 
simulated aircraft pictures. 
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7.4 Examples of training and testing ADAM with real aircraft 
data. 
7.4.1 Introduction. 
The aim of these examples is to prove that ADAM can successfully 
classify real aircraft data and furthermore to show that the more patterns one 
uses to train ADAM the better the classification factor will become. The 
latter implying that the underlying neural network architecture can effectively 
generalise. Another aim is to prove that recognition of three dimensional 
objects can in fact be successful independent of the actual object's position or 
relative sizes. The invariant pattern classification success with the limited 
training pattern set requirement, will make the application of ADAM an 
important and significant contribution in the current research for efficient 
position invariant pattern recognition using artificial neural network systems. 
Edge Detected Images ( Boundaries Only) 
Neural Network trained with non noisy images. 
The Teaching Set orSix Synf hefic Images 
together udth the results obtained from the 
group or36 Testing Synthetic Images 
TEACHING PATTERNS I. t 2nd 3rd 4th 5th Gth 
JAGUAR GRI 99.45 
1 




1 90v -43 *A - 
BEAUFIGTER 97.60 196.14 19334 193-911_78S2 71 
SAABDRAGEL v. aq 9727 93.47 84.11 79.12 7228 
BRISTOLF2B 9192 9639 93.35 84M 79,06 72.23 
F14 TOMCAT 99-94 97,91193A5 
1 
94.10 1 79M 7224 
No ndsclassilicahon occurred 
m 
MM 
Figure 7.12. Classification data of the first experiment. 
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A performance presentation discussion in the end of these set of experiments 
will attempt to summarise all the experimental data and comment on the 
recognition process relative advantages and limitations. Two types of aircraft 
models are to be used. The simple skeleton boundaries and the filled skeleton 
boundaries. It is argued, that the filled skeleton boundaries will perform 
better under the Volume Intersection method, since more actual object 
surface will be available for the final pseudo-volume merging operation. The 
experiments that will follow will provide useful performance related data in 
order to justify whether such claims are valid. 
7.4.2 Training with a non-noisy pattern set (Simple Skeletons Only). 
In this experiment the original set of six real aircraft volume pictures was 
used to train ADAM. For testing, a set of thirty six pictures had been formed 
in groups of six images for each one of the six different aircrafts. The 
classification performance data are displayed in Figure 7.12, while a 
performance graph of the average classification success can be seen in Figure 
7.13. ADAM had successfully classified all thirty six patterns used for testing 
and its confidence decreased as the level of random noise added to the test 
patterns increased. This fact clearly demonstrates that one picture and a 
single cycle for training are sufficient to Provide a noise-free successful 
classification for the six aircrafts used in the experiment. The only less 
efficient result in the first experiment is the actual value of the confidence 
which although was high enough (around 93%) for low noise corruption 
levels, became a rather undesirable 72% for higher levels of noise. 
Subsequent experiments will aim to increase this low classification success 
rate for the higher levels of randomly added noise in the expense though of 
generally larger training patterns sets and longer training times. 
7.4.3 Training with a non-noisy pattern set (FiHed Boundaries). 
Once again the original six aircraft images were used with the only 
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addition that this time the set with filled boundaries was selected. For testing, 
again a set of thirty six filled boundaries images was used. The classification 
results are presented in Figure 7.14. The average confidence graph can be 
seen in Figure 7.15 and shows the expected decline in classification success 
rate as the level of randomly added noise increased. In that particular case 
though, the discontinuity recorded in the confidence around the 2% random 
added noise level needs to be justified. Figures 7.16 and 7.17 describe the 
percentage of localised noise used for each one of the two pictures that form 
the result for the 0% random added noise level. As it is already described in 
a similar situation during the classification phase of the three simulated 
aircraft models previously presented, the obtained average of both pictures is 
severely influenced by the percentage of localised noise applied to them. 
Figure 7.16 clearly shows that although the average noise level in the simple 
skeleton pictures has been much less than the immediate random added noise 
level in the graphs (i. e., 2%), in the case of filled boundaries the average 
percentage of localised noise in pictures has been recorded to be 3.5%, 
almost twice as the immediate random added noise level of 2%. Clearly, the 
more noise added in a test pattern the less the confidence of the classification 
will become. And this is the case in that particular experiment. Apart from 
this remark, the average classification success in the filled boundaries 
experiment has not presented any significant differences to the case of simple 
skeleton boundaries and once again a low confidence was noticed for the 10% 
random added noise level. 
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Edge detected Imciges (Boundaries Only). 
Neural Net trained in the absence of noise. 
100% , 
No misclassiflcations. 97* 
Six picture training set. 
36 picture testing set. 
L 93% 0 " 90% 
84% 
00% 79% U 
7Z% 
70% 11, . 0% 2% 5% 7% 10% 
random added noise 
percentage 
Figure 7.13. Average classification success graph for the first experiment. 
Edge detected Inwges ( Filled Boundaries). 
Neural Neuvork tr-ained in the absence of noise. 
100% No misclassiftcations. 
6 picture training set. 
93116 36 picture testing set. 
90% 
84016 
80"76 80% L) 
70% ............ 0% 2% 5% 7% 10% 
random added noise 
percentage 
I 
Figure 7.15. Average classification success graph for the second 
experiment. 
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Edge Detected Images (Filled Boundaries) 
Neural Network truined in the absence of noise. 
The Teaching Set of Six Synthetic Images 
together with the results obtained fi-orn the 
gr-oup of 36 Testing Synthetic Images 
TTEAACCINIING PATITERNS I. t 2nd 3rd lAh 5th Sth 
JýAGUAR GRI 94.96 94.77 93.14 94.97 8023 73.76 
C=AR VE CARAVELLE 91.78 93.52 93.65 94.84 90.11 7334 
BBEAIUFIGTER 93.39 91.81 93.73 95JD2 9034 73.63 
EL 92.32 9327 9315 85.13 9054 74.17 
BRISTOL F2B 91fa 97.10 93 AS 94-93 8025 73A6 2B 
F14 TOMCAT 19191 
[95-33 J-iiM 185M I 8D. 44 1 74.04 F14 TOMCAT 
BL 
No m No rnisclassification occurred. 
smir-low- 
U 
Neural Network trained in the absence of noise. 
The Teaching Set of Six Synthetic Images 
together with the results obtained fi-om the 
group of 36 Testing Synthetic Images 
TEACHING PATTERNS I. t Zd 3rd Ith 5th Sth 
JAGUAR GRI 94-96 94.77 
1 
93.14 94.97 8023 73.76 
CARAVELLE 91.78 9332 93.65 94.84 90.11 7334 
BEAUFIGTER 93.39 91.81 93.73 95JD2_ 9034 73.63 
SAAB DRAGEL 92.32 93.97 93 15 85.13 90.54 74.17 
BRISTOL F2B 91fa 97.10 93 AS 94-93 8025 73A6 




85.05 8D. 44 74.04 
No misclassification occurred. 
CARAVELLE 91.78 1 93.52 93.65 94.84 90.11 7334 
BEAUFIGTER 93.39 91,81 93-73 95D2 9034 73.63 
3AAB DRAGEL 92.32 93.97 9315 85.13 90.54 74.17 
BRISTOL F2B 91fa 97.10 93 AS 94-93 8025 73A6 
F14 TOMCAT 9191 9533 93M 85.05 80.44 74.04 
No ndsclassificaHon occurrecL 







Edge Detected Images ( Boundaries Only) 
[: ý] First Image El Second Image M Third Image 
EE Fourth Image H] Fifth Image H Sixth Image 
The average pixel change ratio expressed as percentage of noise 
in the entire image is estimated to be 0.87% 
16.27% 16.44% 
7 lo. ? I% 
9.35% 9.25% B. 1% 
6.7 %--, - 
4.20% 
The percentage change in actual object pixels of the aircrafts 
used to train ADAM. 
Figure 7.16. The average percentage of localised noise in the simple 
boundaries case. Two pictures with localised noise were used for each 
one of the six aircraft test patterns. 
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Edge Detected Images ( Filled Boundaries 
M The ftrst Image M The third Image FH The flfth Image 
Eýj The second Image 
[N The fourth Image H The sixth Image 
The average pixel change ratio expressed as a percentage of noise 
in the entire image is estimated to be 3.51% 
Figure 7.17. The average percentage of localised noise in the filled 
boundaries case. Two pictures with localised noise were used for each 
one of the six aircraft test patterns. 
The percentage change in actual object pixels of the aircrafts 
used to train ADAM. 
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7A. 4 Training ADAM with 4% noise (Simple Skeletons). 
In this experiment in addition to the original six aircraft training set, a set 
of six aircraft volume images with 4% random added noise is also used for 
training. The classification performance data can be seen in Figure 7.18, 
while the graph of the average classification success is displayed in Figure 
7.19. ADAM artificial neural network has again performed a successful 
classification of all 36 used test patterns and the average confidence has in 
general increased and was recorded to be above 80% in all cases. The higher 
confidence rate was recorded, as it was expected, around the level of random 
added noise closer to the rate of noise used for training ADAM. Since 
patterns with 4% random added noise were used in the training phase, and the 
only level of random added noise closer to the 4% level is 5%, it is there that 
the higher confidence of 96% appeared. An other important observation is the 
fact that the classification success for the non-random added noise cases (0% 
level) has now decreased from the previous higher levels recorded in other 
experiments and it has been around 85%. Obviously, the introduction of 
random added noise in training averaged against the non-random added noise 
test pattems. 
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Edge Detected Images ( Boundaries Only) 
Neural Network trained with 4% noisy pictures. 
The Teaching Set of Six Synthetic Images 
together with the results obtained fi-om the 
group of 36 Testing Synthetic Images 
TEACHING PATTEFJG I. t 2-d 3rd 4th Sth Gth 





CARAVELLE 79.33 79-19 92.77 96.59 90.11 91.39 
BEAUFIGTER 84.73 9313 92.71 9655 90.14 8129 
3AAB DRAGEL 85.20 94,69 92.79 96,60 9020 91.50 
BRISTOL F2B 9494 8314 92.79 96-59 90.18 91.49 
F14 TOMCAT mgg 19534 
192.90 96,60 190.14 91.43 
No misclassification occurred. 
Figure 7.18. Classification data of the third experiment. 
Edge detected lnwges ( Boundaries Only). 
Neural Network trained with 4% noise. 
100% No nisclassiflcationsý 967ý 6 picture training set. 
36 picture testing set. 
92% 
"90% 90% 
'ý4% ", 810 
BO% V 
70% 1. II-611111 
0% 2% 5% 7% 10% 
random added noise 
percentage 
Figure 7.19. The average classification success graph for the third 
experiment. 
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7.4.5 Training ADAM with 4% noise (Filled Boundaries). 
The classification results of this experiment are displayed in Figure 7.20. 
The average confidence graph is shown in Figure 7.21. No anomaly has been 
recorded and once again the higher classification success appears around the 
5% random added noise level in accordance with the fact that a 4% random 
added noise training set was used. A slightly better classification success for 
the 10% random added noise case is also recorded in comparison to the 
equivalent level in the simple skeletons graph. 
Edge Detected Irnages ( Filled Boundaries 
Neural Network trained with 4% noise. U 
The Teaching Set qrSix Synthetic Images 
together with the results obtained fivm the 
group or36 Testing Synthetic Irnages 
TEACHING PATTERNS I. t 7"d ard ith Sth Gth 
JAGUAR GR1 83.79 93AO 93.24 96,64 90,65 92.42 
CARAVELLE 90.95 92.00 93.25 96 A5 90.52 9291 
BEAUTIGTER 9224 81D7 93.30 96.71 90 j67 9221 
SAAB DRAGEL 91.40 82.65 9334 96A9 90.79 82 j67 
BRISTOL F2B 8091 77.19 93-32 96M 90,61 92.05 
30 
F14 TOMCAT 81A9 93.92 -- I-- all " 8238 




Figure 7.20. Classification data of the fourth experiment. 
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Edge detected Inwdges ( Filled Boundaries). 
Neural Network trained uith 4176 noise. 
100% No Prisclassiftcations. 96016 
,6 picture tryzining set. 
-, --"-, 






70% 1..... I--I- 0% 2% 5% A 10% 
random added noise 
percentage 
Figure 7.21. The average classification success graph for the fourth 
experiment. 
7.4.6 Training ADAM with two random added noise levels (Simple 
Skeletons). 
In this fifth experiment, the ADAM artificial neural network was trained 
with 18 pictures. The six original aircraft volume images, and 12 more split 
in two groups with 5% and 10% random added noise. A new set of thirty six 
images was used for testing. The classification performance of ADAM was 
almost perfect with only one misclassification recorded in 36 test patterns. 
The actual classification results are displayed in Figure 7.22, while the 
average confidence performance is shown in the graph of Figure 7.23. The 
success in classification has soared and it was recorded in all cases to be 
above 90%. Particularly, for the two testing levels of 5% and 10% that were 
exactly the same noise levels with the noise present in the noisy patterns used 
to train ADAM, the classification success reached the absolute perfect level 
(100%). It is also important to be noticed that the confidence rate for the 
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non-random added noise test patterns had again reached the levels originally 
seen in the first experiment (93%). 
Edge Defected Images ( Boundaries Only) 
Neural Network trained with 5%, and 10% 
noise as weU as in the absence ornoise. 
The training set consists of 18 aircraft images 
while the testing set has 36 different pictures 
distributed in subsets of six pictures for each 
aircraft. 
TEACHDG PATTEIM l. t " 3rd ith sth Gth 
JAGUAR GRI 91-87 96.64 96.97 100.00 
1 
97. D7 100.00 
CARAVELLE 99.45 89-03 96.87 100,00 97.06 100.00 
BEAUFIGTER 97A2 95-98 96.96 100.00 97.06 100 DO 
SAAB DRAGEL 97.42 96.79 99.23 MDO 97.13 100.00 
BRISTOL B 9724 95.44 99.30 100. DO 97.26 100.00 
- 
F14 TOMCAT 99.08 
199.38 198 iD8 loo Do 0 
ý ] 
One ndsclassilication occurrecL 
m 
Figure 7.22. Classification data of the fifth experiment. 
Edge detected lnwges (Boundaries Only). 
Neural Network trained with 5'76 and 10' '16 noise 




- 97116_, Z" 
9576-- One rrisclassiftcation. 
A 18 picture training set. 
36 picture testing set. 
U 90,010 1111 
0% 2% 5% 7% 10,70 
random added noise 
percentage 
Figure 7.23. The average classification success graph for the fifth 
experiment. 
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7.4.7 Training ADAM with two random added noise levels (Filled 
Boundaries). 
The classification performance data are shown in Figure 7.24, while the 
average classification success graph is displayed in Figure 7.25. A slightly 
lower classification success was recorded for the non-random added noise 
pattems. 
Edge Detected Inwges (Filled Boundaries) 
Neural Network trained with 5% and 10% noise 
as u; ell as with no noise at all. 
100% 100% 10 0'76 - 
- 97% Y 
95176 - One nisclassiftcation. 
18 picture training set. 
36 picture testing set. 
U 90% v 
00/0 2010 570 776 10'76 
random added noise 
percentage 
Figure 7.25. The average classification success graph for the sixth 
experiment. 
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Edge Detected Images ( Filled Boundaries 
Neural Network trained with 5% and 10% 
OUR noise as well in the absence ojrnoise- 




the testing set has 36 differvit pictures 
di t ib t di b t i i t o h s r u e n su se s ors xp c ures f r eac 
aircraft. 
TEACHING PATTERNS I. t 2. d 3rd +th 5th sth 
JAGUAR GR1 94.22 93,69 96-92 100.00 97D9 M. 00 
CARAVEIJýE 92-95 93.45 97.70 100JDO 96-95 looDo 
BEAUFIGTER 92-54 91.06 97.94 loom 9731 100.00 
SAAB DRAGEL 90.18 92.15 96-93 100-00 97.09 )00.00 
BRISTOL F2B 90.21 95,61 96-93 100.00 91 JD7 100.00 
F14 TOMCAT 99.90 1 9324 97.94 100.00 DOW 
One ndsclassilication occurred. 
Figure 7.24. Classification data of the sixth experiment. 
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7.4.8 Training ADAM with three random added noise levels (Simple 
Skeletons). 
The classification results of this particular experiment are displayed in 
Figure 7.26, while the average classification success performance is shown in 
Figure 7.27. Once again, the ADAM artificial neural system performed an 
almost perfect classification on all the thirty six different test patterns used. 
Only one rnisclassification occurred and the average confidence was 100% 
for all the pictures that had random added noise testing levels the same with 
the noise levels present in the patterns that were used for training ADAM 
(i. e., 5%, 7% and 10%). The classification success rate for the non-random 
added noise case is now above 95% and the system clearly shows that it can 
successfully generalise. The training set consisted of 24 different images 
while the testing set was fixed to thirty six pictures. 
mmdaries Only) 
it 5%, 7% and 1076 
sence ornoise. 
M aircraft images 
fifferent pictures 
Dictures for each 
i tth bth Gth 
52 100,001 100.001 loo joo 
50 MO. 00 1 100.001 =DO 
. 
55 100,00 100.00 10000 
63 100.00 100.00 100.00 
94 M. 00 100.001 100 DO 
100.00 100.00 
Dn occurred. 
Figure 7.26. Classification data of the seventh experiment. 
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Edge detected Images ( Boundaries Only). 
Neural Network trained with 5%, 7% and 10% noise 
as well as with no noise at all. 
100% 98% 
R 000/0 
95%- One nisclassiftcation. 
24 picture training set. 
F 36 picture testing set. 
Uu 90% 
0% 2% 5% 7% 10% 




The average classification success graph for the seventh 
7.4.9 Training ADAM with three random added noise levels (Filled 
Boundaries). 
No significant difference was recorded when the neural system was 
trained with 5%, 7% and 10% random added noise to the performance 
presented above for the simple skeletons. Indeed, both the classification 
results presented in Figure 7.28, and the average confidence graph shown in 
Figure 7.29, are almost identical to the results presented above. A rather 
lower classification success (95%) for the non-random added noise case is 
noticed, than the same case displayed in the simple skeletons experiment 
(98%). There has only been one misclassification in a testing set of thirty six 
pattems. 
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Edge Detected Images ( Filled Boundcu-ies ) 
Neural Network trained with 5%, 7% and 1017c 
noise as well as in the absence of noise. 
The training set consists or24 aircraft images 
while the testing set has 36 differxvd pictures 
distributed in subsets or six pictures for each 
aircraft. 
TFACHING PATTE306 I. t 2nd 3, d 4th sth Gth 
JAGUAR GRI 95-09 9531 98 j66 )00.00 )00 DO )00.00 
CARAVELLE 993.566 3 9435 9813 100.00 100 JOO looDo 
BEAUFIGTER R 995.30 5 30 
3 
9434 97.97 M-00 100-00 100 DO 
L SAAB DRAGEELL 93A 22 94.54 99M M 00 100-00 100-00 
,B BRISTOL F2B 9137 9137 99A7 9739 100.00 100.00 100DO 
F14 TOMCAT 0 94 A2 99.87 
1 100im MM I 100.00 
One ndsclassification occurre& 
Figure 7.28. Classification data of the eightieth experiment. 
Edge Detected lnw9es (Filled Boundaries) 
Neurxd Network trained with 5116,7% and 10% noise 
as uxil as with no noise at all. 
1000/0 98% 00% 
95%1- One niisclassiftcation. 24 picture training set. 
36 picture testing set. 
90% 
0% 2% 5119 7116 10% 
random added noise 
percentage 
Figure 7.29. The average classification success graph for the eightieth 
experiment. 
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7.4.10 Conclusions and general performance assessment. 
The original aircraft images used were 512 by 512 pixels, and were 
reduced to 64 by 64 pixels. This reduction in image size, was achieved in a 
two step process, using a2 by 2 pixel neighbourhood averaging. Although 
clear structural details were lost, the reduction in size has resulted in 
substantial reduction in the noise levels present in the original picture and 
consequently higher probability for pattern matching, as well as structurally 
better images for training the neural network. The N-tuple size used in 
ADAM was four and the number of bits set in each class pattern was three. 
The octree images used for training ADAM were all of size 512 by 512 
pixels. The overall training time per image on a Sun 3/50 averaged about 50 
seconds while retrieving associations took on average 45 seconds per image. 
The time required on average to read an octree image was 5 seconds. Only 
one synthetic octree image is required for each one of the six different 
aircraft types used in the experiments. The neural network has been trained 
originally with or without noise although in later stages and in order to 
investigate its generalisation properties ADAM has been trained both with 
noise as well as with pictures that have no added random noise. 
To summarise, two basic types of images have been used. Edge detected 
images with simple boundaries, and edge detected images with filled 
boundaries. For testing, a set of six images has always been used for each one 
of the six different aircraft types, resulting in an overall testing set of 36 
images. The six images used for testing in each one of the six prototype 
aircraft included: two images (a, b) with no added random noise (having a 
significant number of deleted structural object pixels [15% on average]), and 
four images (c, d, e, f) of the original object volume with added random noise 
of 2%, 5%, 7% and 10%. In the first set of experiments a set of only six 
octree images with no added random noise was used. When simple boundary 
pictures were used, ADAM showed a higher confidence towards the two 
pictures with no added random noise, while the classification success 
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decreased as the level of added noise in pictures increased. The neural 
network showed a confidence ranging from 97% for the structurally distorted 
images (a, b), to 72% for the octree images with 10% added random noise (f). 
Aircraft classification has always been correct. When pictures with filled 
boundaries were used, ADAM showed a similar behaviour ranging from 92% 
for pictures (a, b), to 73% for the images with 10% added random noise (f). 
There was a small difference in that specific graph between the pictures (ab) 
and the images with 2% added random noise (c). The latter are shown to have 
a higher confidence ratio than the former. The reason behind that anomaly is 
simply the fact that the percentage of object pixels distorted in pictures (a, b) 
was as much as 3.5%. Altering a large number of pixels on the filled 
boundaries of an object results in a form of localised noise addition, quite 
similar to a general random noise addition in an object's octree volume. 
In general, for the first set of experiments in the absence of any added 
random noise in the training set of six pictures, ADAM always showed 
greater preference towards the test pictures with the lower quantity of added 
random noise (localised noise). For the second set of experiments six octree 
pictures with 4% added random noise were used for training. When edge 
detected images with simple boundaries (skeletons) were used, ADAM 
showed higher confidence around the level of noise that was closer to the 
level of noise with which the neural network was trained. As a 4% added 
random noise was used for training, ADAM responded favourably at 5% 
added random noise in testing. The confidence curve shown for the second 
set of experiments had a peak value at 5% added random noise and lower 
confidence ratio at (+/-) 5% from both sides of the peak value. ADAM was 
recorded to have a maximum confidence of 96% and an overall minimum 
value of 81% for the pictures with 10% added random noise (f). It is 
important to realise that there were no misclassifications. In the case of filled 
boundaries edge detected pictures, the neural network performed almost 
identically with its peak again found near the (b) images and the overall 
minimum value at 81 % on the side with the (a, b) images. The reason for the 
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later differentiation is the same as that described previously in the first set of 
experiments. 
To conclude, for the second set of experiments when the ADAM was 
trained with 4% added random noise it performed most favourably with the 
images where the noise level was the same as the noise level it was trained 
with. In addition the overall confidence had improved significantly from the 
first set of experiments with the lowest confidence rate being above 80%. 
There were again no misclassifications. In order to test the generalisation 
properties of the current neural network a new set 
, 
of experiments was 
designed for patterns with added random noise and patterns with no added 
random noise. In the first of two different sets of experiments pictures with 
5% and 10% added random noise were used as well as the original octree 
image with no added random noise. When edge detected images with simple 
boundaries were used, the network responded most favourably with those 
images that had the same noise levels as these used in the training image set 
(that is, 5% and 10%). The confidence was enhanced dramatically and in all 
cases was recorded to be above 95%. One misclassification occurred resulting 
in an overall average of 97% successful classifications. There were 18 images 
in the training set and 36 images in the testing set. Similar results were 
obtained when the neural network was trained with edge detected images 
with filled boundaries, except that a moderately lower confidence for the 
pictures with no added random noise was found that can be associated once 
again to their high ratio of localised noise. In the last set of experiments 
ADAM was trained with four pictures for each aircraft (a training set of 24 
images). Three images were with added random noise (5%, 7% and 10%) 
and the last one was the original octree image with no added random noise. 
In this last experiment the neural network showed an almost perfect 
confidence (100%) for the majority of images while for the pictures (a, b) the 
percentage in both edge detected simple boundaries pictures and filled 
boundaries pictures has been clearly above 95%. The only misclassification 
that has occurred was rather the neural network's inability to select the 
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closest class pattern from a set of two space vectors that were very close to 
each other within the 3D vector space. 
7.5 Experiments with positional variations. 
In this phase of the experimental work, the position invariant 
classification capabilities of the proposed algorithm with its neural network 
classifier were tested. The experiments involved both simple skeleton 
pictures and filled boundaries images. A set of 54 different pictures of 
aircrafts from different views was 
' 
taken for each one of two proposed sets of 
experiments. The 54 different aircraft views were obtained using a camera 
and rotating manually each one of the six different aircraft models in nine 
random orientations. In the simple skeleton pictures test, the 54 images from 
different views were split in groups of three, and then merged to provide 
ADAM with a set of 18 testing images. Then the resulted 18 images were all 
corrupted with 5% random added noise. The final set of 36 images was used 
to train ADAM artificial neural network. In both cases the neural system was 
trained only with the six original noise-free aircraft volume pictures. Figure 
7.30 shows the actual classification results for the simple skeletons test set, 
while Figure 7.31 shows the corresponding average classification success 
graph for the same case. Figures 7.32 and 7.33 display the same performance 
results for the filled boundaries case. 
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U. The Teaching Set of Six Synthetic Images 
together u7ith the results obtained from the 
group of 36 Testing Synthetic Images 
TEACHING PATTEM6 I. t 2nd 3rd +th 5th Sth 
JAGUAR GR1 97.96 96.78 97-90 * 92.45 
1 
83A3 
CARAVELLE 93.80 917SI 95.15 78.89 93.46 90.86 
BEAUFIGTER 99-13 99.92 96.62 84.41 9534 82.02 
SAAB DRAGEL 98.60 99AS 99.93 9399 M. D2 94.50 
BRISTOL F2B 9427 94.14 9920 90.70 8035 
ý ý 
F14 TOMCAT 9952 99.69 9925 * 93 -98 83 81 
-i -j 
Non Doily Image Set. Picture Set with 
5% Randomly AA. A Dolse. 
Z 
an Testing using Images of Random Views. 
Two misclassiftcations occurred. 
Figure 7.30. The classification results for the position invariant case with 
simple skeleton pictures. 
Edge Detected Images ( Boundiaries Only) LM ) 
Neural Network trained with non noisy images. 
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Edge Detected Images ( Boundailes Only) 
No randon4y added noise. 
m 




Position Invariant Object Identiftcation Experiment. 
Six original object volurnes used for training uAile 
thirty six inmzges split in two groups, one tvith no 
added noise and one with 576 noise used for testing. 
Two ndsclassiftcations recorded. 
Figure 7.31. The average classification success graph for the position 
invariant case with simple skeleton pictures. 
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Edge Detected Images (Filled Boundaries) 
No randoniy added noise. 
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Position Invariant Object Identiftcation Experiment. 
Six original object volumes used for training while 
thirty six images split in two groups, one uith no 
added noise and one with 5% noise used for testing. 
Four misclassiftcations have occurred 
Figure 7.33. The average classification success graph for the position 




Edge Ddected Images (Filled Boundaries ) 
Neurctl Network trained in the absence of noise 
The Teaching Set orSix Synthetic Images 
together idth the results obtained fivm the 
group or36 TesHng Synthetic Images 
TEACHING PATTEM I. t 2nd 3rd ith Sth ru, 
JAGUAR GR1 98 a3 
1 
9714 ". 09 835% 93.19 94. M 
CARAVELLE 93.73 * 9718 80,04 * 93.77 
BEAUFIGTER 99.11 99.42 98.19 94.79 95.56 94,66 
SAAB DRAGEL 99.04 99.44 99.00 95.05 95.92 85.09 
BRISTOL F2B 92.79 93.13 99.08 90.02 go. 10 94.96 
F14 TOMCAT * 99,64 1 96.81 * 9490 93.41 
I -i II Lwe6s with 
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MORIP. -Inar- lam MP-M. Un Testing using Images of Random Views. 
Four misclassifications occurred. 
Figure 7.32. The classification results for the position invariant case with 
filled boundaries pictures. 
The overall classification of ADAM artificial neural network was 
satisfactory with only two misclassifications from a set of 36 test patterns in 
the simple skeletons case and a slightly higher number of four 
misclassifications in the filled boundaries case. On average the classification 
success for the non-random added noise half of each experiment has been 
98% while for the random added noise part has been 83% in both the simple 
skeletons and the full boundaries experiments. Having in mind the original 
test set size of random orientations and sizes pictures (i. e., 54 test views), the 
results can be easily regarded as highly successful. 
7.6 Training ADAM with Quadtree synthetic data. 
7.6.1 Introduction. 
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A special situation can arise when the aircraft's volume cannot be 
effectively created using the volume intersection technique. This case can 
arise when either less than three different aircraft views are available or there 
has been a number of views obtained from the same view plane. In this part 
of the thesis, the case of quadtree data structure application for invariant 
pattern identification is to be exploited, as an alternative approach to cases 
such as these previously mentioned where an aircraft's volume cannot be 
effectively created. The normalised quadtree data structure is the intermediate 
form of surface representation that is obtained through the use of the 
algorithm already presented in the previous chapters. The non-nalised 
quadtree and its many desirable properties formulate a surface descriptor that, 
as it is argued by many, can be used instead of octrees in the representation of 
three dimensional objects, for invariant pattern recognition. Three 
experiments will be presented that will help in deciding whether any such 
claims have any validity. 
7.6.2 Training ADAM using Quadtrees with various levels of random 
added noise (Simple Skeletons). 
In this experiment ADAM was trained with the combined synthetic 
pattern that results when the three normalised quadtree images of the three 
different aircraft views, that will later be used for merging and creating the 
volume of the aircraft, are combined in one pattern. In this way, six synthetic 
patterns representing the three different aircrafts were created and used for 
training the ADAM artificial neural system. Using the same concept, thirty 
six additional patterns were created for testing. These were split into four 
categories. The first two patterns in each one aircraft test array, were patterns 
with no random added noise but with a rather low number of their skeleton 
bits removed. The later, implies a form of localised noise application which 
has been either in the order of 5% or 10% of the actual skeleton bits being 
changed. The remaining four test patterns for each one of the six following 
aircraft test arrays were consisted by one image with 2% random added 
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noise, one with 5%, one with 7% and a last image with 10% random added 
noise. Classification has surprisingly being successful with no 
misclassification. recorded for any of the thirty six different pattems used in 
the experiment. Figure 7.34 shows a graphical representation of the actual 
classification results while Figure 7.35 displays a graph of the average 
classification success for the above experiment. The results so far are 
impressive and seem to justify the claims made that there is no actual need 
for performing any volume merging and using octrees. The average 
confidence shows an impressive 90% rate in its lowest level and once again 
there has been no misclassifications recorded. Similar results were exactly 




Edge Defected Images ( Boundaries Only) 
NeuralNetwork trained with and idthout noise. 
The Teaching Set of Six Synthetic Images 
together with the results obtained from the 
/II group of 
36 Testf ng Synthetic lnmges 
TEAMING PATTEFJ6 I. t 21W 3, d ith 5th Sth 
JAGUARGR1 99-15 99AB 97.90 94M 92.76 90.15 
CARAVELLE 96.99 9637 97.78 94.49 92.72 9008 
BEAUFIGTER 99.95 9929 97.86 94M 92.81 90-t, 
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Figure 7.34. The classification results in the Quadtree training 
experiment. 
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Truining with Quadtree Inw6dm 
Edge detected Irraqges ( Bounckerles Only). 
Training with 2016,5%, 7% and 10% noise 
as well as with no noise. 
100% 99% The training set had six images 
the testing set had 36 irrwges 
97% No nisclassiflcation occurred 
95% - 94016 
92% 
- 90% u 90% 
0% 2% 5% 7% 1010/0 
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Figure 7.35. The average classification success graph for the Quadtree 
training experiment. 
7.6.3 The position invariant case and the application of Quadtrees for 
training ADAM (Simple Skeletons). 
In the previous experiment almost perfect classification results tend to 
impose the opinion that quadtrees are more efficient for the current 
application. In order to fully establish the applicability of quadtrees, their 
performance in an entirely position invariant and size independent training 
and testing case must be examined. In the octree case no constrains in the 
order that volumes should be merged were imposed neither were they 
imposed in the intermediate normalised quadtree image formation. In the 
current experiment no random added noise is to be used. The training set of 
six synthetic quadtree patterns in the immediately above experiment is once 
again used. For testing, the order of images used to create the training 
patterns is changed, so as to formulate a test array of six images for each one 
of the six different aircrafts. Two quadtree synthetic aircraft views out of the 
three that fon-nulate each training pattern are always left intact but their 
position is changed within the new testing pattern. One new object view is 
introduced for each one of the six aircrafts. If the 1,2,3 pattern symbolises 
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the original training pattern sequence of views for each one of the six 
different aircrafts, and 4 represents the newly introduced aircraft view to be 
used for testing, then the testing array for each aircraft is formulated as 
shown in Figure 7.36. Figure 7.37 shows the classification results obtained 
after training and testing the ADAM artificial neural network. Although the 
failure rate has not been as high as it might been expected and only six 
misclassifications have occurred from a testing set of thirty six images, the 
actual misclassifications that have occurred in the most general case denoted 
as 4,3,1 in Figure 7.36 proves that the application of quadtrees is not suitable 
for a general position invariant case. Clearly, a priori knowledge of the order 
in which the object views are used to create each testing pattern must be 
known in order for ADAM to perform successfully. Furthermore in 
complicated cases involving various levels of noise the quadtree will fail with 
a rather steeper rate than that witnessed in the noise-free position invariant 
experiment. To conclude, there are cases, for example when strictly 
orthogonal object views are used, where the quadtree application will have 
similar if not better results than the octree case, but in the general position 
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Figure 7.36. The formula used to create each test array for the Quadtree 
experiment. 
7.7 Conclusions. 
Several experiments either with general objects or with simulated 
aircraft modes were originally presented. Through them, the actual 
algorithmic implementation could be seen and the exact volume intersection 
method was able to be verified. A number of experiments using simplified 
structures were presented and the effectiveness of ADAM classification was 
witnessed in a variety of cases and under various levels of noisy 
environments. A further series of experiments were also presented regarding 
actual aircraft data. In the last case, ADAM neural system was able to 
successfully recognise and classify aircraft models in a variety of views and 
with various levels of random additional noise ranging from 2% to 10%. 
Images were also used for testing that have a considerable number of 
skeleton bits changed, simulating a form of localised noise corruption. In 
almost every single case ADAM could successfully identify the tested 
pattern. The generalisation abilities of the neural system were verified and its 
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overall classification success soared to 100% in many cases as the size of its 
training set was increased. In general, as the level of randomly added noise 
was increased the confidence decreased but as more and more noise corrupted 
patterns were used for training, the classification success of the neural system 
soared when similar noise levels were present in patterns used for testing. In 
the case of position invariance, a set of 54 different object views was used to 
form an experimental pattern set, and random added noise was applied to 
create a higher level of difficulty. Once again ADAM's performance was 
almost excellent with confidence as high as 98% on average for noise-free 
patterns and only four misclassifications recorded from a set of thirty six 
tested patterns. When quadtrees were used to train the neural network, 
ADAM showed a remarkably successful classification performance in a 
variety of cases but failed to perform successfully in the general position 
invariant experiment. Obviously, the application of quadtrees can be 
successful in many cases and especially when orthogonal object views are 
used to create the final three dimensional volumes, but the required a priori 
knowledge of the exact order of the views that are to be used for merging, 
forbids quadtrees to be used in the general position and scale invariant pattern 
recognition case. 
Finally, it is important to notice the similarities and differences in the 
pattern classification behaviour described in this thesis and compare the 
overall pattern recognition performance of the proposed invariant three 
dimensional object identification algorithm to the behaviour of the methods 
described in chapters 2 and 3. The method proposed in this thesis, based on 
the properties of the normalised octree data structure together with the 
ADAM neural classifier, has been shown to possess a set of highly desirable 
characteristics. It has a simple to understand and implement mathematical 
form, similar to the mathematical models of both moments invariants and 
normalised Fourier descriptors. It offers the same high classification success 
rates as these produced in similar test cases by moments invariants and the 
normalised Fourier descriptors and has the additional ability to store through 
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the ADAM's storage property, as many different patterns as they can be 
stored within a relational database environment. In addition to all the above 
highly desirable properties, the object volumetric representation introduced in 
this thesis is proved to be significantly more noise resilient in comparison to 
moments invariants and the non-nalised Fourier descriptors. The results in 
chapter 7 prove that, as the level of random added noise in aircraft test 
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Figure 7.37. Classification results in the position invariant case for the 
Quadtree experiment. 
More importantly though, the total number of misclassifications which is 
closely related to the overall system's confidence, does not increase 
dramatically and in the worst case was recorded to be I I% of the overall test 
set size. This supports the generally expected strong classification 
performance of ADAM and shows that the method of volumetric object 
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description together with an efficient neural network classifier can 
considerably outperform. the generally noise dependent behaviour of both 
moments invariants and the normalised Fourier descriptors. An additional 
significant advantage of the octree based method is that it generally requires a 
much smaller training set as this commonly expected in moment invariants 
and normalised Fourier descriptors cases. In chapter 3, it was shown by 
Dudani et al. [3 1] and Persoon et al. [61 ] that a typical training library set in 
the order of five hundred to six hundred different object views is required by 
a system based on moments invariants or normalised Fourier descriptors in 
order to effectively identify a set of six different aircraft models. Clearly, 
experimental results in chapter 7 have proved that a single image is only 
required for an error free classification of six different aircraft types. 
Although, a generally low classification success rate is obtained in this way, 
the overall system's confidence can be further enhanced by adding a small 
number of noisy aircraft volumes in the training set. In this way, a total set of 
only four object volumes per aircraft is sufficient in order to achieve an 
overall success rate of 100% and an almost noise resilient pattern 
classification. Clearly, the size of training object set in the approach 
described in the thesis is significantly less than the library set size described 
in the test cases with both moments invariants and the nonnalised Fourier 
descriptors. Another important observation is the fact that although an overall 
compression rate of 75% to 80% was achieved within the relational database 
system of chapter 2, the method proposed in the thesis that is based on 
volumetric object descriptions can yield in practise a high rate of almost 
99.99% utilising its efficient three dimensional representation of objects. 
Although high compression rates have not been the main intention of the 
presented invariant object classification algorithm, they considerably enhance 
the overall method's image as a large number of two dimensional aircraft 
views is normally required in aircraft identification experiments and reducing 




The NeuralBook: A Proposed Graphical Environment 
for Modelling 3D Pattern Recognition. 
8.1 Introduction. 
As 
it has been mentioned in previous chapters, the main contribution of 
the present thesis is towards the design of a clearly structured and 
computationally efficient recognition process for the identification of three 
dimensional objects independent of their space positions and relative sizes. 
The above statement indicates an application that is closely related to 
computer vision and digital image processing research interests rather than to 
research areas such as graphical user-interface design and hypermedia 
application environments. 
The issue of a graphical user-interface came into consideration at a later 
stage in the thesis as the need for a complete and general view of an general 
object manipulation, processing and displaying system became apparent. 
Within such a graphical user interaction environment the entire object 
identification procedure could be initiated and closely monitored in each one 
of its different phases. Furthermore, through the current user-interface, 
classification results could be effectively displayed and efficiently stored for 
future analysis and modelling purposes. The recent appearance of new human 
computer interaction metaphores [198], that avoid the use of widely applied 
pull down selection menus, together with the parallel significant growth in 
the use of hypermedia type graphical user interaction systems [199], have 
decisively influenced the final decision to implement a hypermedia style 
user-interface responsible for the modelling of the underlying pattern 
classification procedure. 
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This chapter aims to present the proposed user-interface design process, 
placing particular emphasis in the categorisation of the general user- 
interaction procedure in four distinctly separate but bilaterally interacting 
phases. Each one of these phases will be individually presented and the 
underlying discussion will focus on their relative design advantages and 
possible limitations. 
8.2 The NeuralBook User-Interface 
8.2.1 Introduction 
Based on the locally implemented user-interface model, the Book 
Emulator [7], a proposed user-interface to neural network applications for 
pattern recognition, the NeuralBook, was designed. The NeuralBook's 
implementation process can be classified into four main parts. The input 
phase, the image pre-processing phase, the pattern generation phase, and 
finally the neural network training and testing phase. Each one of the above 
categories is itself sub-divided in a number of sub-phases. The input phase 
can be further divided in two parts, according to whether the input aircraft's 
picture name is typed in or selected from an appropriate name list of already 
stored aircraft models. An alternative approach in selecting a new aircraft 
pattern for the input phase is by transferring the actual aircraft picture from 
an already existing book of aircraft pictures to the NeuralBook. In the latter 
case, the actual aircraft's image denotes the image pattern to be used for 
ftu-ther processing within the NeuralBook. This method is clearly closer to 
the natural approach of selecting patterns and requires no memorisation of 
individual aircraft names. The image pre-processing phase can be structured 
in a variety of ways depending on the specific sequence of digital image 
processing operations the user wishes to perform on the selected image that 
result from the previous input selection phase. Typically, a sequence of 
image enhancement operations followed by gaussian smoothing, edge 
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etection, edge map enhancement, histogram thresholding and spurious noise 
peaks removal can be encountered. Each one of the previously mentioned 
image processing operations can be separately viewed in subsequent 
NeuralBook pages, where the actual image processing results on the selected 
aircraft image can be displayed together with various time performance and 
image related statistics. A histogram presentation can also be additionally 
displayed, whenever such presentation is meaningful, to allow a complete 
view of gray scale intensities distribution within a processed image and 
provide a clear picture of the performance efficiency of digital image 
processing procedures that were applied on the selected aircraft picture. The 
pattern generation phase depends on the selected neural network model as 
well as on the specific pre-processing of neural network patterns intented to 
be used. In the present application, the pattern generation phase is further 
divided into three sub-phases. The non-coplanar aircraft views selection 
process with its corresponding aircraft pseudo volume image generations, the 
selection of an octree/quadtree algorithm for training/testing the underlying 
neural network architecture, and finally the actual volume merging phase 
with the generation of the training/testing synthetic image pattern and the 
numerous time performance and picture related statistical information. The 
last of the main phases, regarding the training and testing of neural networks, 
is somehow straightforward in its content and presentation. It is split into 
three parts: the training phase, the testing phase and finally the performance 
graph phase. The training phase involves typically the introduction of the 
training patterns with the association of a specific class pattern number for 
each one of the patterns that are to be used for training. The testing phase, 
simply displays the pattern that was used for testing, its classification success 
rate and the class pattern vector that was retrieved. The performance graph 
sub-phase is optional and it is in this phase where appropriate perfon-nance 
tables can be drawn and stored within the NeuralBook, providing a useful 
future reference of the performance of specific experiments. 
8.2.2 The input phase. 
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Figure 8.1 presents the part of NeuralBook responsible for the input 
phase. New objects may be entered into the system simply by typing the 
name of the binary file containing the object's raster data. If the object is 
already in the underlying file store, a simple click with the mouse within the 
box area provided in the far right part of the right page is required. This 
concept in clearly indicated by the pointing finger images, pointing at the 
available boxes. In the present design, provisions are taken so that the system 
can facilitate a maximum of 150 pictures representing aircrafts of various 
types with a standard resolution of 64 by 64 pixels. This resolution does not 
restrict the actual resolution of the input pictures, it rather provides a standard 
fixed resolution for all images displayed within the NeuralBook pattern 
selection phases. The above input procedure implies that users should bear in 
mind the exact file name of each individual new aircraft pattern, that might 
be introduced for training and testing within the NeuralBook graphical 
environment. Clearly, although such an ability can be expected by users, it 
can often lead to numerous wrong entries during the input phase as users tend 
to forget the precise file names among the plethora of data files in various 
directories. A suitable input procedure that can overcome this limitation can 
be achieved with the introduction of the "book to book" communication 
process. It is often preferred that images and information related to them, are 
kept all together in the form of an IndexBook. Figure 8.2, displays a view of 
such a possible IndexBook. A procedure whereby users can move an 
aircraft's picture from an IndexBook into the NeuralBook so as specifying 
the aircraft pattern to be used for further processing, can be used to 
implement the "book to book" communication concept. Such mechanism 
although not described here in great detail, can after all be effectively 
implemented using the current state of the Book Emulator user-interface with 
the introduction of book shelves. When an aircraft's image is selected from 
the IndexBook, the corresponding aircraft's data, gray scale intensity 
histogram, and binary raster bitmap are automatically made available for 
transfer into the NeuralBook. Bringing NeuralBook into the foreground, 
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then using the mouse, would in fact restore all the IndexBook's selected 
aircraft related information into that page [Figure 8.4]. 
8.2.3 The image processing phase. 
After an aircraft pattern has been selected, the NeuralBook displays its 
contents as shown in Figure 8.5. On the left page an enlarged image of the 
selected aircraft is displayed together with various aircraft related 
information. At the lower left comer in the same page a histogram of the 
aircraft's grey scale intensities is additionally shown. The histogram can 
provide meaningful information as to whether the original aircraft picture is 
noisy and therefore might require the application of further image 
enhancement techniques. The right hand page includes a list of available 
image pre-processing algorithms that can be selected and applied in the pre- 
processing of the original aircraft pictures. Clicking with the mouse on any of 
the far right boxes on the right page, defines the image pre-processing 
algorithm to be applied. When clicking within a box, a number is displayed 
indicating the order of pre-processing (i. e., which algorithm will be applied 
first). Clicking within an already selected box causes the number previously 
displayed within the box to disappear thus implying that the algorithm is no 
longer desired. Figures 8.6 and 8.7 show the image pre-processing results, as 
they are displayed within the in the present Neural. Book application. On the 
left page of Figure 8.6, the edge detection results and performance related 
statistics are shown, while on the right page the result's after stretching the 
edge map histogram can also be seen. 
The use of histograms in both pages and the various numerical and 
image related data, can clearly help to create a complete picture of each 
specific step in the pre-processing phase of the selected aircraft. Finally, on 
the left page in Figure 8.7, the image obtained after histogram thresholding is 
displayed, while on the right page the final aircraft binary image is presented 
after "salt-and-paper" noise removal. Performance statistics and image 
alz 
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related data are once again provided, although clearly the use of histograms 
has now been limited, as the process is applied on binary data rather than 
raster images. 
In this stage of the present user-interface design, creating a variety of 
patterns that can be later used for training and testing the underlying neural 
network architecture is often the preferred mechanism. To facilitate such 
requests an image manipulation graphical tool can be evoked within the 
NeuralBook., allowing an aircraft's binary picture (Figure 8.7) to be 
transferred from the NeuralBook and onto the graphical tool. Using facilities 
like interactive rotation, image size reduction as well as image enlargement, 
the format of the resulting pattern can be altered and newly created patterns 
can be used for testing and training. The results from the introduction of such 
a locally implemented image manipulation graphical tool, the DrawingBoard 
[8] are shown in Figure 8.8a. Using lenses within the DrawingBoard, a 
facility that enlarges to a fixed rate any area on users screens, the object's 
final edge map can be additionally altered (i. e., erase an aircraft's wing), and 
the object's final layout presentation can be significantly improved [Figure 
8.8b]. Clearly, the ability of the NeuralBook user-interface to interact with an 
external image manipulation graphical tool, is considered in this particular 
phase of image pre-processing of considerable importance. Through this 
facility many more testing and training aircraft patterns can be created, 
without the need to re-run the entire sequence of image pre-processing 
algorithms. 
8.2.4 The pattern generation phase. 
The pattern generation phase in NeuralBook varies according to the 
intented application of the underlying artificial neural network system. In this 
thesis, the method that has been applied in order to create the patterns 
required for training and testing the ADAM artificial neural system was 









processing phase is completed, NeuralBook displays the picture of Figure 
8.9. The graphical environment from which three non-coplanar images of an 
object are required to be selected is shown. The aim once again is to create 
the pseudo-octrees specified by the volume intersection algorithm and use the 
resulting volume image to train and test ADAM. On the left page, 
information regarding the aircrafts previously selected can be seen, together 
with the binary images. A number of additional binary images, each one of 
which has been coded in a specific fonnat can also been seen. Actual pictures 
of various aircraft views can be seen having either no random added noise or 
been corrupted with various levels of random added noise. Clicking with the 
mouse on any picture, causes a verification marker to appear at the bottom 
part of the right page. This fact simply denotes that an object view has been 
selected. The user is then required to select another two views Jn order to 
complete the requirements of the underlying volume merging algorithm. 
Clicking on an already selected image will delete this object view from being 
a part of the final volume intersection procedure. When all three views are 
selected the box labelled "Wait" will be illuminated indicating that the 
process of creating all three pseudo octrees is currently active. When the 
three pseudo-volumes will be formed, the user can either repeat the entire 
process and create new testing or training patterns using the "Repeat" button, 
or simply move onto a new NeuralBook page. Figure 8.10 shows the part of 
NeuralBook where some of the synthetic pseudo-volume pictures of 
individual aircraft views are displayed. Three parameters need now to be 
specified. First, the three different non-coplanar images that will be used for 
merging, second whether quadtree or octree synthetic image data are to be 
applied and third, whether the neural network system will be trained or tested 
with the resulted 3D object volume. The method of selection is once again by 
clicking with the mouse on the labelled areas provided on the bottom part of 
the right page. Double clicking will cancel any previous selections. Attention 
is now focused on the graphical environment displayed in Figure 8.11. The 
previously selected three pseudo-volume images can be seen. This simple 
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about to be initiated. In fact, the labelled boxes below each one of the three 
pseudo-volumes indicate whether the processing of each individual synthetic 
image has started. When all three synthetic images are being processed a 
verification marker will appear within the box labelled "READY" denoting 
that no error has so far occurred during the merging and more importantly 
that all pseudo-volume data have been successfully accessed and have 
fulfilled the requirements of the underlying volume intersection procedure. 
When merging is completed the picture of a "writing hand" and a number 
should appear on the lower part of the left page indicating that all three 
different pseudo-volumes have been successfully processed and that the final 
object volume data structure is ready to be "written" (stored) within the 
provided storage medium. The storage environment can be either a system's 
directory or in a rather more general approach a multimedia database system 
of aircraft pictures. When all three verification markers have appeared 
together with their corresponding numerals, the entire volume intersection 
procedure is completed. On the right page, a number of image related and 
performance linked statistics is displayed, to provide a complete view of the 
entire process. Clicking with the mouse within the area provided on the 
lower part of the right page will indicate that the final volume image can be 
stored within the storage medium or it can be used to train and test the 
underlying artificial neural network. 
8.2.5 The phase of training and testing the artificial neural network 
system. 
If training the neural system with the resulting image of the previous step 
is required, an additional number for each different class pattern must be 
provided. In the case of ADAM, a class vector with a size of 16 bits has been 
selected together with an N tuple size of 4 and a number of bits set in each 
class vector of 4. Briefly, this fact implies that the numbering of each 
different object used for recognition should be obtained by setting three bits 
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graphical environment for the above operation and displays the additional 
information regarding the class vectors and their corresponding file names. 
When teaching is completed, the required computational time is displayed on 
the left page together with the average teaching time for all taught patterns up 
to that particular phase during training. For testing ADAM, a similar 
graphical environment is created displayed in Figure 8.13. On the right page, 
the number of the class pattern and the object's volume file name is shown 
for each individual tested pattern together with the class vector number 
retrieved and its classification success rate. The average testing time is once 
again displayed on the left page together with the specific time required 
during the testing of the last pattern. After training and testing has 
successfully be completed, the external image manipulation graphical tool 
can be evoked where charts of classification performance, based of the results 
previously displayed in NeuralBook, can be drawn. Figure 8.14 displays a 
possible example when DrawingBoard was used. 
8.3 Performance considerations and advantages of present 
design. 
The computational considerations of the volume intersection technique 
can be classified into two main groups: the overall computational time for the 
image pre-processing techniques and the computational requirements of 
volume intersection. The first group involve the time required for reducing 
the original 512 by 512 pixel resolution to 64 by 64 pixels, the application of 
edge detection, the enhancement of the edge map and the final thresholding 
operation. Figure 8.15(a) shows the average times required for the first group, 
while Figure 8.15(b) displays the time required for the volume intersection 
technique. In the latter, time was on the order of 1.8 seconds for the quadtree 
generation and 2.1 seconds for the octrees generation. As the volume 
intersection technique does not require that all quadtree structures should be 
available from the beginning, the process can be executed in parallel with 
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maximum time obtained in the experiments has been 3.9 seconds for the 
volume intersection method. All time measurements regarding the 
experiments were obtained using a Sun 3/50 workstation, and the total time 
for the pre-processing operations totaled 25.8 seconds. Relative time duration 
for the important computationally expensive edge detection operation on a 
Sun 3/60 showed an overall edge detection time down by 49 to 57% at 
around 9.8 seconds and consecutively a total pre-processing time requirement 
of 12.7 seconds. 
The execution of an entire cycle of training or testing ADAM within the 
NeuralBook should take an average time of 15 seconds, showing an added 
computational cost of almost 2 seconds as compared to the case where the 
entire process is executed outside the proposed user-interface. The extra time 
cost can be totally justified if a number of additional advantages provided by 
the NeuralBook design is taken into consideration. The Neural-Book user- 
interface provides a graphical environment where results of each individual 
experiment can be stored in a unique way and filed under a single entity that 
itself can be retrieved at any time without the need of memorising file names, 
performance chart data files, directory names or time statistics that might be 
often separately stored. User need not re-run image pre-processing 
algorithms to visualise the resulting pictures but rather select the part of the 
book that refers to that specific experiment and simply see the raster bitmaps 
and any time statistics exactly as they were presented during the actual 
original experiment. Using several books from various experiments through 
the NeuralBook's external image manipulation graphical tool facility, 
experimental data can be exchanged and the underlying experiments can be 
performed with different training and testing pattern sets. The NeuralBook 
itself can be used as a unique environment whereby actual aircraft images can 
be displayed, image pre-processing information can be presented, and neural 
network training and testing tables can be shown together with informative 
performance graphs. The external image manipulation graphical tool itself 
can contain, additional properties that can be effectively incorporated within 
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the NeuralBook during the image pre-processing phase. Within an external 
graphical image manipulation tool, such as the DrawingBoard [81, binary and 
raster bitmaps can be inputed, rotated, enlarged and reduced in size, resulting 
in a number of desirable graphical algorithms been already implemented 
within the current graphical tool and therefore, a reduced need for additional 
external graphical utilities for any of the previously stated elementary image 
processing operations. 
8.4 Conclusions. 
A new user-interface has been presented for training and testing artificial 
neural networks. A specific application of the NeuralBook has be shown in 
the context of a position invariant pattern recognition procedure, the structure 
and objectives of which had been presented to a sufficient extent in previous 
chapters. The NeuralBook user-interface is shown to require no significant 
additional computational cost in training neural systems. It provides users 
with a unique graphical environment in which actual aircraft data can be 
displayed, image pre-processing information can be presented, and neural 
network training and testing tables can be shown together with any 




9.1 The Thesis of Invariant Pattern Recognition. 
The 
thesis has described a new method, through which the invariant three 
dimensional object classification problem can be effectively tackled in the 
majority of its cases. The technique is based on a new algorithmic approach 
to the known Chien and Aggarwal idea of intersecting three dimensional 
object pseudo-volumes in order to create an invariant three dimensional 
unique object volume description. The introduction of the normalised 
quadtree data structures, ensures that all intermediate generated pseudo- 
volumes correspond to normalised two dimensional data structures and hence 
represent invariant position and size pseudo-volume descriptions. The 
intermediate pseudo-octree data structures, named after the fact that the three 
dimensional volumes they represent do not correspond to real object 
volumes, are generated from previously normalised quadtrees and thus are 
themselves normalised representations of the three dimensional object views. 
The final actual octree data structure, resulting from merging the three 
required pseudo-octrees of the different non-coplanar object views, is 
traversed in a pre-order fashion in order to create a synthetic binary image. 
Such patterns are finally used to train and test the underlying artificial neural 
network architecture. 
The above summarised version of events hides a significant number of 
desirable properties all of which ensure an efficient and impressive overall 
performance. The use of quadtrees and especially linear pointerless 
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quadtrees, offers an average compression rate of about 87%, and 
consequently an additional increase in the number of patterns to be used for 
testing and training. The overall computational requirements for creating the 
previously mentioned data structures are minimum and can be significantly 
improved if faster and more sophisticated computer systems are used. The 
use of normalisation techniques in the pre-processing stages eliminates the 
problem of invariance in the actual training set. Therefore, not only does the 
system maintain its overall high classification confidence but in the same 
time the required training set is reduced to aa small set of pictures and the 
generally time-consuming training process (as it is normally the case in 
backpropagation systems) is additionally drastically reduced. The idea of a 
"pool of information", that anyone can simply and efficiently access, 
normally associated with database systems, is also achieved in the current 
system design. By training the underlying artificial neural network 
architecture with a large number of different objects, normally in a 
compressed form so as to allow a better utilisation of the available computer 
memory, a vast number of stored information is offered in a simply 
accessible and storage efficient way. Finally the selection of ADAM, 
enhances further both the available system's storage capacity as well as the 
duration of the overall training phase. It also offers a better insight in 
ADAM's generalisation capabilities as well as its three dimensional object 
classification potential. In the same time it investigates the general behaviour 
of a relatively recent and certainly not yet widely researched artificial neural 
network architecture. 
The thesis has shown that the new algorithm for volume intersection 
together with a neural network classifier, can effeýtively identify three 
dimensional objects in both uncluttered and noisy environments. In 
particular, a single picture of each aircraft is enough, in order to achieve an 
error-free classification result in a variety of noisy environments. Although, 
no misclassifications were recorded in the experiments, it has been obvious 
that if noise-free pictures are used for training ADAM then the system's 
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confidence during testing with cluttered aircraft patterns falls almost linearly 
as the level of random added noise in test patterns increases. If the set of 
pictures used for training ADAM, is increased by adding noise corrupted 
aircraft pictures, then a substantial, if not dramatic, change in the overall 
average neural network confidence occurs. As more cluttered aircraft patterns 
of various noise levels are added into the training set, the average 
classification success rate rises to reach eventually 100%. This impressive 
behaviour is also recorded in two entirely different experiments involving 
tests with position and scale invariant data patterns. In the latter case, a slight 
increase in the number of misclassifications has also been occurred, but in no 
case did it exceeded 17% of the overall applied testing set. 
9.2 The Contributions of the Thesis-, 
The thesis has introduced a new algorithmic dpproadh to the known 
method of volume intersection introduced by Chien and Aggarwal. Through 
this new method a normalised, position and scale independent, volumetric 
description of a three dimensional object can be formulated. Using this 
synthetic pattern approach in training ADAM, a number of highly desirable 
advantages are offered with most important of all the final classification 
success rate that was achieved. The originality of introducing a neural 
network classifier with an effective data pre-processing phase has been 
rewarded with a number of classification rates as high as 100% and with a 
steady and in most cases error-free classification performance. When 
compared to other classification techniques that were previously presented, 
the new method produced an average classification success of 90% which 
although lower than some, was nevertheless achieved with minimum time 
requirements and a significantly small training set. 
9.3 Future Work. 
An important, aspect of the current thesis has been its minimum 
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computational requirements. These have been consistently shown to be on the 
order of 15 seconds. The majority of the time is lost during the edge detection 
operation. Although, the main aim of the thesis has not been the design of a 
fast edge operator but rather a powerful and precise one, the introduction of 
sophisticated parallel hardware and the possibility of a new powerful as well 
as computationally inexpensive edge operator could almost half the entire 
pattern recognition time. Such improvement will be certainly most welcomed 
in the future. 
The fact that the proposed interface is constrained to the present pattern 
recognition process as this is described in the current thesis, results in a very 
application specific implementation. A future improvement should definitely 
involve the expansion of the user-interface design, so that it includes as many 
different types of neural network systems as possible, and as many types of 
data that can be used as input to the underlying neural systems. The 
implementation of a more general user-interface should take appropriate 
provisions for a better quality performance graphs sketching through its 
possible linkage with powerful graphics packages. Finally, the ability to 
introduce a number of different types of input patterns should certainly 
involve communication links with a variety of available data libraries (i. e., 
libraries of pictures, libraries of recorded signals, libraries of statistical and 
economic data). 
An additional future task that should greatly contribute in the overall 
pattern recognition process evaluation, should be the research into the 
abilities of the presented method in tracking a majority of different objects 
other than aircrafts and its possible extensions and implementations in other 
forms of current artificial neural network architectures. 
9.4 Epilogue. 
The current explosion of interest in neural network systems is based on a 
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number of scientific and economic expectations. We can be sure that neural 
networks will not replace conventional computers, eliminate programming or 
unravel the mysteries of mind. We can expect better understanding of 
massively parallel computation to have an important role in practical tasks 
and in the behavioural sciences, but only through interaction with other 
scientific approaches to these problems. As always, specific structures of 
problems, disciplines, and computational systems are the cornerstone of 
success. The main hope of massively parallel research is that it will provide a 
better basis for such efforts. Clearly, this newly reincarnated field has some 
interesting and promising results to share, but it is not known how these 
results will scale up to move real world related tasks. Numerous important 
research questions are emerging from this relative new area of research. Are 
specific models more appropriate for given classes of computations than 
other models? How does the sample set of learning situations affect the 
resulting characteristics of the neural system both during training and during 
testing? How can supervised and unsupervised learning be combined in such 
systems? How do the various interconnection structures affect the 
computational and operational characteristics of these systems? What 
algorithms can be formulated using the massively parallel paradigm of neural 
networks? Some of these questions were answered in this thesis in the 
context of a specific position and scale invariant three dimensional aircraft 
identification process. Further additional future work is certainly required if it 






et 0 denote the typical output of an elementary artificial neuron. 
Typically this can be represented by the following equation 
Xi Wi 
where x represents the input to the elementary neuron and w the 
corresponding weights for each individual input line. The final summation 
result, ý, is typically further processed by an activation function F in order to 
produce the neurons final output signal ý'. This has normally the form of a 
simple linear function, i. e., 
ý' =K0 
where k is a threshold function, and 
ý' =1 if 0>T 
ý' = if 0<T 
where T is a constant threshold value, or a function that more accurately 
simulates the nonlinear transfer characteristic of the biological neuron and 
permits more general network functions. 
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If F compresses the range of 0, so that 0' never exceeds some low limits 
regardless of the value of 0, F is called a squashing function. The squashing 
function is often chosen to be the logistic function or "sigmoid" (meaning S- 




By analogy to analogue electronic systems, we may think of the 
activation function as defining a nonlinear gain for the artificial neuron. This 
gain is calculated by finding the ratio of the change in 0' to a small change in 
0. Thus, gain is the slope of the curve at a specific excitation level. It varies 
from a low value at large negative excitations (the curve is nearly horizontal), 
to a high value at zero excitation, and it drops back as excitation becomes 
very large and positive. Grossberg [200] found that this nonlinear gain 
characteristic solves the noise-saturation dilemma that he posed; that is, how 
can the same network handle both small and large signals? Small input 
signals require high gain through the network if they are to produce usable 
output; however, a large number of cascaded high-gain stages can saturate 
the output with the amplified noise (random variations) that is present in any 
realisable network. Also, large input signals will saturate high-gain stages, 
again eliminating any usable output. The certain high-gain region of the 
logistic function solves the problem of processing small signals, while its 
regions of decreasing gain at positive and negative extremes are appropriate 
for large excitations. In this way, a neuron performs with appropriate gain 
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over 
a wi e range of input levels. 
Another commonly used activation function is the hyperbolic tangent. it 
is similar to the logistic function and is often used by biologists as a 
mathematical model of nerve-cell activation. Used as an artificial neural 
network activation function it is expressed as follows 
tanh (x 
Like the logistic function, the hyperbolic tangent function is S-shaped, 
but is symmetrical about the origin, resulting in 0' having the value 0 when 0 
is 0. Unlike the logistic function, the hyperbolic tangent function has a 
bipolar value for 0', a characteristic that has been shown to be beneficial in 
certain networks (i. e., backpropagation). 
This simple model of the artificial neuron ignores many of the 
characteristics of its biological counterpart. For example, it does not take into 
account time delays that affect the dynamics of the system; inputs produce an 
immediate output. More important, it does not include the effects of 
synchronism or the frequency-modulation function of the biological neuron, 
characteristics that some researchers feel to be crucial. 
Despite these limitations, networks formed of these neurons exhibit 
attributes that are strongly reminiscent of the biological system. Perhaps 
enough of the essential nature of the biological neuron has been capture to 
produce responses like the biological system, or perhaps the similarity is 





onsider the transfonnation function 
r 
T(r f Pr (W )dW 
0 
and 0 !! ý r !! ý 1, where w is a dummy variable of integration. The rightmost 
side of the above equation is recognised as the cumulative distribution 
function or r. The two conditions that must be satisfied by the transformation 
function are 
a. T(r) must be single-valued and monotonically increasing in the interval 
0<=r<= 1. 
b. 0<=T(r)<= I for 0<=r<= 1. 
The above conditions are satisfied by the transformed function since the 
cumulative distribution function increases monotonically from 0 to I as a 
function of r (Figure A. C. 1). 
P(r) r 
Gray scale probabffify density function ofa dark Image. 




From the above equation the derivative of s with respect to r is given by 
ds 
Pr(T) 
Substituting ds into the general equation of the probability density dr 
function of the transformed gray levels yields 
p, (s [p,. (r )II 
Pr (r )r= T-'(s 
r T-'(s 
which is a uniform density in the interval of definition of the transforrned 
variable s. It is noted that this result is independent of the inverse 
transformation function. This is important because it is not always easy to 
obtainT-1 (s ) analytically. 
The foregoing development indicates that using a transformation 
function equal to the cumulative distribution of r produces an image whose 
gray scale levels have a uniform density. In terms of enhancement, this 
implies an increase in the dynamic range of the pixels, which can have a 
considerable effect in the appearance of an image. 
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